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Voorwoord 

Het WODC bestudeert sinds 2016 verschillende tools en methoden die dataprofes-

sionals kunnen ondersteunen bij het beschermen van privacygevoelige gegevens. 

Deze tools en methoden zijn gericht op de bescherming van privacy door middel van 

het reduceren van de risico’s, terwijl de datakwaliteit en bruikbaarheid van de data 

zoveel mogelijk worden gehandhaafd. Het belang van deze tools en methoden 

neemt snel toe, door de steeds verdergaande ontwikkelingen op het gebied van 

privacy (met name de invoering van de AVG in 2018), door de grote vlucht die Open 

data en Big data nemen, en ook door het ontstaan van datalabs, data-innovatiehubs 

en anders samenwerkingsverbanden waarin datagedreven wordt gewerkt.  

 

In onze onderzoekslijn verschenen eerder twee publicaties (Bargh et al., 2018; 

2020) waarin verschillende tools en methoden zijn onderzocht die gericht waren  

op het beschermen van respectievelijk microdata- en geaggregeerde datasets. Het 

onderhavige onderzoeksrapport geeft hierop voortbouwend (een eerste selectie van) 

richtlijnen voor de praktische inzet van de onderzochte privacybeschermingsmetho-

den en een visie voor de inbedding ervan in de organisaties zoals het ministerie van 

Justitie en Veiligheid (JenV). Deze richtlijnen zijn niet alleen relevant voor de data-

beheerders en data-analisten binnen JenV die zich al bezighouden met het anonimi-

seren, beschermen of openen van data. Het is ook belangrijk dat bestuurders die 

verantwoordelijk zijn voor privacy- en/of databeleid, en het laten opzetten van 

datalabs, kennis opbouwen over de kansen en beperkingen van deze tools en 

methoden.  

 

In onze onderzoekslijn zullen we ons in de toekomst enerzijds gaan richten op  

het iteratief verbeteren en aanvullen van de richtlijnen en anderzijds op (weten-

schappelijk) onderzoek hoe tekstuele gegevens (bijvoorbeeld dossiers) beschermd 

kunnen worden. Op deze manier blijft het WODC een bijdrage leveren aan het 

binnen JenV ontwikkelen en ontginnen van kennis en expertise op het terrein van 

privacybeschermingsmethoden. 

 

Mijn dank gaat, mede namens de auteurs, uit naar voorzitter en leden van de 

begeleidingscommissie. Bijzondere dank wil ik ook graag uitspreken aan de 

projectadviseurs en de geïnterviewden voor hun bijdragen en aan dr.ir. Sunil 

Choenni, die door zijn constructieve kritiek en terugkoppeling een waardevolle 

bijdrage leverde aan de verbetering van dit onderzoekrapport. 

 

 

Prof. dr. G.J.L.M. Lensvelt-Mulders 

Directeur WODC 
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Abbreviations and legend 

ADR:  Action Design Research 

AECS:  Average Equivalence Class Size 

CBS:   Statistics Netherlands (abbreviated as CBS in Dutch) 

EID:  Explicit IDentifier 

GDPR:   General Data Protection Regulation 

NAT:  Non-sensitive ATtribute 

NSI :  National Statistical Institute 

NUE: Non-Uniform Entropy  

QID:  Quasi IDentifier 

SAT:  Sensitive ATtribute 

SCA:  Small Cell Adjustment 

SDC:   Statistical Disclosure Control 

WODC:  Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek- en Documentatiecentrum 

 

Icons Types of referring 

 

For future work: To indicate that this aspect is extendable and could be considered for the future 

editions of the guidelines.  

 

For practice: Use an SDC software tool for data transformation. 

 

For non-SDC expert consultation: Confer with multidisciplinary experts for collaborative decision-

making about the non-SDC related aspects of data anonymization. These experts deal with the utility, 

legal, ethical, cybersecurity and policy related aspects of data anonymization within the organization. 

 

For SDC expert consultation: Confer with SDC experts at the central party.  
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Summary 

Background, scope and contributions 

Governments seek to improve their transparency, accountability and efficiency 

through proactively opening their publicly funded data sets to the public. In this 

way, governments intend to support participatory governance by citizens, to foster 

innovations and economic growth for public and/or private enterprises, and to 

facilitate making informed decisions by citizens and organizations. Public organi-

zations also share data with others for various reasons like facilitating their opera-

tional activities, gaining statistical insights in the status of their operational activi- 

ties and strategical objectives, and conducting scientific research relevant to their 

mission such as the impact of their policies. Protecting personal data is an important 

precondition for governmental organizations for opening and sharing their data 

responsibly. Minimizing personal data in shared/opened data to the level that is 

needed for the data usage in mind is one of the main principles of personal data 

protection. Particularly in open data settings, where the opened data are observable 

for everybody including potential adversaries, personal data protection boils down to 

data minimization mainly. 

 

There are various technologies for protecting personal data in a data set. Statistical 

Disclosure Control (SDC) technologies refer to a subset of personal data protection 

mechanisms, developed for minimizing personal data while sharing useful data for  

a given purpose (i.e., maintaining data utility). SDC technologies can be applied  

to microdata sets as well as tabular data sets. Microdata sets, which may have 

(very) large sizes, are structured tables with some rows, representing individuals, 

and a number of columns, representing the attributes of those individuals (like their 

age, gender and occupation). Tabular data sets are constructed from microdata. A 

tabular data set contains one or more tables consisting of some rows and columns 

that correspond to a number of grouping attributes, which are a subset of the attrib-

utes of the corresponding microdata. We studied SDC techniques for protecting 

microdata sets in (Bargh et al., 2018) and for tabular data sets in (Bargh et al., 

2020).  

 

The main objective of our research project on personal data protection and SDC 

technology is to enhance the level of knowledge within the Dutch government, and 

more specifically, the Ministry of Justice and Security, about SDC technology, its 

capabilities and limitations, and its usage. Following the previous publications, i.e., 

(Bargh et al., 2018; 2020), in this report we take another step towards adopting 

SDC technology within governmental organizations by developing some initial 

guidelines for using SDC technology in practice. In this way, we expect that SDC 

technology becomes more accessible to data stewards, who are responsible for 

sharing or opening data sets responsibly.  

 

Applying SDC technology is a multidisciplinary task requiring, among others, legal 

and technical expertise. The initial guidelines presented in this report aim at 

enhancing the technical SDC knowledge and usage skills of data stewards who  

are entry-level users of SDC technology. The main contribution of this report is to 

provide an initial set of guidelines concerned with: 

 the process of using SDC technology for protecting microdata and tabular data,  
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 the main actions to be taken in every step of the process of using SDC 

technology, and  

 tthe configuration of specific steps in practice. 

 

Applying SDC technology into practice (i.e., adopting it within organizations) is  

not a one-off endeavor due to its complexity, multidisciplinary nature and context 

dependency. Therefore, we also envision and present a framework according to 

which SDC technology can incrementally and gradually be introduced to and 

embedded in an organization. The initial SDC guidelines presented in this report 

serve as one of the first steppingstones of this framework.  

 

Note that throughout this report, we use the term data anonymization to denote the 

process of removing (direct) identifiers from a data set and applying SDC techniques 

to it in order to be able to share or open the data set.  

Methodology 

We used various methods such as literature study, case studies, expert interviews, 

experiments, prototyping and simulations to develop the SDC guidelines and 

framework.  

 

Our literature study resulted in two technical reports (Bargh et al., 2018; 2020) that 

act as the auxiliary reading material for explaining the theoretical foundation of the 

initial guidelines and for providing some illustrative examples of the methods used 

in the guidelines presented here. We conducted four case studies chosen from the 

judicial domain to learn about the current practices for data anonymization. Further, 

we carried out four expert interviews to base and/or reinforce some of the choices 

we made for the initial guidelines. We applied the first version of the initial guide-

lines to four data sets from the justice domain to evaluate the applicability of the 

guidelines in practice. Some user-interface-related aspects of the initial guidelines 

were designed and realized in a mockup-type prototype of a SDC software tool. 

Finally, we conducted a number of simulations with an open-source SDC software 

tool to support some design decisions we made for the guidelines.  

 

Exercising all these methods allowed us to make design choices for the initial 

guidelines, narrowing down their scope to a manageable level. Furthermore, they 

helped us to learn about the limitations of the work and identify a number of 

directions for future research. 

Main results 

In the following, we briefly describe the main results of the study. 

On (the importance of) data anonymization 

We have shown that there are a number of driving forces behind personal data 

minimization. The necessity of limiting the processing of personal data to the 

purpose in mind is emphasized in various (recent) privacy laws and regulations like 

the GDPR. 

 

Personal data minimization often starts with removing directly identifying 

information (like names and social security numbers) from a data set. When 
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indirectly identifying information needs to be limited, the process of protecting data 

becomes more complex. In such cases, SDC technology is a main technology used 

to adjust the amount of indirectly identifying information about individuals in a data 

set to a desired, required or allowed level, depending on the data usage purpose. To 

help in this process, SDC technology can provide insights into and mechanisms for:  

a tansforming raw data,  

b asessing the utility of the original and the transformed data,  

c etimating the data disclosure risks of the original and the transformed data, and  

d mking trade-offs between data utility aspects and data disclosure risks.  

 

Like any other (data protection) technology, the capabilities of SDC technology 

should be considered together with some reservations. One of these reservations  

is that personal data minimization via applying SDC technology does not deliver 

guaranteed anonymity in the way that the term anonymous is defined in the GDPR. 

Therefore, SDC technology should not be considered as a silver bullet solution as it 

does not provide a fully-fledged data protection solution. Nevertheless, using SDC-

based insights and applying SDC technology are necessary in order to comply with 

data protection regulations when sharing or opening personal data. In data sharing 

situations, SDC technology should be paired with complementary technical meas-

ures and/or non-technical data governance mechanisms (like contracts, policies and 

organizational procedures) in order to mitigate residual risks.  

On the envisioned organizational embedding framework 

SDC technology is a cutting-edge expertise area, being actively researched and 

continuously developed. The use of SDC technology requires adopting a holistic 

approach by considering technological, legal, ethical, public and business admini-

stration aspects. Furthermore, applying SDC into practice is dependent on many 

contextual factors like the availability of background knowledge to intruders and the 

sensitivity level of the shared data. Therefore, we envision and present a framework 

for embedding SDC technology within an organizational setting.  

 

The envisioned framework includes a structural model to distribute SDC responsi-

bilities within an organization and an iterative organizational learning process to 

develop relevant SDC knowledge across the organization, based on the rising needs 

of the organization.  

 The envisioned structural model benefits from the advantages of distributing  

SDC knowledge and skills across local parties within an organization who control 

privacy sensitive data sets and a central party within the organization who has 

expertise in SDC technology. A possible implementation could be that routine  

SDC tasks are delegated to local parties and complex and advanced tasks are 

delegated to the central party.  

 The iterative organizational learning process within our framework aims at 

gradually delegating the SDC tasks to the local parties as much as possible. In 

this way, we seek to create SDC expertise at local parties eventually, without 

imposing immediate burden and accountability on them to learn and apply 

complex SDC tasks. According to this learning process, the initial set of SDC 

guidelines is gradually expanded (and/or modified) via learning from practice. 

On the generic guidelines 

The initial SDC guidelines presented in this report aim at specifying the process of 

using SDC technology and providing some recommendations for, among others, the 

protection models and methods as well as their parameter configurations. We start 
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with a basic set of SDC guidelines that are carefully developed based on our litera-

ture study, case studies, expert interviews, experiments, prototyping and simula-

tions. These initial SDC guidelines can be used for education purposes as well as for 

conducting routine data anonymization tasks in practice by local parties. According 

to the envisioned evolutionary process for organizational learning, the initial SDC 

guidelines should be gradually expanded (and/or modified) via learning from 

practice.  

 

The initial SDC guidelines are divided into generic and specific ones. The specific 

ones are for protecting microdata or tabular data, which are described in the 

following section. The generic guidelines describe (the tasks of) the SDC process 

that are applicable to both microdata and tabular data protection. These generic 

tasks are for selecting the data to share, specifying the objective(s) of data sharing, 

specifying the data environment, transforming data, analyzing data and sharing 

data.  

 

Based on relevant strategic objectives, policies and considerations, the parties 

acting as data controllers select the data set for sharing. Data selection can be  

done reactively in reply to a concrete request of data processors or proactively for 

creating transparency (e.g., in case of Open Data). Specifying the objective of data 

sharing, which is typically determined outside the data anonymization process, can 

be used for, for instance, defining some aspects of the data environment, choosing 

appropriate measures for assessing data utility and data disclosure risks, and 

making trade-offs between data utility and data privacy. Specifying the data 

environment is concerned with modelling the context within which the data are 

shared and utilized. Such a context modelling is important for determining data 

disclosure risks. The factors for context modelling include the agency (e.g., the 

intruder types), the auxiliary data sources used by intruders as background knowl-

edge to disclose personal information from a shared data set, data governance 

mechanisms used for mitigating residual disclosure risks, and the infrastructures 

used to protect the shared data set or to derive personal information from the 

shared data set.  

 

The guidelines related to the tasks of data transformation and data analysis are 

dependent of data type (i.e., being microdata or tabular data) and, thus, we 

describe them in the following. Finally, data sharing task includes those actions 

needed after the data set is anonymized satisfactorily. One of the main data sharing 

actions is the documentation of the data anonymization process for both internal 

and external usages.  

On the data specific guidelines  

The data transformation and analysis tasks of the generic guidelines are functionally 

similar but technically different per data type. Therefore, we present them sepa-

rately in the report.  

 

The microdata specific SDC tasks are about transforming data and analyzing data. 

For transforming data, in turn, we define a number of tasks, namely: determining 

the privacy approach, mapping attributes, choosing privacy models and methods, 

configuring parameters, applying the chosen models, methods and their configura-

tions.  

 Two privacy approaches, namely syntactic and noise-based approaches, are 

distinguished for protecting data. We choose the former one to base the initial 

SDC guidelines due to being truthful and easily linkable to legal privacy concepts. 
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In the future editions of the guidelines noise-based approaches can also be 

considered for inclusion.  

 For the syntactic approach, the attribute mapping task is used to assign four 

types to the attributes of the shared data set, namely explicit identifiers, quasi 

identifiers, sensitive attributes and non-sensitive attributes. The explicit identifiers 

(like names and ID numbers) are generally removed. The quasi identifiers model 

the background knowledge of intruders who can use them to re-identify data 

records.  

 In the initial guidelines, we suggest using two privacy models of k-anonymity  

and l-diversity to protect quasi identifiers and sensitive attributes. To this end, 

however, one should be aware of their capabilities and limitations.  

 Subsequently, the parameters of the chosen privacy models and methods should 

be configured. To this end, various factors can be considered such as the sensiti-

vity degree of the shared attributes, the sensitivity degree of the shared attribute 

values, the objective of data sharing, the existence or lack of complimentary data 

protection mechanisms after data sharing, the type of attackers expected, the 

reputation of data processors, and the sampling rate and type (i.e., being a 

random sample or else) of the shared data set with respect to the corresponding 

population data set, to name a few.  

 Using a software tool, the chosen privacy models, methods and parameters can 

be applied to the data set.  

 

For analyzing data, which is concerned with the analysis of the transformed data 

set, one should analyze the data utility and the disclosure risks of the transformed 

data set. Subsequently, one decides whether a satisfactory trade-off is achieved 

between data utility and data privacy (i.e., personal data disclosure risks) or not.  

 

Tabular data are an aggregation of microdata. The SDC tasks for protecting tabular 

data sets are functionally similar to those for protecting microdata sets. Compared 

to microdata, tabular data have a smaller dimension (i.e., fewer attributes), but 

may have many more dependencies. These dependencies, which occur for example 

when multiple tables are produced from a microdata set, may be used to disclose 

privacy sensitive information. Therefore, tabular data protection focuses more on 

identifying and resolving these dependencies. This focus makes the process for 

protecting tabular data slightly different from the process for protecting microdata.  

 

For tabular data specific SDC tasks, which are, in turn, part of the transforming data 

and analyzing data tasks, we define designing the table, choosing disclosure risk 

measures, choosing protection methods, configuring parameters, and analyzing data 

tasks. 

 During the table design, one determines the desired table type (i.e., frequency 

table or magnitude table), selects the grouping attributes and their values, and 

specifies the structure of the table in terms of the existing relations within table 

and with the other tables that are (going to be) present in the data environment. 

 In choosing disclosure risk measure(s) one identifies the cells that are at risk 

based on (a limited number of) sensitivity rules. For the initial set of the guide-

lines, the suggested rules are frequency rule, p%-rule, and zero cells and skewed 

distributions. 

 Through choosing protection method(s), one tries to mitigate the threats of the 

cells at risk. To this end, we propose a generic workflow to choose and apply 

protection methods based on the desired properties of the protected table. 

 Via configuring parameters, one fine-tunes the parameters of the chosen 

disclosure risk measures and the chosen protection methods. 
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 Finally, through analyzing data, one assesses data utility and data privacy (i.e., 

personal data disclosure risks) based on some measures. Subsequently, one 

decides whether a satisfactory trade-off is achieved between data utility and data 

privacy or not.  

 

For both categories of specific SDC guidelines (i.e., those for protecting microdata 

and those for protecting tabular data), the data transformation and data analysis 

tasks are iteratively carried out until a satisfactory trade-off is made between data 

utility and data privacy. 

Discussion and follow-up research 

As mentioned above, applying SDC technology into practice (i.e., adopting it within 

organizations) is not a one-off endeavor due to its complexity, multidisciplinary 

nature and context dependency. Therefore, according to our envisioned framework, 

SDC technology can incrementally and gradually be introduced to and embedded  

in an organization. This asks for establishing an iterative organizational learning 

process to develop relevant SDC knowledge across the organization, based on the 

rising needs of the organization. 

 

During the design and development of the initial SDC guidelines, we identified a 

number of issues. As addressing these issues was beyond the scope of the current 

study, we consider these issues as future research directions and mention some of 

the most generic ones in the following.  

 

The usability of the SDC guidelines and the state-of-the-art tutorial reports was  

not evaluated with the target user group(s), i.e., the entry-level users (or data 

stewards) of SDC technology. To this end, it is necessary to: 

 Train data stewards on SDC technology, using our state-of-the-art reports and 

organizing training workshops about SDC tools. 

 Develop a high-fidelity prototype for data protection to enable the target user 

group to gain hands-on experiences with SDC technology. Such a prototype for 

microdata protection, for example, can be based on the user interface designed in 

(Rawat, 2020). Note that the designed user interface should still be coupled to an 

existing SDC tool. 

 

Hereby, moreover, data stewards become familiar with the relevant SDC concepts 

so that they can provide insightful feedback for SDC experts to develop the guide-

lines in the future according to the needs of the data stewards. 

 

Proposing detailed and comprehensive guidelines appears to be an impossible task. 

However, it is possible to produce a compendium of worked examples from practical 

settings, which show the details of the way that a data set is anonymized in a spe-

cific case (e.g., how the SDC models and methods are chosen and applied, how the 

risk and utility are measured, and how the trade-offs are made). Such an example-

based approach with a number of worked examples from the real-world scenarios 

could be used as a basis for how-to knowledge sharing towards data stewards in the 

future. 

 

There were a limited number of case studies and experiments carried out with real 

world data sets. In the future, it is desirable to conduct more case studies in real 

world settings (i.e., in a close collaboration with the data stewards). These case 
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studies can be presented as worked examples and/or be used to fine-tune the initial 

SDC guidelines.  

 

A future research topic is to investigate the relation between the initial guidelines 

and the legal aspects of personal data protection. For example, it is necessary to 

determine the required amount of resources (i.e., time, money, employees, etc.) 

that should be put into the process of data anonymization in a given situation. To 

this end, applying the due diligence principle is a key legal requirement. Another 

important research topic is to investigate the ways that one can adequately model 

the data environment in which a data set is shared, considering many existing 

uncertainties. 

 

Finally, an emerging research direction is to expand the available work on SDC 

based microdata and tabular data protection to the domain of protecting unstruc-

tured data, specifically for protecting textual data written in natural languages. 
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1 Introduction 

Privacy-preserving data sharing or data publication involves a number of measures 

to mitigate privacy risks. One important category of these measures is concerned 

with the principle of personal data minimization. Statistical Disclosure Control (SDC) 

technology belongs to this personal data minimization category. As applying SDC 

technology is not a simple task, this report aims at introducing an initial set of 

guidelines for using SDC technology by practitioners. While these guidelines, and 

the examples given, focus on the application of SDC technology at the ministry of 

Justice and Security, they are generally applicable to other domains.  

 

In this chapter, we first state the problem (Section 1.1). Subsequently, we discuss 

the objectives and contributions of this report (Section 1.2) and explain the meth-

odology used for achieving these objectives (Section 1.3). Lastly, we provide an 

outline for the rest of this report (Section 1.4). 

1.1 Statement of the problem 

Often, collected data sets contain more personal data than is needed for a certain 

purpose. This discrepancy between the available data and the required data stems 

from the way the data are typically collected. Sometimes a data set, which is 

collected for an operational purpose, is used for statistical analysis or scientific 

research. In such cases, the data are used for another purpose than the one they 

were originally collected for. For example, in the medical domain patient data are 

collected to document medical treatments, while they are also re-used for medical 

research. In the justice domain, offender data are collected to sentence and treat 

offenders, while they can be re-used for criminology research. Other times, even 

when statistical analysis and/or scientific research are the primary purpose of data 

collection, the collected data may contain too much personal data due to, for 

example, an inappropriate research design.  

 

Minimizing the amount of personal data in a data set is a necessary privacy 

protection requirement and measure. According to this requirement, a data set 

should only contain the personal data that are required and allowed for a chosen 

(legitimate) data usage. SDC technology can be used to minimize personal data as 

much as possible and/or necessary, while maintaining the utility of the data for the 

legitimate purpose in mind. Applying SDC technology in practice is not straightfor-

ward, as it is context dependent and requires a high level of expertise that spans 

various domains, including technological, legal, ethical, public and business admini-

stration domains. Technological SDC knowledge is currently available in the scien-

tific community mostly and there is need to bring it to the practical domain. To 

achieve this, it is necessary to translate this scientific knowledge into practical 

guidelines.  

1.2 Objectives and contributions 

The main objective of our research project on privacy protection and SDC technol-

ogy is to enhance the level of knowledge within the Dutch government, and more 

specifically, the Ministry of Justice and Security, about SDC technology, its capabili- 
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ties and limitations, and its usage. To this end, as a first step, we have carried out 

two state-of-the-art studies about SDC technology for protecting microdata sets 

(Bargh et al., 2018) and tabular data sets (Bargh et al., 2020). As another step 

towards adopting SDC technology within governmental organizations, we have 

developed initial guidelines for using SDC technology in practice. In this way, we 

expect that SDC technology becomes more accessible to data stewards, who are 

responsible for preparing the data sets to be shared or published. Note that applying 

SDC technology is a multidisciplinary task requiring, among others, legal and tech-

nical expertise. The initial guidelines presented in this report aim at enhancing the 

technical SDC knowledge and usage skills of data stewards who are entry-level 

users. This report does not elaborate upon the legal expertise that is also required.  

 

The main contribution of this report is to provide an initial set of guidelines 

concerned with: 

 te process of using SDC technology for protecting microdata and tabular data,  

 the main actions to be taken in every step of the process of using SDC tech-

nology, and  

 the configuration of specific steps in practice. 

 

Applying SDC technology into practice (i.e., adopting it within organizations) is  

not a one-off endeavor due to its complexity, multidisciplinary nature and context 

dependency. Therefore, we envision a framework according to which SDC tech-

nology can incrementally and gradually be introduced to and embedded in an 

organization. The initial SDC guidelines presented in this report serve as one of the 

first steppingstones of this framework. Some aspects of the guidelines have been 

assessed using a number of methods and adjusted accordingly (see Section 1.3). 

Note that we introduce the principles of our envisioned framework for adopting SDC 

technology in Chapter 2 and leave the details of its implementation to future work.  

1.3 Methodology 

For developing the guidelines, we have used various methods like: literature study, 

case studies, expert interviews, experiments, prototyping and simulations. The main 

results of our literature study are presented in (Bargh et al., 2018, 2020). These 

reports act as the auxiliary reading material for explaining the theoretical foundation 

of the guidelines and providing illustrative examples of the methods used in the 

guidelines. The insights gained in these literature studies, moreover, formed a 

foundation for developing the initial set of guidelines. 

 

To lay another foundation for developing the initial guidelines, we conducted four 

case studies (concerning two microdata sets and two tabular data sets) to learn 

about the current practices for data minimization. These cases are chosen from the 

judicial domain based on their relevancy to the objectives of this project, as well as 

the willingness of the corresponding data stewards to let their current practices be 

re-examined by us. Investigating these cases allowed us to make design choices for 

the initial guidelines, narrowing down their scope to a manageable level.  

 

To base and/or reinforce some of the choices we made for the initial set of SDC 

guidelines, we carried out several expert interviews. We interviewed two SDC 

experts who actively use this technology in their daily practice, one legal expert who 

is knowledgeable about data minimization principles, and one expert on managing 

data-driven research.   
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To evaluate the applicability of the guidelines in practice, we applied them on four 

data sets (two microdata sets and two tabular data sets) from the justice domain. 

These data sets were unprotected versions of the sets used for the case studies 

mentioned above. The aim of the experiments was to discover the (main) short-

comings of the first draft of the initial guidelines and to improve them. The conduct-

ed experiments involved only one iteration cycle of the design, test and improve 

process. We envision that in the future SDC guidelines should be improved in 

multiple iterations of this process by applying them to additional cases as well as 

engaging the target user group (e.g., data stewards). 

 

Some user-interface-related aspects of the guidelines were designed and realized in 

a mockup-type prototype of a SDC software tool. The mockup prototype, despite 

being just a simulation of an SDC tool for microdata protection, served as a medium 

to evaluate how the target group perceives an SDC tool that is tailored to their 

needs and usage objectives. For the detailed documentation of the prototype design 

and evaluation, the interested reader is referred to Rawat (2020).  

 

A number of simulations were conducted with an open-source SDC tool to support 

some design decisions made for the initial set of SDC guidelines. For detailed 

information, the interested reader is referred to (Amighi et al., 2020). 

 

In Appendix C, we present the main conclusions of the case studies, expert inter-

views, experiments, prototyping and simulations in more detail.  

1.4 Outline 

This report is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we motivate the use of SDC tech-

nology, elaborate on the ways to deploy SDC tools within organizations, and set a 

framework to incrementally deploy the proposed guidelines within an organization. 

In Chapters 3 ,4 and 5 we present our initial set of guidelines for protecting micro-

data and tabular data. Specifically, in Chapter 3 we describe the generic aspects  

of our guidelines that are relevant for both microdata and tabular data, and in 

Chapters 4  and 5 we describe specific guidelines for protecting microdata sets and 

tabular data sets, respectively. Finally, in Chapter 6 we present our conclusions and 

summarize some directions for future research.  
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2 On adopting SDC technology for protecting 
personal data  

SDC technology can be used to transform data sets so that the risk of disclosing 

personal data on individuals can be reduced, while preserving the usefulness of the 

transformed data as much as possible for a given data use. In this way, SDC tech-

nology offers a way to realize the ‘data minimization’1 principle as mentioned in 

Article 5 (1-c) of the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR, 2016) and  

in other laws – e.g., as mentioned in Article 4(1-c) of the EU Law Enforcement 

Directive (LED, 2016). Adhering to the principle of personal data minimization is a 

necessary step for protecting the privacy of data subjects and should, therefore, be 

an important part of the data governance process within data-intensive organiza-

tions. Hereby organizations can gain the trust of citizens to share their data.  

 

In this chapter, we first elaborate on the driving forces behind personal data 

minimization and thus the use of SDC technology (see Section 2.1). Subsequently, 

in Section 2.2, we explain the reservations concerning the application of SDC 

technology in practice. As such, Sections 2.1 and 2.2 aim at motivating the use of 

SDC technology in daily practice and managing the expectations thereof in that (a) 

applying SDC technology is necessary but (b) should not be perceived as a silver 

bullet solution. 

 

SDC technology is a cutting-edge expertise area, being actively researched and 

continuously developed. Further, the use of SDC technology requires adopting a 

holistic approach by considering technological, legal, ethical, public and business 

administration aspects. Embedding SDC technology within the daily practice of 

organizations is not trivial due to its complexity and cross-disciplinary character. In 

Section 2.3, we present our framework envisioned for embedding SDC technology 

within an organizational setting. The envisioned framework for organizational 

embedding of SDC technology includes a structural model (presented in Section 

2.3.1) and an iterative process (presented in Section 2.3.2) to develop a relevant 

SDC knowledge base (i.e., SDC tutorials and SDC guidelines), based on the rising 

needs of an organization. Every iteration of the process results in some tutorials 

and/or a set of guidelines for learning about SDC technology and using SDC 

technology in practice. Finally, in Section 2.4 we conclude this chapter with a few 

remarks regarding the design and development principles of the SDC guidelines. 

2.1 Motivations for using SDC technology 

Disclosing information about individuals can occur when data relating to individuals 

are processed (i.e., collected, transferred, stored or analyzed). Information security 

mechanisms, such as data encryption and access control, can be used to protect 

data in transit or storage. When data are already accessed (either legitimately or 

illegitimately), however, it may become possible to disclose the identity of individu-

als or learn some (sensitive) information about these individuals. Such unauthorized 

uses of data can occur after either unauthorized access, e.g., by external intruders, 

or authorized access, e.g., by internal intruders (Choenni et al. 2016). Even when 

                                                
1  We will use the term ‘personal data minimization’ instead of the GDPR term ‘data minimization’ because the 

former specifies the scope more accurately. 
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directly identifying information (like names) is removed from the data, an internal or 

external intruder may use statistical disclosure attacks to re-identify some individ-

uals or to associate new information with individuals, particularly by using other 

external information sources. For example, the term ‘mayor of Amsterdam’ in a data 

set can reveal the identity of the individual to whom the term refers, if you already 

know who that mayor is or if you can find it out via a web search. To mitigate the 

threat of such disclosures, a data set should be transformed (for example, by 

removing identifying information as much as possible) while maintaining the quality 

of the transformed data set for the data usage purpose in mind. SDC technology 

provides a way to facilitate such data transformations.  

 

Data usage purposes can span from strategical/tactical ones (like using data for 

statistical analysis and scientific research) to operational ones (like using data for 

the daily operations of an organization). Nowadays, data are often collected for one 

purpose – the so-called primary purpose – but are used for another one – the so-

called secondary purpose (Choenni et al., 2018). For example, the data which are 

collected for operational purposes (e.g., for documenting the medical treatments  

of patients in the medical domain or for documenting the judicial treatment of 

offenders within the justice domain) are increasingly used for statistical analysis  

or for scientific research. Even more strongly, the (big) data of social networking 

applications are increasingly used for secondary purposes. Even when data are 

collected for the purpose in mind, the data may contain too much (identifying or 

sensitive) information, for example, due to an inappropriate research design.  

 

The necessity of limiting the processing of personal data to the purpose in mind is 

emphasized in the GDPR (2016), and – in relation to the Justice domain – in the  

LED (2016). In relation to this work, the following GDPR2 and LED principles are 

relevant. 

 Purpose limitation principle: according to this principle, personal data may only be 

collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not further be pro-

cessed in a manner that is incompatible with those purposes (see Article 5(1-b)  

of GDPR and Article 4(1-b) of LED). 

 Data minimization principle: according to this principle, personal data should be 

adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes  

for which they are ‘collected and processed’, see Article 5(1-c) of GDPR (or ‘pro-

cessed’, see Article 4(1-c) of LED3). 

 Data accuracy principle: according to this principle, data should be accurate and, 

where necessary, kept up to date in accordance with the purposes for which they 

are processed. To this end, every reasonable step must be taken to ensure that 

personal data that are inaccurate, having regard to the purposes for which they 

are processed, are erased or rectified without delay (see Article 5(1-d) of GDPR 

and Article 4(1-d) of LED). 

In general, the GDPR applies to strategical/tactical purposes of the processing of 

data, like using data for statistical analysis and scientific research by governments, 

universities and research institutes. Note that the data here can primarily be collect-

ed for any purpose (i.e., strategical/tactical as well as operational purposes). The 

GDPR has direct effect, so that the Dutch GDPR Implementation Act (UAVG), which 

                                                
2  Besides these principles, the other principles of GDPR are ‘lawfulness, fairness and transparency’, ‘storage 

limitation’, ‘integrity and confidentiality’ and ‘accountability’ (see Article 5 of GDPR). 

3  LED is only mentioning ‘processed’ as its purpose is specific and already defined at the start of this directive while 

GDPR applies to personal data protection in general. 
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implemented the GDPR, suffices for the implementation of its regulations.4 When 

personal data are processed by competent authorities for the operational purposes 

of the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offenses or the 

execution of criminal penalties, including the safeguarding against and the preven-

tion of threats to public security, the LED5 applies.  

 

In the Netherlands, the directives of the LED were implemented into national law in 

2019, i.e., in the Police Data Act (Wpg) and in the Judicial and Criminal Data Act 

(Wjsg), see (Staatsblad, 2018). It should be noted here that competent authorities 

falling under the jurisdiction of the LED must also comply with the GDPR regulations 

insofar as this concerns the tasks that do not relate to their operational purposes 

mentioned above. During the implementation of the LED, the data minimization 

principle has also found its place in both Wpg (see Article 4a) and Wjsg (see Article 

3.3) and so have the data accuracy principle (see Wjsg Article 3.1; Wpg Article 4-1) 

and purpose limitation principle (Wjsg Article 3.2; Wpg Article 3-2), see (Wjsg 2020; 

Wpg 2020).  

 

In addition to the accountability and liability requirements imposed by privacy laws 

and regulations, there are other driving forces behind applying personal data 

minimization to the practice. For example, applying the data minimization principle 

appropriately is one of the ways to nurture the trust of data subjects and citizens in 

the (public) organizations that hold and process their personal data. Nurturing the 

trust of citizens, in turn, often encourages data subjects to share more information 

for research and statistical purposes and thereby improves the quality of the data-

driven applications that rely on high-quality data. One should note that personal 

data minimization principle is not totally new as it can also be traced to similar 

principles in other fields. For example, it resembles the need-to-know principle in 

the information security domain. This principle restricts the access of someone to 

sensitive information. Access is only granted if it is necessary for the person’s official 

duties. For other purposes, access should be denied, even if the person has all the 

necessary official approvals (such as a security clearance) to access the information. 

The urge of and the need for applying personal data minimization into current data-

driven practice are raised in all our interviews as well, where the interviewed 

experts acknowledged the necessity of minimizing personal data in relation to the 

purpose in mind.  

 

Personal data minimization often starts with removing directly identifying informa-

tion (like names and social security numbers) from a data set. This is especially the 

case for research and other non-operational purposes where the identity of the 

individuals is generally not needed. However, data minimization is and should not be 

limited to only removing directly identifying information. Combinations of indirectly 

identifying information (like the combination of birthdate, postal code and gender) 

can be used to uniquely identify large number of individuals in a population (Bargh 

& Choenni, 2013; Rocher et al., 2019; Sweeney 1997). 

 

When indirectly identifying information needs to be limited, the process of protecting 

data becomes more complex. SDC technology can be used to adjust the amount  

                                                
4  For criminal justice data (relating to criminal convictions and offences), being a subset of justice domain data, 

GDPR is even more strict. Such data can, in the Netherlands, only be processed in case this is allowed under 

Articles 32 and 33 of the Dutch GDPR Implementation act (e.g., when there is explicit consent of the data 

subject).  

5  In Dutch: ‘Richtlijn gegevensbescherming opsporing en vervolging’. 
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of indirectly identifying information about individuals in a data set to a desired, 

required or allowed level, depending on the data usage purpose. To help in this 

process, SDC technology based tools can provide insights into and mechanisms for:  

a transforming raw data,  

b assessing the utility of the original and the transformed data,  

c estimating the data disclosure risks of the original and the transformed data, and  

d making trade-offs between data utility aspects and data disclosure risks.  

 

Even more so, using SDC-based insights and applying SDC technology are neces-

sary to comply with data protection regulations when sharing or opening their data.  

 

The process of removing (direct) identifiers is called data anonymization6 in the 

technical domain.7 In this report, we use the term data anonymization to denote the 

process of removing (direct) identifiers and applying SDC techniques. The initial 

guidelines, which will be presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 of this report, cover the 

data anonymization process. For an overview of data anonymization types, the 

interested reader is referred to Appendix A.  

2.2 Reservations when using SDC technology 

Like any other (data protection) technology, the capabilities of SDC technology 

should be considered together with some reservations, which frame and bound its 

applicability range. We elaborate more on these reservations within two branches  

of SDC technology, namely the normative and formal approaches. 

 

Often, legal regimes and legal definitions of privacy are based on the normative and 

intuitive assumptions ‘about how pieces of information interact’ (Nissim & Wood, 

2018). According to the normative notions of privacy and data anonymization, a 

given data set is considered as personal data if it can be related to an identified or 

identifiable data subject when it is combined – or so-called linked – with another 

auxiliary data set. Such data linkages cause personal data disclosures via re-iden-

tification or attribution (Bargh et al., 2018; 2020). The auxiliary data sets are 

considered as the background knowledge that is available to intruders. The SDC 

techniques that are based on these normative assumptions try to prevent data 

linkages. Usually, normative SDC techniques8 preserve the truthfulness of the data 

during data anonymization. For example, the exact age value (e.g., 16 years old) is 

transformed into an age range (e.g., to 15-19 years old range) or is rounded up 

(e.g., to value 20 years old). Preserving the truthfulness of the data is often an 

important property for publishing official statistics by national statistical institutes.  

 

Dwork et al. (2006) showed that when an intruder has an arbitrary amount of back-

ground knowledge, it is impossible to enforce the stringent definition of privacy 

protection as adopted by the current normative approaches. To protect privacy in 

those cases, one should deal with the shortcomings of the normative notion of 

privacy. There is, therefore, currently an ongoing trend to move from the normative 

approaches to formal approaches. Formal approaches do not rely on intuitive 

assumptions about how pieces of information interact, but rather on the properties 

                                                
6  Note that data anonymization (in a technical sense) is called data de-identification in North America.  

7  Note that the term anonymous in the legal domain has a different meaning (for more information, see Chapter 2 

in Bargh et al., 2018). 

8  Also called syntactic approaches according to (Clifton & Tassa, 2013).  
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of a data set itself mainly (e.g., the sensitivity of an operation with respect to the 

data items within a data set). These properties of a data set can be examined by 

scientific and mathematical principles. For example, the 𝜖–differential privacy model 

(Dwork et al., 2006), which is a rigorously proven technique, inherently does not 

depend on the amount of the background knowledge of intruders.9 The mentioned 

trend or paradigm shift occurs not only in the technical domain but also in the legal 

domain. Some scholars advocate to base the legal regimes, which are currently 

mostly based on normative and intuitive assumptions about privacy, on formal 

privacy models instead (Nissim & Wood, 2018). 

 

Both normative and formal approaches have their own merits and limitations 

(Clifton & Tassa, 2013). Normative approaches are heuristic, which means that they 

do not provide formal mathematical guarantees because they are mainly dependent 

on the (currently known) auxiliary data (i.e., the background knowledge) available 

to intruders. Such auxiliary data sets are growing rapidly in the current era of big 

and open data. This growth particularly makes normative approaches vulnerable to 

data linkage threats in the future. Nevertheless, normative approaches are widely 

used in practice currently. Applying normative approaches fulfills the due diligence 

principle required in legal regimes (i.e., mitigate disclosure risks). Further, com-

pared to formal methods, their impacts on the transformed data are more under-

standable and easier to explain to data consumers.  

 

Formal approaches are increasingly used nowadays. The 𝜖–differential privacy 

model, for instance, is already deployed in some information systems by, for 

example, Google, Apple, Uber, and the U.S. Census Bureau. Apple uses the tech-

nique in iOS10 for increasing its security and privacy, Google uses it for protecting 

urban mobility data to ensure that individual users and journeys cannot be iden-

tified, and the U.S. Census Bureau wants to apply it to 2020 US census data for 

safeguarding the information it gathers from the US citizens (Nissim & Wood, 2018). 

One should note that such formal methods make assumptions about the real world 

and, therefore, their rigorous guarantees hold only within the realm of these 

assumptions. For example, the 𝜖–differential privacy model is founded on a formal 

definition of privacy, according to which the presence or absence of the (personal) 

information of an individual in a data set must not have an observable impact on  

the output of an analysis on that data set. In other words, it requires ‘the output 

distribution of a privacy preserving analysis to remain stable under any possible 

change to a single individual’s information’ (Nissim & Wood, 2018, p. 10). As such, 

the 𝜖–differential privacy model provides a guarantee in the sense of this specific 

privacy definition. Whether this definition is comprehensive and adequate has not 

been established yet. Although the formal approaches and definitions of privacy 

have not been introduced to legislation and regulations yet, there is a growing trend 

to advise to do so in academia. This is because they are rather independent of the 

environmental conditions that are highly dynamic nowadays. 

 

                                                
9  Note that this background knowledge independency of ϵ–differential privacy holds as long as other data sets are 

considered. Actually, there is a level of context dependency when the ϵ–differential privacy model is applied to 

the responses of multiple interactive queries about a data set. In such cases, the budget of ϵ should be divided 

among these queries. Therefore, one should keep track of the number of such queries so that the consumed 

budget does not exceed the maximum value. As such, keeping trach of the number of queries becomes a context 

dependent factor. 
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For our initial guidelines in this report, we will limit our scope to normative 

approaches. The arguments in favor of using normative approaches for our initial 

guidelines are listed below (note the first two are mentioned above): 

 the current legal regimes are based on normative approaches (Nissim et al, 

2018), 

 the impacts of normative approaches on the transformed data are more 

understandable and explainable to data consumers, 

 in our interviews, different experts acknowledged their preference for normative 

approaches, rather than the formal ones, and 

 our four case studies, which are representative of the common practices in the 

justice domain, show that the opened/shared data sets have been protected with 

normative approaches. 

 

In summary, personal data minimization via applying SDC technology does not 

deliver guaranteed anonymity in the way that the term anonymous is defined in the 

GDPR (for more information see Chapter 2 in Bargh et al., 2018). This stems from 

the dependency of such data anonymization approaches on the amount of the back-

ground knowledge available to intruders and/or on the way that privacy is defined. 

Nevertheless, using SDC-based insights and applying SDC technology are necessary 

to comply with data protection regulations when sharing or opening personal data. 

In particular, we note that applying normative SDC techniques fulfills the due 

diligence principle required in legal regimes (i.e., mitigate disclosure risks) while, 

compared to formal methods, their impacts on the transformed data are more 

understandable and explainable to data consumers. 

2.3 A framework for embedding SDC in organizations 

Adopting SDC technology, as the main instrument for data anonymization, is neces-

sary as discussed in Section 2.1, but it should be done with care because of its 

context (and case) dependency as discussed in Section 2.2. In light of the afore-

mentioned motivations and reservations for adopting SDC technology, we present  

a framework for embedding SDC technology within organizations. The proposed 

framework comprises a structural model for deploying SDC technology, an iterative 

process for gradually introducing SDC technology into organizations (thus organical-

ly integrating it with the fabric of organizations), and a number of products (e.g., 

tutorials and usage guidelines, mainly about SDC technology) for each iteration. 

 

In Section 2.3.1, we elaborate on the deployment structure by introducing the  

roles that are relevant for data anonymization, the ways that these roles can be 

mapped onto different actors, and our choice for the role-actor mapping within our 

framework. Subsequently, we elaborate on the evolutionary process for gradually 

introducing the SDC technology into organizations and its design principles in 

Section 2.3.2.  
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2.3.1 SDC deployment structure  

Here we introduce three roles involved in applying SDC technology, namely:10 

1 Data controller: this role is responsible for collecting data for a primary objective 

as part of the daily operation of an organization and sharing the data with a data 

processor who uses the collected data for the primary purpose or for a legitimate 

secondary purpose (like statistical analysis or scientific research). 

2 Data anonymizer: this role is responsible for applying data anonymization tech-

niques (including SDC techniques) to the original data.  

3 Data processor: this role uses the anonymized / transformed data set for a given 

purpose (i.e., a primary purpose or a legitimate secondary purpose). 

 

The data controller can apply various other data governance mechanisms, compli-

mentary to data anonymization, to protect the personal data. These roles and their 

relationships are illustrated in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1 An illustration of the roles involved in the data anonymization 

process 

 
 

These roles should be assigned to parties within or outside an organization. The 

data controller role is fulfilled by what we call the local party, which employs one  

or more data specialists (or, as we call, data stewards) who collect, enrich and 

distribute data. The data processor is typically part of an external department or 

organization. Note that a data steward can be a data controller for outgoing data 

(i.e., the data shared with other organizations) and a third party data processor for 

incoming data (i.e., the data received from other organizations). There are different 

solutions possible to assign the data anonymizer role. It can be delegated to either 

1) the local party (i.e., within an organization), 2) a central third party (i.e., outside 

an organization) or 3) a combination of both. In the first configuration, the local 

party (i.e., the data stewards) fulfills both the data controller and data anonymizer 

roles. In other words, all data controllers are also data anonymizers. In the second 

configuration, a separate central party carries out the data anonymization task for 

all local parties. This can be a central SDC department. The third configuration, the 

so-called mixed configuration, as the name suggests, combines both configurations 

in that some SDC tasks are carried out at local parties (i.e., in a distributed way) 

and some centrally.  

 

The first configuration results in distributed SDC deployment (i.e., applying SDC 

locally). From a privacy-protection perspective, this is the most desired format 

                                                
10  Note that the terms data controller and data processor are roles and they are not necessarily the same as the 

corresponding terms used in the GDPR. 
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because the privacy-sensitive raw data do not leave the boundary of the organiza-

tion in charge of personal data collection. However, it is a serious challenge for 

every party to master SDC technology and carry out SDC tasks independently. The 

second configuration employs centralizing the SDC expertise at one party (i.e., at 

the central party). However, on the downside, the central party in this model must 

be trusted to receive the raw data of all local parties (i.e., it must be a Trusted Third 

Party, TTP). The collection of privacy-sensitive data at a central party is a classical 

threat for privacy protection. Furthermore, the scalability of the SDC functionality 

becomes an issue as the central party becomes a bottleneck with the current fast 

growth of data and data sharing. The following table summarizes the pros and cons 

of the fully distributed and fully centralized configurations (i.e., the first two options 

mentioned above). 

 

Table 1 A summary of the pros and cons of the fully centralized and 

distributed configurations of SDC deployment 

SDC functionality Pros Cons 

Fully distributed: Conducted 

at the local parties who are in 

possession of the raw data 

+ Sensitive raw data 

remaining in their domains 

+ Workload distribution 

- Lack of enough resources (e.g., SDC expertise) 

at local parties 

- Lack of coordination for applying SDC uniformly 

Fully centralized: Conducted 

at a central party receiving 

the raw data of all local 

parties 

+ Establishing strong SDC 

expertise at the central party 

+ Fully coordinated SDC 

functionality 

- Sensitive raw data crossing their domain 

boundaries  

- Overload at the central party 

- The central party being the single point of failure 

 

As described in the following section, our envisioned framework for embedding SDC 

in organizational settings is based on the mixed configuration model in order to 

benefit from both distribution and centralization aspects as much as possible. 

InFigure 2, we illustrate this mixed configuration and the distribution of SDC tasks 

across local parties and the central party. A possible implementation can, for 

example, be that routine SDC tasks are delegated to local parties and complex and 

advanced tasks are delegated to the central party. Typical complex tasks include 

SDC-related R&D activities to specify how to deal with new circumstances and new 

data categories, and refining the initial guidelines and developing new guidelines. 

Figure 2 also illustrates the flow of knowledge among parties explicitly (in solid 

lines) and implicitly (in dashed lines).  

 

Figure 2 An illustration of the mixed configuration for SDC deployment 

(note that data consumers are not shown)  
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2.3.2 Process of introducing SDC technology  

The distribution of SDC tasks between, on the one hand, the central party and, on 

the other hand, the local parties is a key design issue in the mixed configuration. 

Our framework for deploying SDC within organizational settings aims at gradually 

delegating the SDC tasks to the local parties as much as possible. In this way, we 

seek to create SDC expertise at local parties eventually, without imposing imme-

diate burden on them to learn and apply complex SDC tasks. Initially, we foresee 

that the data stewards at local parties should execute the following tasks. 

 Get educated on the fundamentals of SDC technology. There are several benefits 

of learning as much as possible about SDC technology. Firstly, data stewards at 

local parties can better understand the data quality issues and the disclosure risks 

associated with the data they collect and share. This understanding can be helpful 

to incorporate domain knowledge into the anonymization process. Secondly, the 

data stewards are often processors/consumers of external data sets, which are 

anonymized by other parties. Knowing about the technical details of SDC, they 

can avoid misunderstanding when processing such data.  

 Learn the initial set of guidelines and apply them into practice wittingly (i.e., with 

full knowledge of their potentials and limitations) and accountably. Hereby the 

local parties are able to carry out routine SDC tasks. This decreases the workload 

of the central party, and makes it possible to maintain privacy-sensitive data 

locally, and, as mentioned above, to apply domain knowledge to the SDC process 

effectively. 

 

In a mixed configuration, the central party, which comprises a number of SDC 

experts, can educate data stewards (i.e., the local parties) and offer consultancy to 

them. The tasks mentioned above form the initial step to push SDC-relevant tasks 

to the local parties. To overcome the barriers of adopting such a complex technology 

in organizations, we have adopted an evolutionary process to expand the initial set. 

This process begins with educating data stewards by gathering the state-of-the-art 

on SDC fundamentals in reports and tutorials and by reviewing real-life data 

anonymization cases together with the data stewards concerned. The central party 

plays a key role in this process by carrying out SDC research and development for 

borderline cases – i.e., those cases for whom the existing guidelines at local parties 

are not fully applicable – and expanding / adapting the guidelines accordingly. 

 

According to this evolutionary process for organizational learning, as illustrated in 

Figure 3, the initial set of SDC tasks is gradually expanded (and/or modified) via 

learning from practice. This learning process involves applying the initial tasks into 

practice at local parties and observing the new borderline cases.. Based on these 

observations and via the feedback loop, the set of SDC tasks can be expanded 

gradually. The learning-from-practice process shown in Figure 3 is similar to the 

ADR (Action Design Research) process proposed by Sein et al. (2011), see also 

(Bargh et al., 2016). According to the ADR methodology, as illustrated in Figure 3, 

one goes through the following stages iteratively: 

 problem (re)formulation, 

 bilding, intervention and evaluation (being IT dominant, focusing on IT-artifacts), 

 rflection and learning (applying the results to a broader class of problems), and  

 frmalization of the learning (creating knowledge for the practice community 

and/or the research community).  
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Figure 3 An illustration of the evolutionary process for deploying and 

extending the envisioned process 

 
 

As mentioned above, we will develop SDC guidelines and apply them into practice 

according to the ADR approach sketched above. In this approach, the organization 

learns from practice and expands or adapts the SDC guidelines accordingly. We note 

that creating knowledge for the practice community and/or for the research 

community (i.e., formalization of knowledge) is of great importance because it 

captures the tacit knowledge of the stakeholders and makes it reusable for future 

attempts. Hereby, furthermore, the ongoing efforts easily become subject to 

scrutiny and improvement by peers (and the public) and it improves the 

development process by preventing reinvention of the wheel.  

2.4 Concluding remarks 

Our main guiding design principles for developing and deploying SDC technology 

within an organization are: 

 having a mixed configuration, where some SDC tasks are centralized and some 

are distributed in order to benefit from the advantages of SDC distribution and 

centralization as much as possible like maintaining privacy-sensitive raw data in 

their domains, distributing workload, establishing strong SDC expertise, and 

coordinating SDC functionality (at the central party), 

 having an evolutionary organizational learning approach through starting from a 

basic set of methods and taking small steps in the right direction, and learning 

from practice within a iterative process with feedback, and 

 having a modular approach to gradually expand the SDC tasks performed at local 

parties. 

 

Further, we implicitly assume the following principles for our guidelines and their 

deployment in organizational settings:  

 being usable: the guidelines should be usable for the target user group (i.e., data 

stewards at local parties) without giving a false sense of security/privacy. 

 having complementary non-technical governance mechanisms (like contracts, 

policies and organizational procedures) in place in order to mitigate residual risks. 

 

The last principle acknowledges the fact that SDC technology does not provide a 

fully-fledged data protection solution. Therefore, SDC technology should not be 

considered as a silver bullet solution. Nevertheless, applying SDC technology is 

necessary and required for responsible data sharing as explained in Sections 2.1 

and 2.2. Thus, SDC technology should be paired with complementary solutions to 

deal with residual risks. 
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3 Generic guidelines 

In this chapter and the following two chapters, we present an initial set of guidelines 

that specify the data anonymization process for data stewards at local parties. 

These so-called SDC guidelines are meant for education purposes as well as for 

conducting routine data anonymization tasks in practice. This initial set of guidelines 

is based on an extensive literature study, four case studies, expert interviews and 

empirical work on public data sets. We envision expanding this initial set of guide-

lines via learning from practice.  

 

This chapter presents the general concepts and generic SDC guidelines that are 

applicable to protecting both microdata and tabular data sets. For an explanation of 

microdata, tabular data and their distinction(s), see Section 2.1 of (Bargh et al., 

2020). Chapter 4 specifies the follow-up guidelines that are applicable to protecting 

microdata sets, while Chapter 5 specifies the follow-up guidelines that are applicable 

to protecting tabular data sets.  

 

The organization of this chapter is as follows. As an introduction, in Section 3.1 we 

describe four types of data anonymization and the range of SDC techniques that our 

initial SDC guidelines cover. Subsequently, in Section 3.2 we present a generic high-

level data anonymization process. This process is applicable to both microdata and 

tabular data.  

3.1 Notation convention to mark the scope of the guidelines  

Applying SDC technology is the main part of the data anonymization process cover-

ed in our initial guidelines. We clarified the concept of data anonymization and the 

role of SDC technology therein, in Section 2.1 and Appendix A. Furthermore, we 

elaborated on the range of SDC techniques that our initial guidelines cover in 

Section 2.2. More specifically, the initial SDC-related guidelines described in this 

report are geared more towards normative approaches (Nissim et al., 2018), also 

known as syntactic approaches (Clifton & Tassa, 2013). This initial choice of norma-

tive/syntactic approaches is motivated by the fact that they are embodied in the 

current legal regimes (Nissim et al, 2018). Normative approaches aim at preventing 

data linkage disclosures mainly. In such disclosures, a data set is linked with other 

data sets to derive privacy-sensitive information via re-identification or attribution 

(Bargh et al., 2018; 2020).  

 

In future editions of the guidelines, we envision including also formal data protection 

methods (like ɛ-differential privacy and information leakage prevention methods). 

These formal methods often look at the intrinsic properties of data. As this initial set 

of the guidelines covers a limited number of data types, SDC models, data utility 

measures, and disclosure measures, the reader is referred to future editions for 

guidelines for other data types, models and measures. The directions for such future 

extensions of the guidelines will be marked with a special icon representation as 

given in Table 2. 
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Table 2 A summary of the notation convention to direct the reader to 

future extensions or external references 

Icons Types of referring 

 

For future work: To indicate that this aspect is extendable and could be considered for the future 

editions of the guidelines.  

 

For practice: Use an SDC software tool for data transformation. 

 

For non-SDC expert consultation: Confer with multidisciplinary expertsa for collaborative decision-

making about the non-SDC related aspects of data anonymization. These experts deal with the utility, 

legal, ethical, cybersecurityb and policy related aspects of data anonymization within the organization. 

 

For SDC expert consultation: Confer with SDC experts at the central party.  

a Note that these experts together with data stewards (i.e., SDC experts) are responsible for data management 

and data governance at local points. As such, they are other than the SDC experts at the central node who 

collaborates with SDC practitioners at local parties (i.e., data stewards) to apply SDC technology within an 

organization, as discussed in Chapter 2. 

b These cybersecurity experts design and apply those data protection technologies and measures that are not 

related to SDC (or better said, that are not related to minimizing personal information for a given purpose). 

Examples of such technologies are encryption and access control. 

 

Throughout this report, we present our data anonymization guidelines for SDC 

experts at local parties (i.e., data stewards acting as data anonymizer). These 

guidelines are generic and case-independent, meaning that they do not specify 

context-dependent configurations of SDC parameters. When it is necessary to make 

a context-dependent decision, then the data stewards will be referred to non-SDC 

experts (like data consumers/processors, domain experts, legal experts and policy-

makers) and SDC software tools for consultation, action, and/or guidance. In some 

circumstances, furthermore, the data stewards will be referred to the SDC experts 

at central parties for consultation. In this report, we use visual icons to denote that 

we refer to external sources (i.e., software tools, worked examples, SDC experts 

and non-SDC experts). These reference points will be marked with special icons and 

short textual descriptions as given in Table 2. 

3.2 Generic process of data anonymization 

The data anonymization process consists of a number of generic activities. Figure 4 

shows these generic activities and also serves as a high-level functional model of 

the data anonymization process. This model is generic in the sense that it is appli-

cable to both microdata and tabular data. In the following sections, we describe the 

activities in detail. 
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Figure 4 An illustration of the generic process of data anonymization 

 
 

3.2.1 Select data 

This activity is concerned with selecting the data set that is going to be shared; and 

feeding it to the data anonymization process. Based on relevant objectives, policies 

and considerations (like those captured in a Data Protection Impact Assessment, 

DPIA11), the parties acting as data controllers select the data set. Data selection can 

be done reactively in reply to a concrete request of data processors (or data con-

sumers) or proactively for creating transparency (e.g., in case of Open Data). The 

sharing objectives may influence the selection of the data, as illustrated in Figure 4. 

The output of this activity is the input to the data transformation component of the 

data anonymization process. 

 

During this activity, it is useful to investigate those aspects of the data set that  

are potentially relevant for data anonymization and the next steps in the process. 

Relevant aspects are, for example, whether the data set is a sample of a population 

data set and, if so, how this sampling is done (e.g., randomly or via selection-based 

sampling), and how a tabular data set is created and whether counting errors exist 

therein. 

 

Guideline for data selection 

Feed the data set to the data anonymization process and list the characteristics 

that are potentially relevant for data anonymization (e.g., the data set being a 

sample data set, how sampling is done, and whether counting errors exist). 

 

 

The selection of the data set to be shared is made in consultation with multidisciplinary non-SDC 

experts (e.g., the data consumers and policymakers). 
 

 

                                                
11  A DPIA is an instrument to capture the risks associated with processing personal data and to specify appropriate 

mitigation measures against those risks. According to GDPR as well as the Dutch Wpg and Wjsg, DPIA is obliga-

tory when data processing has high privacy risks. 
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3.2.2 Specify objectives 

This activity of the data anonymization process is concerned with specifying the 

purpose or objective of data sharing exactly. This objective is typically determined 

outside the data anonymization process, for example within the DPIA process. 

Specifying the objectives and the scope of data sharing is useful, for instance, to 

define some aspects of the data environment (e.g., type of intruders and type of 

data governance,12 see Section 3.2.3), choose appropriate measures for assessing 

data utility and data disclosure risks, and make trade-offs between data utility and 

data privacy (see Section 3.2.4).  

 

We distinguish the following objectives, although this list is not exhaustive: 

a open data: for any purpose; the data set is used by the public, 

b open research: for any scientific/statistical purpose; the data set is used by any 

scientist or statistician (e.g., for conducting explorative scientific research), 

c specific research: for a specific scientific/statistical purpose; data set is used by a 

specific group of scientists or statisticians (e.g., for conducting a specific data 

analysis), and 

d operational usage:13 for a specific operational purpose; the data set is used by a 

specific group of practitioners (e.g., for a specific monitoring / dashboard 

application).  

 

Note that operational usage often14 requires a better data quality than specific 

research and open research, while for open data the quality is the least important 

relatively. Consequently, the data anonymization is applied less strongly (i.e., with 

less privacy protection and better data utility) for operational usage and specific 

research than for open research and open data. Accordingly, the privacy-sensitivity 

of the anonymized data for these purposes increases and one must apply comple-

mentary data protection measures (i.e., contractual, procedural and/or technological 

measures) to contain the privacy risks. Note that these complementary measures 

fall outside the data anonymization process described here, and are addressed, for 

example, within the DPIA process. Table 3 lists example complementary data 

protection measures for the four objectives mentioned above. 

 

Table 3 Example complementary data protection measures per data 

sharing objective 

Objective Example data protection measures complementary to data anonymization 

Open data No measures 

Open Research Professional standards and codes of practice 

Specific Research Restricted access and/or contracts  

Operational Usage Restricted access, personnel screening and contracts  

 

 

  

                                                
12  Specially, those that concern the control mechanisms that exist after sharing the anonymized data. 

13  This objective does not include those primary-task operational purposes (i.e., the data used by Police for its law 

enforcement task). If needed, a new category can be added at the end of the list. 

14  Sometimes it is affordable to have noise in data for operational purposes, while the data quality should be 

improved for research purposes, see for example (Van der Spoel et al., 2012). 
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Guideline for specifying objectives 

Specify the objective (and scope) of data sharing. This specification can be used  

as an input for the follow-up activities of the data anonymization process, for 

example, determining the relevant elements of the data environment and trans-

forming the data (as well as perhaps analyzing the data). Further, specifying the 

objective (and the foreseen complimentary data protection measures) provides 

insight into the required data utility and the amount of affordable data disclosure 

risks after anonymization. 

 

 

The proportionality and legitimacy of the data sharing objectives are examined outside of the data 

anonymization process (e.g., within the DPIA process). Moreover, the selection of the 

complimentary data protection measures should be done in collaboration and consultation with the 

multidisciplinary experts (especially legal and cybersecurity ones) according to the data 

governance policy of the organization. 

 

Our initial set of SDC guidelines will mainly be geared towards data anonymization for the 

objective of open data. It is for the future editions of the guidelines to specify the details and 

peculiarities of data anonymization for the other objectives.  
 

 

3.2.3 Specify data environment 

This activity is concerned with modelling the context within which the data are going 

to be shared and utilized. The main outcome of this activity is an overview of the 

attack scenarios that are relevant for the intended data sharing. Elliot et al. (2016, 

page xiii) mention ‘our view has always been that anonymization is a heavily con-

text-dependent process and only by considering the data and its environment as a 

total system (which we call the data situation), can one come to a well-informed 

decision about whether and what anonymization is needed’.  

 

Contextual considerations are an important determinant of data disclosure risks. 

Mackey and Elliot (2013) refer to these contextual considerations as data environ-

ment. In the following, we describe the important factors that should be consider-

ed when modelling the data environment. Subsequently, we characterize the main 

disclosure threats being foreseeable in data environments. Finally, we describe  

three attack scenarios that specify the typical ways that the disclosure threats are 

materialized in data environments.  

Environmental factors 

The data environment can be specified using four environmental factors: agency, 

data, governance and infrastructure (Elliot et al., 2016), as described in the 

following. 

Agency 

This dimension specifies the actors who act upon or are affected by the shared and 

anonymized data in question. These actors can be intruders who are motivated 

enough to disclose personal information about individuals, or victims about whom 

personal information is disclosed. We distinguish the following types of potential 

intruders: 

a the actors who act as data controllers (or as data anonymizers according to our 

model presented in Section 2.3.1), having access to both the original data set and 

the transformed data set, 
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b data recipients, acting as data processors. These actors are the intended 

recipients of the transformed data set, and 

c outsiders who are unintended recipients of the transformed data set. 

 

Actors of both types (b) and (c) do (usually) not have access to the original data 

set. Some legal regimes consider a transformed data set as non-anonymous for 

actors of type (a) because the party acting as data controller can potentially re-

identify the transformed data set by using the original data set. In this case, the 

data controller can be regarded as a potential intruder (of type (a)). Protecting 

against type (c) intruders is mainly done by applying cybersecurity methods (like 

encryption and access control). This type of protection is outside the scope here, as 

it is not relevant for data protection through SDC methods. From the perspective of 

data anonymization, it is important to note that all intruders have access to the 

transformed/anonymized data set. 

 

Data disclosure can impact victims, i.e., the individuals about whom personal 

information is disclosed, differently. This depends on, among others, what type of 

information is disclosed about them (e.g., robbery or sexual offence) and how the 

disclosed information is used by intruders. Depending on the extent of this impact, 

data stewards can determine the protection level needed via data anonymization. 

For example, we may decide that the data related to highly impactful crimes, like 

rape, may never be shared with the public. 

 

Guideline for identifying the relevant actor types 

Identify the potential intruders in the data environment for the actors of types (a) 

and (b). Note that in case of Open Data anyone could be a data processor of type 

(b) (from neighbors to dictators who might be interested in the data of refugees). 

Investigate whether the data controller can be seen as a potential intruder or not 

as in the case of type (a).  

 

Further, identify (the type of) the potential victims of data disclosures, like 

individuals, small groups (e.g., families) or minority groups (e.g., minors, seniors 

and migrants), as well as the impact of disclosures on victims per data item.  

 

 

Consult with other experts about whether the data controller can be seen as a potential intruder. 

Also, investigate with them the impact of disclosures on victims per data item.  

 

This initial set of SDC guidelines will mainly be geared towards data anonymization for the 

objective of open data. It is for the future editions of the guidelines to specify the details and 

peculiarities of data anonymization for the other objectives.  
 

Data 

This dimension represents the other data sources that are present in the data 

environment and can be used to disclose privacy-sensitive information from a 

transformed data set. Examples of such data sources available to intruders are: 

 publicly available information in directories like electoral registers, telephone 

directories, trade directories, registers of professional associations, 

 personal and informal information available to intruders via, for example, co-

locality (e.g., neighbors), personal contact, and private social media pages 

(where intruders are part of the networks of the victims or victims’ friends), 

 databases available to government agencies and commercial companies, 
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 any information (publicly) available on the Internet, like websites, social media 

(where the data are accessible to strangers, i.e., intruders who are not part of  

the networks of the victims’ friends), knowledge bases, news articles, and other 

publicly published data sets, like open data sets and big data sets, which can be 

harvested and used by intruders, and  

 similar data releases (i.e., multiple releases, sequential releases, continuous 

releases and collaborative releases) that can in various ways increase the risk  

of disclosure; categorizations of similar data releases, and how they affect the 

disclosure, can be found in Section 2.4.1 in (Bargh et al., 2020). 

 

As such, these data sources act as the background knowledge that is available to 

intruders. To capture this background knowledge for data anonymization, a method-

ology for investigating, cataloguing, categorizing, and documenting the other data 

sources in the data environment could be developed. This methodology can be 

operationalized in various ways, for example, it can be based on domain knowledge, 

expert experience, and manual or automated analysis of the existing databases 

(specifically the previous releases of the data set to be protected). To this end, the 

methodology can search for, for example:  

 Some of the attributes as a whole (like ZIP code, gender and age)15 or some 

specific value patterns of the other attributes (e.g., a widower living in a palace, 

as a specific value pattern of attributes marital status and residency type) that 

are common between the data set to be anonymized and the external data sets in 

the data environment. Note that the underlying assumption is that the identities 

of some victims can be associated with the value patterns of these attributes in 

the external data sets. Therefore, these attributes as a whole or these specific 

attribute value patterns are characterized as quasi-identifying. 

 Common or insider knowledge about a victim’s data being in the anonymized data 

set (i.e., the so-called table membership knowledge). For example, the intruder 

knows that a crime happened in his neighbor’s house in a specific period (but he 

does not know the crime type). Then he may disclose the type of the crime by 

searching a published crime data set for that timeframe (and for his neighbor-

hood).  

 Knowledge about the actual number of data subjects, which is relevant when an 

aggregated ratio is reported (see Chapter 5). 

 

Guideline for identifying the relevant data sources 

Identify the other data sources in the data environment that intruders may 

potentially use to derive privacy-sensitive information from an anonymized data 

set. To identify this background knowledge, various methodologies can be used.  

 

 

It is for the future editions of the guidelines to develop a methodology for investigating, 

cataloguing, categorizing, and documenting the other data sources in the data environment to 

capture background knowledge for data anonymization.  

 

Knowing these data sources can be used later to identify: 

 the quasi-identifying attributes and the specific attribute value patterns of the 

data set that is to be anonymized, and 

 whether and how the membership of an individual in the data set to be anony-

mized is known for potential intruders. 

                                                
15  In Chapter 4 we will refer to these attributes as Quasi Identifiers (QIDs). 
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Governance 

This dimension represents the way in which the data processor’s relationships with 

the data are managed. It includes formal governance norms and practices as 

defined in laws, policies, licenses and users’ practices in order to determine how  

to deal with risks (for example, avert or accept them). Complimentary to SDC,  

some enforceable data governance mechanisms can be established in the data 

environment during, for example, the DPIA process. For example, when the objec-

tive is to share data for a specific operational purpose with a specific group of data 

processors, a contract can be set up to govern the data processing. As such, SDC 

methods can be applied in a way to preserve data utility. On the other hand, when 

the data are opened to the public, it is infeasible to establish an enforceable data 

processing contract with all potential data processors. In such cases, strong SDC 

models and methods must be applied to the data, often resulting in lower data 

utility. 

 

Guideline for identifying the relevant data governance mechanisms 

Identify the data governance mechanisms, which are existing and/or enforceable  

in the data environment, like:  

 privacy laws and/or regulations (e.g., GDPR), 

 profession ethics and protocols (like those existing among scientists for 

conducting scientific research), and 

 contracts about how data processors should process the data. 

 

Based on these complementary measures, one can determine the amount of data 

anonymization needed (i.e., define the acceptable data disclosure risks and, 

thereby, the expected data utility). Note that in the case of Open Data there is no 

complementary measure in place after data publishing. 

 

 

Consult with non-SDC experts about the existing complementary measures to mitigate residual 

risks and the required level of data anonymization needed.  

 

This initial set of SDC guidelines will mainly be geared towards data anonymization for the 

objective of open data. It is for the future editions of the guidelines to specify the details and 

peculiarities of data anonymization for the other objectives.  
 

Infrastructure 

This dimension represents the physical structures, the information systems (for, 

e.g., data security, data processing and data exchange) and the (organizational, 

managerial, contractual, legal) processes that collectively shape the structure of the 

data environment. For example, when granting remote access to personal data, 

data anonymization can be applied less aggressively because there are strong data 

access and data usage measures in place. This dimension also includes the wider 

social and economic structures that frame the data environment like the 

financial/monetary, hardware and software resources that intruders have at their 

disposal for data disclosures. 

 

Guideline for identifying the infrastructure issues 

Identify the security vulnerabilities of the data environment as well as the 

(financial/monetary, hardware and software) resources available for intruders. 
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Note that in the case of Open Data there is no security measure in place after data 

publishing. The resources available to intruders, in this case, can be estimated 

based on the impact of data disclosures. 

 

 

This initial set of SDC guidelines will mainly be geared towards data anonymization for the objective of open data. It is 

for the future editions of the guidelines to specify the details and peculiarities of data anonymization for the other 

objectives.  
 

Characteristics of privacy threats 

Considering the environmental factors, the data anonymizer should subsequently 

carry out a privacy risk assessment of the data to be released. To this end, privacy 

threats should be identified. Subsequently, the impact and likelihood of the threats 

should be estimated and assessed. Finally, based on this, the risks and residual 

risks before and after data anonymization should be estimated.  

 

As an introduction, we give an overview of the disclosure threats that are relevant 

for the scope of our initial set of guidelines. As such, this introduction mainly serves 

as a theoretical basis for the following section. According to Elliot et al. (2016), 

privacy threats can globally be categorized into two types. 

 Re-identification (or identity disclosure), which is a process of attaching an 

identity to some items or records in a data set. This could be as simple as 

identifying a student from a list of student IDs by knowing the partial ID of a 

student, when only that student’s partial ID matches (one of) the IDs in the list.  

 Attribution (or attribute disclosure), which is a process of associating a piece of 

information with a data subject (e.g., an individual, family or company). Via 

attribution, one can learn something new about the data subject (e.g., learning 

the grades of the student).  

 

For further examples, the interested reader is referred to Section 3.2.4 in (Bargh et 

al., 2018). Note that re-identification does not always result in attribution, i.e., 

learning something new about someone. However, re-identification ‘typically’ results 

in attributions (Elliot et al., 2016) as there is often something new that the intruder 

learns about a re-identified data subject. Further, note that attributions can occur 

without re-identification, see the example in Section 3.2.4 in (Bargh et al., 2018). 

Both re-identification and attribution can occur at various levels of certainty. When 

the disclosure is not 100% certain, this is called inference. 

 

Re-identification and attribution on microdata sets can be achieved by four classical 

types of data disclosure attacks (as recognized in Fung et al., 2010), namely:  

 Record linkage: the attacker may identify the record of the target data subject in 

a released microdata set.  

 Attribute linkage: the attacker may not precisely identify the record of the target 

data subject, but could infer the values of some sensitive attributes about the 

data subject from a released microdata set. 

 Table linkage: the attacker can confidently infer the presence or the absence of 

the data subject’s record in the released table (Fung et al., 2010). 

 Probabilistic linkage: the attacker does not aim at exactly linking records, 

attributes and tables to a target data subject. Instead, the attacker focuses on 

how to change his/her probabilistic belief on the sensitive information of a data 

subject after accessing a released data set. Such a change of someone’s 

probabilistic belief is referred to as information gain. 
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For examples of such attacks, see Section 3.2.5 in (Bargh et al., 2018). The above-

mentioned data disclosure attacks are defined for microdata. Nevertheless, they can 

also be relevant for tabular data as discussed in Section 2.2.2 and Section 2.2.3 in 

(Bargh et al., 2020) and in (Latenko et al., 2020).  

 

Furthermore, we mention another attack type in the following that needs to be 

worked out in future editions of the guidelines. This attack type is similar to 

probabilistic linkage in the sense that it aims at achieving information gain. 

 Information leakage: whereby the attacker aims at inferring information about an 

omitted/hidden privacy-sensitive attribute from a subset of the attributes in a 

released data set. Note that here attributes are perceived as random variables. 

Unlike probabilistic linkage, information leakage exploits the (functional) depend-

ency among some attributes in a released data set in two ways: 

- some attributes in the transformed data set may leak information about a 

privacy-sensitive attribute that was in the original data set but was removed 

intentionally in the transformed data set (e.g., the attribute residence postal 

code may reveal information about the attribute income, in case that the 

former is maintained and the latter is removed in the released data set), and 

- some attributes in the transformed data set may leak information about a 

privacy-sensitive attribute that was not in the original data set (e.g., some 

attributes related to symptoms that are present in the released data set may 

indicate the type of disease that a patient has). 

 

In order to specify/estimate the impacts of disclosures on data subjects, we provide 

the following impact assessment guideline. In addition to assessing the impact of 

disclosure threats, we need to estimate the likelihood of disclosure threats, which 

can be captured by attack scenarios (to be described in the following section).  

 

Guideline for assessing the impact 

Assess the impact of data disclosures for various attributes and attribute values in 

the data set to be shared. Attributes or attribute values with high disclosure 

impacts can be considered for removal if, given the data sharing objective, there is 

no sensible base or legitimate reason for sharing them.  

 

 

Consult with other experts about the impact of the personal data disclosures (e.g., per attribute, per attribute value, 

and via information gain). 
 

Attack scenarios 

Disclosure threats depend not only on the (transformed) data set, but also on the 

contextual factors that form and specify the data environment. To specify the like-

lihood of disclosure threats and to mitigate these threats by applying SDC tech-

nology, one should make some assumptions about the intruder’s method of attack 

(El Emam et al., 2013). Consequently, the measures of disclosure likelihood are 

valid, if intruders act according to the assumed attack method. An intruder’s attack 

method can, to some degree, be captured in a so-called disclosure scenario16 that 

relates (some of) the components of the data environment to a given data sharing 

operation and context.  

 

An aspect that can also be captured in disclosure scenarios is the intruder’s degree 

of motivation. Intruders’ motivations can vary depending on their objectives and 

                                                
16  Also called ‘attack scenario’ (Elliot & Dale, 1999). 
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expected incentives in (or costs for) deriving information from released microdata 

sets (El Emam et al., 2013). For example, intruders can be content with a random 

match or be willing to take extra efforts to disclose information with a higher proba-

bility. Note that there is uncertainty in capturing the intruder’s degree of motivation 

(El Emam et al., 2013).  

 

In literature (for example, see El Emam, 2010; Prasser et al., 2016 and the refer-

ences therein), three types of stereotypical attackers (or attack scenarios) are 

recognized. These attacker types are known as prosecutor, journalist and marketer 

attackers, which partially specify the agency dimension and the data dimension of a 

data environment. Although these attacker types are defined for microdata, they 

can be relevant to also tabular data due to the inherent relationship between micro-

data and tabular data as described in (Bargh et al., 2020; Latenko et al., 2020). In 

the following we describe the prosecutor, journalist, and marketer attackers shortly 

based on (El Emam, 2010; Prasser et al., 2016). 

Prosecutor attacker 

As part of the background knowledge, here the intruder knows that the data subject 

is in the released data set. Further, the intruder knows the values of some attributes 

that correspond to the data subject and are present in the released data. In the 

prosecutor attacker model: 

 Having the background knowledge, the intruder looks for the specific record of 

the data subject in the released data set to learn more about him/her. To this 

end, the intruder can carry out the so-called record linkage attacks as described 

in the previous section. 

 The background knowledge that the data subject is in the released data set can 

be gained in a number of ways. For example, the intruder may know about the 

data subject related event being registered in the original data set by: 

- Directly witnessing the event (due to this the prosecutor attacker is also called 

nosy neighbor attacker). 

- Indirectly learning it through the grapevine (like Google search, gossips, etc.). 

Journalist attacker 

Here, unlike in the case of a prosecutor attacker, it is assumed that the intruder has 

no prior knowledge about the membership of the data subject in the released data 

set. Here the intruder explores the released data set, hoping to find out some infor-

mation about some individuals. Thus, the intruder wants to answer the following 

question: Can I re-identify the record of someone in the released data set, who is in 

the population from which the released data set is produced and for whom I know 

the values of some attributes? Note that: 

 Hoping to find out some information about some individuals in a released data 

set, the intruder aims at inferring some information about those individuals. To 

this end, the intruder uses the available background knowledge with the names of 

(possible) data subjects and carries out the record linkage attack, as described in 

the previous section. Hereby the attacker aims at obtaining some newsworthy 

information about the released data set (this is why this case is called journalist 

attacker).  

 To achieve his objective, the intruder may search for rare quasi-identifying value 

patterns in the released data set that hopefully represent a small number of 

individuals in the population in order to increase the success rate (i.e., the 

likelihood of disclosure).  

 In a more complex form, the journalist attacker model can be extended by 

allowing the attacker to execute some extra steps (like calling individuals in the 
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population with the same profile and asking them some questions) in order to 

identify a data subject from a group with the same quasi-identifying value 

pattern.  

Marketer attacker 

Here, like in the journalist attacker scenario, it is assumed that the intruder has no 

prior knowledge about the membership of the data subject in the released micro-

data set. The intruder explores a released data set to re-identify as many records as 

possible, hoping to find out a target group that is suitable/profitable for conducting a 

privacy-invasive action against them like: 

 sending commercial flyers for advertisement, 

 sending targeted political messages, and 

 conducting a privacy-intrusive deterrence or detective action (for example, 

patrolling, body searching, or house searching). 

 

Thus, the intruder’s aim is: Given the released data set and the action in mind, 

which group(s) in the released data set can I direct the action to? Note that here the 

intruder explores the released data set, hoping to re-identify a larger number of 

data subjects than the journalist attacker intends to for, for example, marketing 

purposes. 

 

Guideline for identifying the relevancy of the prosecutor attacker 

Determine whether the prosecutor attacker scenario is relevant for the data 

sharing case at hand. Investigate: 

 based on which background knowledge the potential attackers may know about 

the presence of the data subject in the released data set, and  

 the certainty of the attacker about the presence; to this end, knowing whether 

the data set to be released is a sample of a population data set is important, as 

sampling casts uncertainty on a data subject’s membership of the data set to be 

released. 

Guideline for identifying the relevancy of the journalist attacker 

Determine whether the journalist attacker scenario is relevant. The first point to 

note is that here the intruder is not sure about the presence of any data subject  

in the released data set. This makes it different from the prosecutor attacker 

scenario.  

The intention of the journalist attacker is to re-identify someone (and as a result, 

to attribute some information to someone) in the released data set. Therefore, the 

intruder of this type will investigate those records/cells in the released data set, 

which fall in rare quasi-identifying value patterns or in cells of small counts. The 

success likelihood increases if these quasi-identifying value patterns are also rare 

in the population. To increase this likelihood, moreover, the attacker can deploy 

other measures (e.g., door-to-door asking) to narrow down the scope.  

Guideline for identifying the relevancy of marketer attacker 

Determine whether the marketer attacker scenario is relevant. The first point to 

note is that here the intruder is not sure about the presence of any data subject in 

the data set. This makes it different from the prosecutor attacker scenario.  

The intention of the marketer attacker is to identify groups that fall within a certain 

category of interest. This distinguishes this attacker from the journalist attackers 

who want to re-identify someone (and as a result, to learn something about the 

individual). The intruder of this type may investigate homogeneous records/cells  
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in the released data set, which possess a specific attribute value (pattern) or fit a 

profile that is of interest for the intruder’s purpose. 

Knowing whether the data set to be released is a sample of a population data set is 

important, as sampling makes it more difficult for the intruder to achieve his/her 

objectives (i.e., prosecutor attacker becomes less likely, compared to the journalist 

and marketer attackers).  

 

 

Consult with other experts about which of the prosecutor attacker, the journalist attacker and the 

marketer attacker scenario is relevant and harmful for the case at hand. 
 

 

3.2.4 Transform and analyze data 

These activities deal with transforming data such that the privacy threats explained 

in this chapter are contained at an acceptable level while preserving the data utility 

for the purpose in mind. As these activities are dependent on the type of the 

released data sets, we will present them in the following two chapters: in Chapter 4 

for microdata and in Chapter 5 for tabular data. 

3.2.5 Share data 

These activities deal with sharing the data set after it has been anonymized 

satisfactorily, such that the data utility and privacy are maintained at acceptable 

levels.  

 

Reporting about what has been done to anonymize the released data set is an 

important step of the data anonymization process. By doing this, the data 

anonymizer creates transparency and thus prevents misunderstanding and 

misinterpretation at the data processor’s side. There are two types of reporting 

(Benschop et al., 2021). 

 Internal reporting: this includes an exact description of the whole data anonym-

ization process, including the SDC models, methods and parameters used, as well 

as the values of the data utility and data privacy measures examined, the over-

weighing conditions and considerations. Internal reporting should be sufficient  

for the replication of the data anonymization process results as well as for due 

diligence control by supervisory bodies and authorities.  

 External reporting: this should inform data processors that the released data set 

is anonymized. Further, the data processor should be informed about the pur-

pose(s) for which the data should (not) be used and, if applicable, about the 

circumstances in which the data analysis is (in)valid due to the data anonymi-

zation. External reporting should provide enough details about the SDC models 

and methods applied to the data to prevent misunderstanding and misinterpreta-

tion by the data processor, without revealing too much information that may 

reverse or weaken the data anonymization measure(s) applied. To this end, often 

the specific values of data anonymization parameters are excluded. The external 

report can be included in the metadata accompanying the released data set.  

 

Guideline for documenting the anonymization process 

Make and provide documentation of the data anonymization process for both 

internal use and external use.  
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3.3 Summary 

In this chapter, we presented the generic SDC guidelines that are applicable to 

protecting both microdata and tabular data sets. We summarize the main activities 

corresponding to these generic guidelines in the following. 

 Select the data set to be fed to the data anonymization process and list the 

characteristics that are potentially relevant for data anonymization.  

 Specify the objective (and scope) of data sharing. This provides, among others, 

insight into the required data utility and the amount of affordable data disclosure 

risks after anonymization. 

 Identify the potential intruders in the data environment as well as (the type of) 

the victims of data disclosures and the impact of disclosures by:  

- identifying he other data sources in the data environment that intruders can 

potentially use to derive privacy-sensitive information from an anonymized 

data set,  

- identifying the data governance mechanisms, existing and/or enforceable in the 

data environment; based on these complementary measures, one can deter-

mine the amount of data anonymization needed, 

- identifying the security vulnerabilities of the data environment as well as the 

(financial/monetary, hardware and software) resources available to intruders, 

- assessing the impact of data disclosures for various attributes and attribute 

values in the data set to be shared,  

- determining whether the prosecutor, journalist or marketer attacker scenario  

is relevant for the data sharing case at hand.  

 Transform the data set, analyze its disclosure risks and utilities, make privacy 

utility trade-offs. 

 Make and provide documentation of the data anonymization process for both 

internal use and external use. 
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4 Microdata specific guidelines 

In this chapter, we describe the data anonymization activities that are specific to 

protecting microdata mainly. Note that some of these activities, like attribute map-

ping, are also somehow relevant to the protection of tabular data. Nevertheless, we 

mention them here because they are more relevant to microdata protection and in 

Chapter 5 we will provide a pointer to them whenever needed.  

 

The organization of this chapter is as follows. In Section 4.1, we describe the data 

transformation activity. In Section 4.2, we describe the analyze data activity, which 

aims to investigate the quality and risks of the data after transformation. Finally, we 

summarize the results in Section 4.3. 

4.1 Transform data 

This activity aims at transforming the original microdata set into an anonymized17 

microdata set. To this end, one needs to choose, for example, an appropriate 

privacy approach, privacy model(s), privacy methods as well as their parameter 

values. The sub-activities of this activity, as shown in Figure 5, are described in the 

following sections. 

 

Figure 5 An illustration of the process of data transformation for 

microdata anonymization 

 
 

                                                
17  Note that the term anonymized here is meant in its technical sense, which differs from its legal counterpart 

anonymous, as explained in Section 3.1 of this report and in Chapter 2 of (Bargh et al., 2018). 
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4.1.1 Choose privacy approach 

One can distinguish two main approaches for SDC models:18 Syntactic and noise-

based (Clifton & Tassa, 2013).19 

 Syntactic approach: the SDC models of this approach typically generalize data 

entries until a syntactic condition is met. This means preserving the truthfulness 

of data in the sense that a modified value clearly specifies the group of possible 

original values. For example, when the original value of the attribute age is 

generalized to the age range of 16-20, the data processor knows that the original 

value is surely one of the following values: 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20. The objective 

in syntactic methods is to restrict the ability of intruders to learn with a high 

enough certainty the identity of or private information about a data subject from 

a transformed microdata set. Example SDC models of the syntactic approach are 

k-anonymity and its complementary variants (like l-diversity, t-closeness) and 

HIPPA rules.  

 Noise-based approach: the SDC models of this approach are not based on a 

syntactic condition as they add noise or randomness to a transformed data set  

(or to the outcome of a calculation on the original data set). The objective here 

might be to hide the influence of the data of a subject in the transformed data set 

(or in the outcome) and, as such, to preserve the subject’s privacy. One example 

SDC model of the noise-based approach is ɛ-differential privacy. 

 

Although the above-mentioned approaches can be related, see (Li et al., 2011), we 

opt for the SDC models of the syntactic approach (called also syntactic models in 

the following) in this initial set of SDC guidelines. Note that the guidelines can be 

extended to include the SDC models of the noise-based approach (called also noise-

based models in the following) in the future editions, should the need for them rise 

from the practice. This choice for the syntactic models is motivated by the following 

reasons.  

 Syntactic models are based on data transformation methods like sampling, 

generalization and suppression. These methods transform data items to less 

specific values such that they remain consistent and truthful (Li et al., 2007).  

For example, the exact age 19 years old changes to an age range like 16-20 

years old. Noise-based models do not preserve this consistency. This difference  

is denoted in (Clifton & Tassa, 2013) as follows: syntactic models provide a com-

pact distribution while noise-based models provide an open-ended distribution for 

an anonymized data value. 

 Privacy policies are legal documents that state how personal data are processed. 

The privacy policies that are based on syntactic models can be defined and under-

stood based on the data structure generally. The parameters of these models, like 

the value of k in k-anonymity, have a clear privacy meaning independent of the 

actual data (values). Further, syntactic models can clearly be related to the legal 

concept behind restricting the ability of intruders to learn with a high enough 

certainty the identity of or private information about a data subject. This is not 

                                                
18  The terminology used here for SDC models and methods follows that in (Bargh et al., 2018). An SDC model  

(like k-anonymity) employs a number of SDC methods (like generalization and suppression).  

19  Note that the terms syntactic and noise-based approaches do not exactly correspond to the terms normative and 

formal approaches used in Section 2.2. We conjecture that the syntactic approaches are normative while the 

noise-based approaches can be either normative or formal. Furthermore, it is possible to recognize also other 

categories for data anonymization like bucketization and slicing (Li et al., 2010). These models are based on 

separating quasi identifying attributes from sensitive attributes and permuting their values. As these methods are 

less used in practice, we do not include them in this initial set of guidelines. 
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the case with noise-based models such as ε-differential privacy as the privacy 

parameter ε does not have such a clear relationship, see (Clifton & Tassa, 2013). 

 Practitioners resist noise-based models as they do not welcome data with added 

noise (despite the fact that the original data have errors and other data quality 

issues), see (Clifton & Tassa, 2013). This issue was also mentioned by one of our 

expert interviewees. 

 Our case studies show that the adopted personal data protection models are 

closer to syntactic models than to noise-based models. These models are in use 

for a while, indicating their robustness and acceptance by stakeholders (although 

this rationale should not imply that they are perfect).  

 

Guideline for choosing privacy approach 

Determine which privacy approach is suitable for protecting the original data, given 

the data type, the objectives of data sharing, and the data environment factors. 

 

Based on the arguments mentioned above, we start with SDC models that are 

based on syntactic notions of privacy. These models are viable solutions for 

publishing small microdata sets (i.e., those with a limited number of records and 

attributes). In the following sections, therefore, we will continue with guidelines for 

realizing k-anonymity and its complementary models like l-diversity and t-

closeness, for their definitions see Section 3.4.2 in (Bargh et al., 2018).  

 

 

It is for the future editions of the guidelines to include noise-based models, should they fit future 

data opening or sharing cases.  

 

 

4.1.2 Map attributes 

Attribute mapping refers to the process of assigning a type to every attribute in a 

microdata set. Attribute mapping typically categorizes the attributes of a microdata 

set into the following types: Explicit Identifiers (EIDs), Quasi Identifiers (QIDs), 

Sensitive Attributes (SATs), Non-sensitive Attributes (NATs), and the other attrib-

utes, as described in the following. Note that there is no universal way of attribute 

mapping, as it depends on the contextual factors, specified by the data environment 

(see Section 3.2.3). In the following, we globally describe how these factors can be 

taken into account during attribute mapping, particularly for open data purposes. 
 

Guideline for attribute mapping 

The steps of the attribute mapping process are the following. 

1 Identify Explicit Identifiersa (EIDs) in the original microdata set.  

 EIDs are those attributes in the original data set that structurally and on their 

own could uniquely identify an individual, i.e., a data subject. 

 Examples of EIDs are a data subject’s name, home address and unique 

personal identification numbers (like the ‘social security number’, ‘national 

health service number’, ‘voter card identification number’, or ‘permanent 

account number’).  

 Often EIDs in the original microdata set are  

- removed (i.e., filtered),  

- replaced with an unrecognizable value (i.e., masked/suppressed), or  

- replaced with a unique and unrecognizable value (i.e., pseudonymized).  
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2 Identify Quasi Identifiers (QIDs) in the original microdata set. 

 QIDs are those attributes that, in combination, could potentially be used to 

identify an individual if they are found in other data sourcesb together with 

EIDs (or anything that specifies or points to someone specific). The intruder 

can use the values of the QIDs to link the EIDs in the other data source with 

(some of) the records of the transformed microdata sets. Hereby the intruder 

can re-identify (some of) the records in the transformed microdata set. 

 QIDs can be specific to one data sharing context (i.e., an original microdata 

set in a given data environment) or can be generic in being applicable to 

multiple data sharing contexts.  

- An example of generic QIDs is the combination of birthdate, postal code 

and gender, as shown in Sweeney (2000, 2002).  

- An example of specific QIDs is the combination of committed crime and 

served time that might identify data subjects within specific data sets in the 

justice domain. 

 QIDs are usually generalized, suppressed or aggregated. As a result, the QIDs 

in the transformed microdata set assume more coarse values, where every 

QID value pattern is called an Equivalence Class (EC).c 

 

3 Identify Sensitive Attributes (SATs) in the original microdata set. 

 Sensitive Attributes (SATs) are those attributes that capture privacy-sensitive 

information about data subjects that we (possibly) do not want to disclose. 

These attributes are only present in the original microdata set and, thus, they 

are not present in other data sources. We argue that these other data sources 

reside in other domains than that of the organization controlling the original 

microdata.  

 Examples of potential SATs are disease, salary, loans, disability status, and 

crime type. Determining SATs is a subjective and case-specific matter.  

 Some legal regimes provide a list of sensitive attributes.d Note that not all  

of the sensitive attributes in legal regimes are considered as SATs in an SDC 

sense. For example, a legally sensitive attribute, like gender, can be seen as  

a QID in an SDC sense (if it also appears in other data sources).  

 As defined above, SATs cannot be used for re-identification because we 

assume that they are only found in the original and the transformed 

microdata sets, not in other data sets.e According to this assumption, SATs 

and QIDs are separable,f i.e., a SAT cannot act as a QID and vice versa.  

 Nevertheless, SATs may disclose personal data due to attribution. Therefore, 

SATs are usually protected via suppression. 

 SATs are typically important to data processors for data analytics purposes. 

Sensitive attributes that are not relevant for the data sharing purpose in mind 

can be removed from the transformed data set based on the data minimiza-

tion principle (as explained below). 

 

4 Identify Non-sensitive Attributes (NATs) in the original microdata set. 

 NATs are all attributes that (a) are not EIDs, QIDs or SATs and (b) are 

supposed to be published because they are needed for the purpose at hand. 

 NATs are usually unprotected. 

 Note that sometimes some NATs, perhaps in combination with some QIDs, 

can reveal sensitive information about individuals. These attributes are called 

quasi-SATs in (Shi, Xiong and Fung, 2010). For example, symptoms of 

diseases are not sensitive on their own, but their combined values, when 

linked to an external data source, may reveal the disease, and thus hidden 
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sensitive information. We aim at adding guidelines for discovering and 

eliminating such hidden relationships among attributes in future editions of 

these guidelines. Therefore, we do not currently aim at protecting such quasi-

SATs.g  

 

5 Identify the other attributes in the original microdata set. Unlike QIDs, SATs and 

NATs, these other attributes are not needed/supposed to be shared, considering 

the data usage in mind.  

 Unlike the attributes of the types mentioned above, we do not want or need 

to share these attributes due to their high privacy sensitivity (i.e., having a 

huge adverse impact on data subjects) and/or irrelevancy for the data sharing 

purpose in mind. 

 If we decide not to share some attributes due to their (privacy) sensitivity, we 

must make sure that the published attributes (QIDs, SATs and NATs) do not 

leak information about such omitted privacy-sensitive attributes. We aim at 

adding guidelines for discovering and eliminating such hidden relationships 

among attributes in the future edition of these guidelines. 

 

 

It is for the future editions of the guidelines to extend the guidelines for detecting and eliminating 

information leakage between SATs and the other published attributes as well as between published 

and unpublished attributes.  
 

a This is called ‘direct identifiers’ in Elliot et al. (2016). 

b These data sources, which constitute the background data (see Section 3.2.3), include publicly available 

directories (like electoral registers, telephone directories, trade directories, professional association registers), 

public knowledge and informal contact lists (for example, the information collected by observing physical traits, 

navigating social media, or being neighbors), or organizational databases (for example, those that are available 

to government agencies and commercial companies). 

c If attributes birthdate, postal code and gender are assumed as QIDs, then an example EC would be the QID 

value pattern of (‘1 Jan 2000’, ‘1234AB’, ‘man’), which means that attributes birthdate = ‘1 Jan 2000’, postal 

code = ‘1234AB’, and gender = ‘man’ for this EC. 

d For example, GDPR considers sensitive data items as those that correspond to the fundamental rights and 

freedoms of individuals. According to GDPR, sensitive personal data include the special categories of personal 

data and the personal data related to criminal convictions and offences. The special categories of personal data 

are about natural persons’ racial or ethnic origins, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union 

memberships, genetic data, biometric data for the purpose of uniquely identifying a natural person, health data, 

or sex-life or sexual orientation data. Although GDPR does not label criminal conviction and offence data as a 

special category, it sees also them as sensitive data. 

e Some authors do not make this assumption. For example, (Sei et al., 2017) consider a case where a SAT acts  

as a QID for some intruders. Sei et al. (2017), therefore, consider the concept of sensitive QIDs and propose a 

mechanism for protecting these attributes. 

f We conjecture that this assumption holds if we make sure that the intruder is uncertain about table membership, 

i.e., in that a victim is in the data set. Otherwise, based on the values of some QIDs and the fact that the 

intruder is in the transformed microdata set, the intruder may learn the value of another QID that is sensitive. 

g If you encounter or expect such quasi-SATs, please refer to (Shi, Xiong and Fung, 2010) which presents a 

protection method for these cases. 

 

For an example about attribute mapping, see page 54 of Bargh et al. (2018). 

Modeling background knowledge 

Some specific values of a subset of QIDs, SATs and NATs can be identifying for 

some intruders with enough background knowledge. Note that here not all of the 

attributes in this subset are QIDs (i.e., at least one of them is a SAT or NAT). These 
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specific values of such attributes may act like QIDs and may be used to link the 

EIDs in other data sources to the records in the transformed microdata set. These 

attribute value patterns20, which we call as quasi-identifying attribute value pat-

terns, pertain often to cases that are rare in the population (i.e., outliers), see also 

the example at the end of Section 3.1 in (Li et al., 2011). For example, consider a 

hypothetical data sharing situation in which the attributes residence type and 

marital status are not regarded as QIDs because such attributes are not registered 

in public data sources. Further, imagine the specific attribute value pattern of 

residence type = ‘palace’ and marital status = ‘widower’, which can act as quasi-

identifying in a small town/community due to the town residences having the 

demographic knowledge about everybody in the town (i.e., everybody in the town 

knows the EID of the widower living in the palace). As another example from the 

justice domain, consider a microdata set where the number of criminal offenses per 

criminal is published. As an attribute, the number of criminal offenses is generally 

not a QID as it is very specific to justice domain data. However, when this number 

becomes extraordinarily large (e.g., in the hundreds) for a criminal, then it might be 

considered as a quasi-identifying attribute value because the number can be 

associated with a certain individual based on some published (social) media (i.e., 

being the case of an infamous criminal). Figure 6 schematically illustrates the quasi-

identifying attributes values patterns related to QIDs and QID values pattern.  

 

Figure 6 An illustration of QIDS, QID value patterns and quasi-identifying 

attribute value patterns 

 
 

The main characteristics of quasi-identifying attribute value patterns for re-

identification of someone in the transformed microdata set are: 

 being unique in the sample microdata set (i.e., the transformed microdata set),  

 being unique in the population of which the transformed microdata set is a 

sample, and 

 being a way to associate a unique identity to each of these value patterns. 

 

As such, we need to have the joint distribution of all attributes that may be found  

in the population. This means that we should have the number (or the relative 

                                                
20  These are called indirect identifier values in (Elliot et al., 2016) or keys in (Benschop et al., 2021). 
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frequency) of a value pattern for any subset of all such attributes. For those value 

patterns that are found rarely or are unique in the population, the likelihood of 

identification increases. There are heuristics to estimate the joint distribution of  

such attribute values in the population, based on their frequencies in the sample 

microdata set, for a number of such methods see (Dankar et al., 2012). Therefore, 

one should develop a heuristic to discover these specific value patterns and their 

frequencies in the sample microdata set. 

 

Defining QIDs is an ongoing area of research as information leakage mainly occurs 

in transformed microdata sets by linking QIDs with some external knowledge. Yan 

et al. (2018) propose a method for the identification of QIDs by initially generating 

an attribute graph using the original microdata set, the transformed microdata set 

and external databases, and then by making use of the cut vertex method. This 

method is further improved in (Victor & Lopez, 2020) by identifying the new set of 

QIDs from the derived and composite attributes in order to generate better attribute 

graphs with more quasi-identifying attribute value patterns. As future work, we 

should develop a heuristic to discover these specific patterns, as current SDC tools 

do not provide such functionality. 

 

Defining QIDs and finding rarely occurring attribute value patterns (i.e., quasi-

identifying attribute value patterns) are actually a means of capturing or modelling 

the background knowledge available to intruders in the data environment. Back- 

ground knowledge includes the information for example in publicly available data 

sources or directories (like electoral registers, telephone directories, trade directo-

ries, registers of professional associations), in personal and informal contacts  

(due to or via, for example, co-locality and being neighbors), in social media; or  

in organizational databases (available to, for example, government agencies and 

commercial companies). 

 

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, there is no universal way of attribute 

mapping because it depends on the data environment. Therefore, attribute mapping 

depends on the skills of data anonymizers to realistically and carefully determine the 

attribute types. Furthermore, the set of QIDs may grow over time as new personal 

information increasingly becomes publicly available due to, for example, social 

media. As a result, currently anonymous microdata sets may become non-anony-

mous in the future due to expansion of QIDs and quasi-identifying attribute value 

patterns. These unprotected attributes or attribute value patterns may become 

unprotected QIDs or quasi-identifying attribute value patterns as time passes by.21  

 

Note that in open data settings, some legal experts believe that also the data 

controller (as well as the data anonymizer if we consider the role model defined  

in Section 2.3.1) should not be able to re-identify the records in the transformed 

microdata set. In this case, all non-EIDs in the original microdata set should be 

considered as QIDs. This is because the data controller has access to the original 

microdata set, which includes the EIDs and all the other attributes. As such, all  

the other attributes are QID following the definition mentioned above. For more 

information, see (Bargh et al. 2019). 

 

                                                
21  Nevertheless, applying the best of the knowledge available at this time is necessary for realizing the due diligence 

principle. We foresee, however, the need for new legal solutions to deal with this expansion of QIDs and quasi-

identifying attribute value patterns in time. 
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Simple guideline for attribute mapping 

A simple heuristic for mapping attributes is:  

 For the purpose of open data, all non-EID attributes are QIDs if the data 

controller is (legally) considered a potential intruder.  

 Otherwise, 

- Consider all attributes that are present exclusively in the microdata set to be 

opened (or are present exclusively in your organization when you want to 

share the data with other organizations) as SATs, and 

- The rest of the attributes are either QIDs or EIDs.  

 

 

Consult with other experts about whether the data controller can be seen as a potential intruder in 

open data settings. 

 

 

4.1.3 Choose privacy model and methods 

In order to realize the syntactic privacy models described in Section 4.1.1, we adopt 

an evolutionary approach in which the set of SDC models and methods22 is adjusted 

in practice. As outlined in Chapter 2, some models and some methods can be added 

or removed when new insights are gained. Adopting this approach implies that our 

design of the guidelines should be modular and simple.23 As a starting point, we 

propose a number of basic SDC models and methods based on our literature study 

(Bargh et al., 2018), our own expertise, our case studies, and our expert interviews. 

See Figure 5 for an overview of the methods considered in this initial set of guide-

lines.  

 

Guideline for choosing privacy model and methods 

The following SDC models and methods are suggested for each of the attribute 

types: 

 For EIDs: use removal or suppression methods, particularly for open data 

settings. Pseudonymization may be used for data sharing with researchers or 

within organizations only if  

- it is really necessary to join or integrate data sets, and  

- no unintentional information leakage occurs due to joining these relevant data 

sets. Before sharing a new data set, for example, the data anonymizer should 

investigate the possibility of information leakage with previously shared data 

sets. 

 

 For QIDs: apply k-anonymity. To this end,  

- consider the limitations of k-anonymity, like homogeneity attacks (which can 

be addressed by applying l-diversity described below), the extra background 

knowledge of quasi-identifying attribute value patterns (see description given 

above), and the way that taxonomy trees are defined (see the following 

bullet), 

- define appropriate taxonomy trees for QIDs, for more information see (Fung 

et al., 2010). Note that the levels of the taxonomy tree for a QID should not 

leak privacy sensitive information,a 

                                                
22  For a concise list of SDC models and methods, refer to (Bargh et al., 2018). 

23  The simplicity weights the choice of the methods more towards stronger privacy protection than better data 

utility. 
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- apply QID generalization and record suppression to realize k-anonymity for a 

given k. Determine the proportion of the number of suppressed records to the 

total number of records.  

 

 

It is for the future editions of the guidelines to develop a heuristic for constructing taxonomy trees 

for various attribute types.  

 

 For SATs: apply a variant of l-diversity to each SAT. These variants are:  

- distinct l-diversity (preferred for low sensitive SATs), which ensures that there 

are at least l distinct values of every SAT in the records of every EC, 

- entropy l-diversity model, which ensures that the distribution of the frequen-

cies of the values of each SAT in the records of every EC is close to the uni-

form distribution, 

- recursive (c, l)-diversity, which ensures that the most frequent value of a SAT 

does not occur too frequently, and the least frequent values occur adequately, 

- the t-closeness model (preferred for high sensitive SATs), which ensures that 

the distribution of the values of a SAT in every EC is close to the distribution 

of the values of the SAT in the whole data set (i.e., for all ECs together). In 

order to measure the closeness of the distributions in the t-closeness model 

there are, for example, the Earth Mover Distance (EMD) and Kullback-Leibler 

divergence functions. 

 

 

It is for the future editions of the guidelines to develop a grounded heuristic to choose an 

appropriate l-diversity model.  

 

 NATs: leave unchanged.  

- Make sure that they do not leak information about SATs or QIDs. 

 

 Other attributes: remove.  

- Make sure that QIDs, SATs and NATs do not leak information about privacy-

sensitive attributes of this category.  

 

After transforming the original microdata to the transformed microdata, (almost) 

unique quasi-identifying attribute value patterns (e.g., a data record about a 

widower living in a palace in a small county) should be detected for those attrib-

utes that are not entirely QIDs. Such unique quasi-identifying attribute values 

should be suppressed. 

  

 

It is for the future editions of the guidelines to develop a heuristic to discover these specific value 

patterns and their numbers of occurrence in the sample microdata set, as current tools do not 

provide such functionality.  

 

a Like the age group 100+ (highly senior citizens) or 67+ (pensioners) could be a sensitive age range whose mem-

bers might be stigmatized in certain settings. In such cases, the group (e.g., 67+) is side stream or the members 

of the group (e.g., 100+) are outliers. See also the example given at the end of Section 3.1 in (Li et al., 2012). 

4.1.4 Configure parameters  

There are many factors to consider when defining the parameters of the privacy 

models and methods suggested in Section 4.1.3. Example factors are: The sen-

sitivity degree of the released attributes, the sensitivity degree of the specific values 
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of the released attributes, the objective of data sharing (e.g., to the public for the 

purpose of Open Data or to a specific group for a specific purpose as described in 

Section 3.2.2), the existence or lack of complimentary data protection measures 

after the release (i.e., having complimentary measures to mitigate residual risks), 

the type of attackers expected (e.g., prosecutor attacker, journalist attacker, 

marketer attacker or any other plausible attack scenario), the nature of the data 

processor in having a good privacy and security practice, and the sampling rate and 

type (i.e., being a random sample or else) of the released data set with respect to 

the corresponding population data set, to name a few.  

 

Because there are diverse factors that influence the choice of the parameters of k-

anonymity and l-diversity (e.g., the values of k and l), it is difficult to expect some 

agreed-upon values or to standardize the definitions of (high) sensitive attributes 

and attribute values. Thus, parameter configuration is extremely case and context 

dependent and should be accomplished in consultation with other experts for a 

given case in its context. Furthermore, we note that it is often unsafe to publicize 

the parameter values of SDC models and methods as they can be misused by 

intruders to weaken the SDC models and methods applied to the released data. 

Without attempting to suggest a standard for the values or types of k-anonymity 

and l-diversity models, we mention below some indicative values of these para-

meters from literature.  

 

Inspired by the practice of some national statistics institutes, El Emam and Malin 

(2015) suggest a decision framework based on the precedents of actual data sets. 

The suggested decision framework has five categories that can be used for deter-

mining the values of k in k-anonymity. At one extreme, a small value of 3 is sug-

gested for protecting a data set shared with trusted entities where the risks of 

personal data disclosures are minimal due to, for example, having a data sharing 

agreement in place or due to having good security and privacy practices on the data 

processor side. At the other extreme, a minimal value of 20 is suggested when the 

data are publicly released, where there is no complimentary data protection meas-

ures in place after the release. In case that the two extremes cannot be justified, 

the decision framework suggests having an alternative process for choosing one of 

the intermediate values (i.e., 5 or 11). El Emam and Malin (2015) mention that the 

suggested decision framework does not preclude the use of other values like k=25 

by data anonymizes. In (El Emam & Dankar, 2008, p. 631), the authors suggest 

values between 5 and 15 for k, further saying that: ‘It is uncommon for data 

custodians to use values of k above 5, and quite rare that values of k greater than 

15 are used in practice’. In (Prasser et al., 2016), the authors use k-anonymity with 

a risk threshold of 20% (i.e., k=5) for biomedical data sharing.  

 

The type of l-diversity can be determined based on the sensitivity degree of SATs, 

as suggested in Section 4.1.3 (i.e., distinct l-diversity for low sensitive SATs and  

t-closeness for low sensitive SATs). For Open Data purposes, we expect that pub-

lishing only low sensitive SATs is feasible. It is possible that a low sensitive SAT  

to have one or a few sensitive attribute values. In this case, filtering such data 

records from the published data set can be considered as necessary. The value of l 

in distinct l-diversity can be dependent on, among others, the number of attributes 

of the corresponding SAT. 
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Guideline for configuring privacy models and methods 

This configuration process is case and context dependent and should be accom-

plished in consultation with other experts for a given case in its context. The 

choices of k and l (when applying distinct l-diversity) depend on many factors like 

the sensitivity degree of the released attributes and/or their values, the data 

sharing objective, having complimentary data protection measures in place, the 

expected attacker type, and the sampling rate and type (i.e., being a random 

sample or else) of the released data set.  

 

Note that it is often unsafe to publicize the parameter values of SDC models and 

methods as they can be misused by intruders to weaken the SDC models and 

methods applied to the released data 

 

 

It is for the future editions of the guidelines to carry out case studies for determining how to 

configure the SDC models and methods in some representative cases.  

 

Consult with other experts about configuring the SDC models and methods, given the factors 

affecting this process. 
 

 

4.1.5 Apply methods 

After choosing the privacy models and methods, as well as their parameter values, 

apply them to the original microdata set to obtain a (candidate) transformed micro-

data set. Note that most data anonymizers would not need to implement these 

models and methods as they are (expected to be) available in various software 

tools. Examples of such SDC software tools for microdata anonymization are ARX24 

and ARXaaS25. We see the added value of these tools for educational purposes; 

nevertheless, it is beyond the scope of this report to provide advice and guidelines 

about specific tools and their use. 

 

 
Use an SDC software tool for data transformation.  

 

It is for the future work to organize training workshops to educate interested personnel about how to 

use an existing software tool. 

4.2 Analyze data 

The anonymized microdata set should have an acceptable level of utility (i.e., data 

utility) and an acceptable level of personal data disclosure risks (i.e., data privacy) 

for the objective in mind. Normally, the data utility and data privacy are inversely 

related (i.e., when one increases, the other decreases). The objective of the 

‘analyze data’ activity is to use some measures to estimate the data utility and data 

privacy of the anonymized microdata set, and to make a trade-off among them by 

adjusting the parameters of the anonymization process. In our initial set of 

                                                
24  ARX - Data Anonymization Tool, A comprehensive software for privacy-preserving microdata publishing, which 

can be downloaded from https://arx.deidentifier.org.  

25  The simple web based tool of (Groseth et al., 2019), which is based on ARX and is called ARX as a Service, can 

be found at https://github.com/navikt/arxaas.  

https://arx.deidentifier.org/
https://github.com/navikt/arxaas
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guidelines, these parameters include the value of k in k-anonymity, the value of l in 

l-diversity, the type of the l-diversity method, the ratio of the suppressed records 

and the taxonomy trees of QIDs.  

This activity comprises a few sub-activities that are shown in  and described in the 

following sections. 

 

Figure 7 An illustration of the process of data analysis for microdata 

anonymization 

 
 

4.2.1 Analyze data utility 

Data utility measures are indicators that are used for assessing the usefulness of the 

data after transformations are applied to the microdata by using SDC models and 

methods. There are two categories of data utility measures, the so-called special-

purpose measures and general-purpose measures. The special-purpose measures 

are used in those data sharing cases in which the purpose is already known. The 

general-purpose measures are used in those data sharing cases in which the 

purpose is unknown (for example, open data or explorative scientific research).  

 

The special-purpose measures can be tailored to the intended data usage. For 

example, if the purpose is to derive a regression model based on the data in order 

to predict the relation between two variables, one can construct two regression 

models: one based on the original microdata set and the other based on the 

transformed microdata set. Subsequently, one can compare the predictions of both 

models based on some test data. As such, assessments are case-dependent, we do 

not mention any specific measures here and refer the interested reader to illustra-

tive case studies in the future editions of the guidelines. 

 

 

It is for the future editions of the guidelines to conduct and document case studies on how to define 

and apply special-purpose data measures.   

 

In the following, we consider three general-purpose measures. As the purpose of 

data usage is not determined beforehand in Open Data settings, general-purpose 

measures can be used for assessing the utility of the data. We propose to start with 
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the three general-purpose data utility measures mentioned below, based on our 

preliminary study in (Amighi et al., 2020).26  

 

Guideline for applying data utility measure 

Assess data utility. The following general-purpose data utility measures can be 

considered. 

 Average Equivalence Class Size (AECS): for the formula see (Amighi et al., 

2020) and the references therein. This is a measure of information loss. The 

higher the value of AECS, the higher is the amount of information loss. The 

value of AECS is 1 or higher, where one is the optimum value. Note that the 

AECS does not consider the impact of record suppression. 

 Non-Uniform Entropy (NUE): this measure is defined in Relation (6) in (Gionis & 

Tassa, 2009), see also (Amighi et al., 2020) for the formula. NUE is calculated 

based on the distribution of the attribute values in the original microdata set, 

given the distribution of the values in the transformed microdata set. NUE is 

monotonic with respect to generalization. Monotonicity here means that the 

measure increases monotonically with increasing degree of generalization  

(i.e., higher values of NUE means less data utility). 

 Granularity: this is an information loss measure defined in (Iyengar, 2002), see 

also (Amighi et al., 2020) for the formula. Granularity expresses the degree to 

which the values of an attribute in the transformed microdata set cover the 

original domain of the attribute. The granularity is the total information loss  

due to generalizations and suppressions of all QIDs. For a microdata set, it is 

computed by summing up the information loss of each QID. Indeed, the granu-

larity of every value of a QID in the transformed data set quantifies the loss.  

The granularity of a QID value in the transformed data set is determined by  

the number of the QID values that it represents in the original data sets. For 

example, the granularity of the age range 10-14 in the transformed data set is  

5 because the age range 10-14 represents 5 age values of 10, 11, 12, 13 and  

14 in the original data sets. In other words, the value of the age QID in the 

transformed data set cannot disambiguate among 5 node values in the corres-

ponding taxonomy tree due to generalization.  

 

We conjecture that these data utility measures can be used to compare candidate 

transformed microdata sets of one original microdata set. Hereby one can observe 

that one candidate performs relatively better than another one. It is, however, 

difficult to interpret and explain their values on their own and for a single trans-

formed microdata set. 

 

 

It is for the future editions of the guidelines to investigate, by conducting more case studies, how 

to interpret these data utility measures and which other data utility measures are useful in a given 

open data setting (i.e., given the data type).  
 

 

4.2.2 Analyze data disclosure risks 

The main risk measures introduced in the literature partially capture those risks  

that are associated with external risk factors, like the background knowledge that 

intruders have. Typical measures for quantifying disclosure risks assume that the 

records of the original microdata set are samples of the records of a larger popula- 

                                                
26  Note that these measure are part of the ARX software tool. 
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tion microdata set. As such, sample uniqueness, population uniqueness and sam-

pling ratio, become proxies of external risk factors. In this setting, we note that: 

 The population microdata set acts as the background database available to 

intruders.  

 The relationship between the sample and population data sets is determined with 

respect to the set of the attributes that are common between both microdata 

sets. These common attributes, which are marked as QIDs, are taken into 

account in the computation of uniqueness (Dankar et al., 2012).  

 For re-identification of (some of) the records, it is necessary that the population 

microdata set includes some EIDs together with some of those common attributes 

(i.e., QIDs). This can also occur when the EIDs are not actually present in the 

population data set, for instance, when the intruder can somehow deduce the 

corresponding EIDs in the future via, for example, interrogation (e.g., asking 

neighbors), testing (e.g., testing someone’s DNA), searching digital media (via 

search engines like Google and Bing), and so on.  

 The population microdata set, which is seen as background knowledge, does not 

contain SATs and NATs of the sample microdata set (as, otherwise, these SATs 

and NATs should have been considered as QIDs). 

 

Note that the relation between population and sample data sets is described above 

in a way that is applicable to the typical microdata sets within the justice domain. In 

the microdata sets of statistical bureaus, a sample microdata set may actually be 

the result of subsampling of data records and/or eliminating some attributes in the 

population microdata set. In such cases, unlike the typical cases of the justice 

domain, (a) the population microdata set may have more (sensitive) attributes than 

the sample microdata set, and (b) one can clearly specify the sampling rate and the 

sampling type (e.g., being random or not). In typical cases of the justice domain, 

however, the sampling rate is unknown (thus, it should somehow be estimated) and 

the sample microdata set contains some attributes that are not (known) in the 

population microdata set (like SATs and NATs).  

 

In the following, we suggest a number of common disclosure risk measures that are 

derived from sample and population uniqueness.  

 

Guideline for applying data risk measures 

Assess data disclosure risks. The following general-purpose data disclosure risk 

measures can be considered for assessing record linkage attacks, for more infor-

mation about these measures see (Prasser et al., 2016). 

 Prosecutor Record at Risk: for a prosecutor attacker, the probability of correctly 

linking the individual whom we know is in the sample data set, with a record 

from the sample microdata set is 1/|ECS|, where |ECS| represents the size (i.e., 

the number of the records) of the EC in the transformed sample microdata set to 

which the record belongs.  

- The worst case is 1/k, when k-anonymity is established, i.e., |ECS| ≥ k. 

- The assumption is that, in addition to knowing that the victim is in the 

transformed data set, the attacker knows the EC of the victim.  

 Journalist Risk: for a journalist attacker with moderate motivation (i.e., the one 

who stops after looking at the population microdata set without posing further 

questions or doing further field investigation), the probability of correctly linking 

the individual with a record from the sample microdata set is 1/|ECP|, where 

|ECP| represents the size (i.e., the number of the records) of the EC in the 

population microdata set to which the record belongs. 
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- The value of |ECP| (or the ratio between |ECS| and |ECP|) is often unknown 

and should be estimated statistically or via data mining techniques, for a 

number of such methods see (Dankar et al., 2012).  

- The assumption is that the attacker does not know that the victim is in the 

transformed data set but knows the EC of the victim.  

 Marketer Success Rate: The average of the values of the journalist risks taken 

over all records in the transformed sample microdata set gives the measure of 

Marketer Success Rate.  

 

In both journalist and marketer attacker cases, the population uniqueness, captured 

by | ECP | above, is important. Assuming that | ECS | << | ECP | generally, the 

worst-case scenario is the prosecutor attacker, i.e., the sample uniqueness captured 

by | ECS |. If we are sure that the attacker is unsure about the victim being in the 

sample data set, then population uniqueness (i.e., the measure of population 

uniqueness) is important. 

 

As final remarks, note that: 

 The risk measures considered above are approximate indicators of the likelihood 

of record linkage attacks, if we could assume that the three attack scenarios 

(prosecutor attacker, journalist attacker and marketer attacker) capture the 

modus operandi of intruders well. If the modus operandi of intruders deviates 

from these attack scenarios, then these risk indicators may not be representative 

enough anymore. Nevertheless, like any other indicator of real-world phenomena, 

these risk indicators can help experts in making rational decisions, assuming that 

the models behind these indicators are taken into account appropriately. 

 An average risk measure, which is calculated for all data records in a microdata 

set (like the one used for specifying the marketer attacker), can be used for 

choosing an appropriate value of k in k-anonymity for non-public data releases.  

A maximum risk measure, which is calculated for the worst case data record in a 

microdata set (like the one used for specifying the prosecutor attacker), can be 

used for choosing the value of k in k-anonymity for public data releases (El Emam 

& Malin, 2015). This is relevant to SDC parameter configuration, discussed in 

Section 4.1.4.  

 The risk measures introduced here are based on QIDs and, more precisely, the 

sizes of the ECs of QIDs in the sample and population data sets. The risks 

associated with EIDs (i.e., the internal risks factors) and SATs (i.e., the risks 

associated with attribute linkage and table linkage attacks) are not captured in 

the risks measures mentioned above. 

 The risks associated with EIDs can be contained if directly identifying attributes 

are well discovered and dealt with, as mentioned in Section 4.1.3. (Functional) 

dependencies between EIDs and some other attributes in the published microdata 

set should be discovered and eliminated. For example, the values of these ‘some 

other attributes’ specify the value of the EID (like the ‘mayor of Amsterdam’ 

specifies the person exactly). 

 The risks associated with SATs can be approximated with the value of ‘l’ and the 

l-diversity method applied. For choosing the values of l, see Section 4.1.4. 

4.2.3 Make privacy utility trade-offs 

Considering the objective of the data sharing case at hand, we should search for an 

anonymization setting (i.e., the applied models, methods and their parameters) that 

yields an acceptable level of data utility and an acceptable level of data privacy for 

the anonymized microdata set. Finding such a solution (i.e., the acceptable 
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anonymization setting) is not a deterministic problem and there may be many 

acceptable solutions.  

 

For the objective of open data, where the data usage is unknown beforehand and 

the anonymized microdata set is shared with everybody, one may aim at:  

 Achieving the minimum acceptable privacy risk by  

- choosing the values of k and l of the k-anonymity and l-diversity according to 

guidelines in Section 4.1.4, 

- choosing an appropriate method of l-diversity, 

- capping attributes appropriately, and 

- eliminating quasi-identifying attribute value patterns appropriately.  

 Subsequently, trying to improve the data utility measures as much as possible by 

- adjusting the structure of the taxonomy trees,  

- adjusting the state of QID generalizations (i.e., the values of every QID should 

be generalized to which level in the taxonomy tree of the QID), and 

- reducing the amount of record suppression. 

 

For the other objectives of data sharing where the data usage well known 

beforehand, try to:  

 Deliver the desired level of data utility by 

- adjusting the structure of the taxonomy trees,  

- adjusting the state of QID generalizations, and 

- reducing the amount of record suppression. 

 Subsequently, try to improve the amount of disclosure risks as much as possible 

by:  

- choosing the values of k and l of the k-anonymity and l-diversity as high as 

possible,  

- choosing an appropriate method of l-diversity, 

- mapping attributes appropriately, and 

- eliminating quasi-identifying attribute value patterns appropriately. 

 For containing the residual risks (i.e., the risks remaining after applying the data 

anonymization models, methods and their parameters as mentioned above), set 

up complimentary measures like establishing terms of use contracts and policies, 

access control, etc.  

 

Note that sharing many data sets increases the background knowledge of intruders 

and should be taken into account as such when sharing new data sets.  

 

Guideline for making privacy utility trade-offs 

Considering the data utility and data risk measures that are calculated for a 

transformed microdata set,  

 consider and weigh the privacy and utility of the transformed microdata set; if 

not satisfied, change the parameters (especially the value of k),  

 for the initial set of the guidelines that are geared towards open data cases, 

containing privacy risks is more important than aiming for a high data utility.  

 

 

It is for the future editions of the guidelines to refine these weighing procedures among 

contending values of data utility and data privacy, especially for other data sharing objectives than 

open data.  
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4.3 Summary 

In this chapter, we presented the specific SDC guidelines that are applicable to 

protecting microdata sets. The microdata related guidelines, presented in the 

previous and this chapters, can be executed in succession as in the process dia-

grams in Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 7. If needed, the anonymization process  

can be iterated to achieve a satisfactory anonymized data set.  

 

In summary, the main microdata-specific guidelines presented in this chapter are 

the following. 

 Determine which privacy approach is suitable for protecting the microdata set, 

given the data type, the data sharing objectives, and the data environment 

factors. 

 Map attributes to the following types: EIDs, QIDs, SATs, NATs and the others.  

 As part of the privacy model and methods, the following SDC models and 

methods are suggested:  

- removal or suppression for EIDs,  

- k-anonymity for QIDs,  

- a variant of l-diversity for each SAT,  

- no change for NATs, and 

- removal for the others. 

 Configure the privacy model and methods chosen. 

 Apply the chosen privacy model and methods and their parameters to the original 

microdata set to obtain a candidate transformed microdata set. 

 Assess data utility based on the measures described. 

 Assess data disclosure risks based on the measures described. 

 Make privacy utility trade-offs, considering the data utility and data risk measures 

that are calculated for a transformed microdata set. 

 

For more information about the process of applying SDC techniques, the interested 

reader is referred to other technical reports like (Benschop et al., 2021; El Emam & 

Malin, 2015; Hundepool et al. 2014; Templ et al., 2015).  
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5 Tabular data specific guidelines 

In this chapter, we describe the data anonymization activities that are specific to 

protecting tabular data. Tabular data can be protected with either pre-tabular 

methods or post-tabular methods. In pre-tabular protection, one starts with 

protecting the original microdata from which tables are derived and subsequently 

produces tabular data from the protected (i.e., transformed) microdata set. In post-

tabular protection, one protects tables after they are generated from the original 

microdata. The data anonymization activities described in Chapter 4 can be used for 

pre-tabular protection. Therefore, in this chapter, we focus on data anonymization 

activities specific to post-tabular protection. 

 

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, we provide an overview of some 

essential concepts for tabular data anonymization. In Section 5.2, we describe the 

activities that are relevant for data transformation, i.e., designing table, choosing 

disclosure risk measures, choosing protection methods, and configuring the para-

meters of the protection methods. In Section 5.3, we describe how to analyze the 

data utility and data disclosure risk of the resulting table. We conclude this chapter 

with a short summary in Section 5.4.  

5.1 Overview  

Figure 8 shows the activities that specifically belong to the process of protecting 

tabular data. The figure includes the transform data activity and the analyze data 

activity of the generic process described in Chapter 3 and shown in Figure 4. The 

transform data and analyze data activities are carried out iteratively until a 

satisfactory result is achieved. In the following sections, we describe these activities 

in more detail. 
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Figure 8 An illustration of the tabular data protection process 

 
 

Figure 8 shows the design table activity as the starting point for tabular data trans-

formation. Note that it is possible to start from another activity when there are 

restrictive rules for sharing or opening tabular data. Restrictive rules may require 

establishing certain privacy guarantees like to use a specific disclosure measure  

to define when the data can be considered as safe or to use a specific protection 

method. Such cases arise when certain measures and methods are commonly and 

traditionally used in a field and have desirable properties. 

 

Tabular data are an aggregation of microdata. The fundamentals for protecting 

microdata and tabular data are similar (Latenko et al., 2020). For both cases, 

protection methods aim at minimizing the number of unique individuals in the data 

to reduce the chance of re-identification and attribution. Compared to tabular data, 

microdata generally have a larger dimension (i.e., more attributes) and, thus, the 

focus of microdata protection mainly lies on mapping the values of attributes that 

may lead to identification and/or may reveal sensitive information into more generic 

values. Compared to microdata, tabular data have a smaller dimension (i.e., fewer 

attributes), but there might be many more dependencies among the tabular data 

sets (i.e., tables) produced from related microdata sets. The dependencies among 

such tables may reveal privacy sensitive information. Therefore, tabular data pro-

tection focuses more on identifying and resolving these dependencies. This focus 

makes the process for protecting tabular data described in this section slightly 

different from the process for microdata protection described in chapter 4.  

 

Tabular data can be created once and then be released without further interaction. 

Tabular data can also be created interactively, where a user queries microdata to 

create tables. Interactive settings are more difficult to protect because the table 

form is unknown beforehand. Generally, pre-tabular protection suits interactive 

settings well as the methods for pre-tabular protection do not require the knowledge 
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of the table form. Post-tabular protection methods do not protect interactive 

releases well.  

5.2 Transform data 

This activity aims at transforming the original microdata set into an anonymized 

tabular data set. The sub-activities of this activity, as shown in Figure 8, are 

described in the following sections. 

5.2.1 Design table 

The first activity in the process of tabular data transformation is table design. This 

activity requires designing a table that contains the necessary information for the 

data processor. During this activity, it is very important to consider the data 

environment, as the table should be consistent with other previously released 

tables.  

 

Publishing tabular data is the most common way to keep the public informed, offer 

transparency and foster accountability for (public) organizations. To this end, it is 

important to publish all relevant information in or together with the tables. When 

relevant information is withheld from the public, for example, by not publishing 

certain attributes or publishing attributes with insufficient detail, then the published 

table can be (seen as) misleading. On the other hand, the released table should not 

inflict unnecessary risks of personal data disclosures. 

 

Three important sub-activities of table design are: define table type, select table 

attributes, and specify table structure. We will discuss these concepts further in the 

following sections. Note that it is not necessary to make perfect choices about these 

components right away. If the results are not satisfactory during later activities, it is 

possible to revisit these choices.  

Define table type 

The table type should be determined based on the needs of the (potential) data 

processors. Knowing the type of tabular data is necessary for applying appropriate 

protection against personal data disclosures. Tabular data can be of two types: 

frequency tables and magnitude tables.  

 

For both types, the values of the so-called grouping attributes, which are a subset of 

the attributes of the microdata over which the tabular data set provides information, 

define the cells of the table. The cell values, however, differ per table type. For fre-

quency tables, the cell value is the count or frequency of the records in the micro-

data that belong to the cell (i.e., the records that have the same attribute value 

pattern as the values patterns of the grouping variables of that cell). For example, 

assume two grouping attributes of gender and age. A cell that represents gender = 

male and age = 15 has a value equal to the number of all 15-year old males in the 

corresponding microdata set.  

 

For magnitude tables, the cell value is a sum of a quantitative attribute (e.g., age or 

income) of every record in the microdata that belongs to that cell. For example, for 

the two grouping attributes of gender and age and a cell representing gender = 

male and age = 15, the cell value is the sum of the incomes of all 15-year old males 
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in the corresponding microdata set. For more examples of frequency table and tabu-

lar tables, and their relation to microdata, see Section 2.1 in (Bargh at al., 2020).  

 

Note that for the frequency tables with cell values that are relative frequencies (i.e., 

those that indicate a count relative to a total value like the size of the population), 

there is no need for protection if the denominator (i.e., the total value) is not 

published/known. 

 

Guideline for defining table type 

Determine whether the table required is a frequency table or a magnitude table. 

 Frequency tables show counts, either absolute or relative values, of the number 

of all data subjects in a cell. 

 Magnitude tables provide a sum (or mean) of the values of a quantitative 

attribute, for example age or income, of all the data subjects in a cell. 

 

Frequency and magnitude table require different privacy models. 

Select table attributes 

Selection of table attributes (like the grouping attributes) is concerned with deter-

mining the information conveyed with the table. When selecting the attributes for 

the table, the privacy sensitivity of the attributes should be taken into account and, 

as such, appropriate data protection should be applied. Important in this respect are 

the grouping attributes (for both frequency and magnitude tables), and the quanti-

tative attribute used for determining the cell values for magnitude tables. Further, 

the table’s title and description often also contain important information that further 

specifies the individuals in the table (so-called ‘table description attribute(s)’ in 

Bargh et al., 2020, see Section 2.2.1). 

 

Tables are a long-lasting standard for data publishing, and generally, the data 

environment contains many other similar releases, typically based on the same 

microdata. These similar releases are considered as the background knowledge 

available to intruders, which should be carefully assessed when choosing the 

attributes and attribute values in a new table. Therefore, as discussed in Section 

5.1, the data anonymizer should have a good overview of such related tables.  

 

Tables with cells containing relative frequencies are safe to publish as long as the 

denominators are unknown. However, if a related table has already been published 

with the totals (which could be used as denominators), then sharing a new table 

with relative frequencies increases the risk of disclosure for both tables. The risk of 

disclosure also increases when different values for grouping attributes are used in 

the new and the related tables (e.g., for grouping attribute age, one table uses age 

values 10-15 and 16-20 and the other uses age values 10-18 and 19-20). This 

discrepancy may result in disclosure risks, which can be categorized as disclosure 

scenario ‘differencing with partially overlapping sub-populations’ as described in 

Section 2.3.5 in (Bargh et al., 2020). Additionally, the risk of disclosure increases 

when tables are published without using the in the data environment accepted 

standard for selecting the table attributes and attribute values. For instance, a 

standard would be to use certain attribute value ranges. In some cases, the 

increased disclosure risk due to lack of a standard can be negligible, considering  

the purpose and/or necessity of sharing the data. The risk will be analyzed more 

precisely in later activities of the process. In some cases, it could still be necessary 

to return to this activity and adjust the attributes and their values as shown in 

Figure 8. 
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In practice, a table might be shared in a data environment in which there are very 

few previous tabular data releases from the same microdata. In such cases, there is 

no standard (yet), and the grouping attributes and their values should be selected 

from scratch. The first step is to map the attributes in the underlying microdata 

according to the guidelines in Section 4.1.2. Determining the quasi-identifying 

attributes, such as location or physical traits, is useful when determining the level  

of aggregation of the shared table (this is determined in the second step mentioned 

below). Note that if the grouping attributes that are of interest only consist of NATs, 

then protection is not needed.  

 

The second step is determining the values for the grouping attributes, such as  

the age ranges and the area codes. General ranges used by National Statistical 

Institutes (NSIs) can be used for the grouping attributes such as age and location 

because these ranges are already standardized and as such, they can prevent 

discrepancy between the data published by one of the most frequent data publishers 

(i.e., the NSI) and the data in the new release. If different ranges have to be used, 

then the risk of disclosure might become higher. In such cases, it is especially 

necessary to identify the related data sets in the data environment in order to 

estimate the new risks that may be introduced.  

 

Guideline for selecting table attributes 

The relevant attributes needed for the release should be identified from, for 

example, data requests. Then, the grouping attribute values that define the cells  

of the table, the type of the cell values (i.e., record frequencies/counts, record 

relative frequencies, or the sum of the values of a quantitative attribute), and the 

table descriptions that provide more information about the table should be chosen.  

 

In a data environment where there are many tables published from the same 

source microdata, the grouping attribute values can be selected similarly to those 

in the previously released tables. For example, age ranges can be the same as 

those in the previous table releases. Note that: 

 Sometimes, the existing values of grouping attributes do not suffice and dif-

ferent ranges have to be used for the new table. These cases should be con-

sidered more extensively, where the ranges can not only be determined based 

on domain knowledge, what is requested and what is possibly available to 

intruders, but also based on the later activities in the data anonymization 

process.  

 Whether totals, which can be used as denominators, have already been publish-

ed should be taken into account. Knowing these totals can increase the risk of 

disclosure for a new table. Conversely, publishing the totals in a new table may 

increase the risk of disclosure of already existing releases.  

 

In a first release, there is less previous work to indicate the level of detail for the 

attribute values. Therefore, it is recommended to carry out attribute mapping (see 

Section 4.1.2) via identifying the QIDs, the SATs and the NATs in the microdata 

set. The types of the attributes determine the protection methods applied in later 

activities the anonymization process. For example, the NATs would not require 

additional protection.  
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Many data releases are variations of existing tabular data sets in a data environment. When this is 

not the case, then there is less previous work to support certain choices in the anonymization 

process. To ensure that the correct protection method and parameters are chosen and the risks 

are correctly analyzed, it is necessary that a multidisciplinary team specify the data environment, 

as described in Section 3.2.3. This entails identifying possible intruders, their motivations and their 

resources as well as specifying the nature of the attributes, the information in the data, and the 

impact of possible disclosures.  
 

Specify table structure 

The values of an attribute are often structurally dependent on each other. The most 

common relationship is a hierarchical relation between values. For example, attrib-

ute values that represent city districts. A city is defined by several districts. A city, 

together with some other areas can define a municipality. Several municipalities 

define a province, and several provinces define a country. Such long chains of 

hierarchical relations exist in many tabular data sets. These relations are intrinsic  

to the data, but they also make it more complex to protect the data. For example, 

consider Table 4 that consists of two districts and a city. The city consists of three 

districts, but the third district has been removed from the table because it has the 

least amount of relevant information and the highest risk of disclosure.  

 

Table 4 An example of a table with a hierarchical relation among 

attribute values 

District A District C City ABC 

14 5 20 

 

Suppose that, as background knowledge, intruders know that the city consists of 

three districts and, therefore, they can calculate the cell values for the removed 

district B by subtracting the cell values of the districts in the table from the cell 

values of the city. This can be captured in an equation, as follows: 

 

 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑏 = 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑎𝑏𝑐 − 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑎 − 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑐 . (1) 

 

Simply removing an unsafe cell before releasing a table is not sufficient to protect 

the cell. Especially when marginals are available, which are the sum of several other 

cells, it is very common to have disclosure through differencing (see Section 2.3.4  

in Bargh et al., 2020) and table linking (see Section 2.3.6 in Bargh et al., 2020). 

Therefore, we re-iterate that consistency with other releases that are available in 

the data environment is important. Including cells that were previously unavailable 

facilitates disclosure through differencing and table linking.  

 

It is necessary to specify the relations among cells, at least for all the cells in the 

tables of a single release, but preferably also for cells in the tables of similar 

releases. As will be described later, the protection methods and risk evaluations are 

dependent on how well this specification of the relations among cells has been done.  
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Guideline for specifying table structure 

Specify the structure of the table. Removing relations from the table makes sub-

traction and table linking disclosures less likely to occur. However, if the relations 

are necessary for the release, then they should be considered when applying the 

protection methods in the second next activity in the data anonymization process.  

 

The relations to be considered are: 

 Relations between cells. The most common relation is through the marginal, 

which is the sum of several other cells. Note that this can be on multiple levels 

as a marginal can be a term of the sum captured in another marginal.  

 Relations between attributes. For example, several tables or cells can represent 

the same data subjects at different points in time. For example, a table shows 

how many subjects left location A to travel to location B. Another table shows 

how many subjects arrived at Location B from location A. The difference 

between the two tables are the number of data subjects that are still in transit.  

 Relations between attributes values. Note that: 

- Overlapping sup-populations are best prevented when selecting values for 

grouping attributes. If they are necessary and must remain, the relation 

should be specified and checked before sharing the table.  

- Overlap can commonly occur when different choices are made for tables 

based on the same microdata. For example, a slightly different age group is 

requested than before.  

- Sometimes, the definitions used to specify grouping attributes and their 

values also change (Kalidien et al., 2010). For example, in the justice domain, 

sexual assaults may be counted as an assault in one table, whereas in a table 

released later they are counted as a separate assault type. In such cases, 

however, the dependency that the sexual assault counts in the later table are 

a subset of the assault counts in the earlier table should not be forgotten.  

 

The relation between internal cells and marginals will usually be present explicitly 

in the table. Other relations may not be explicitly present and might be unique to 

the data. Domain experts, who are closely familiar with the data, have to identify 

these relations carefully. We refer to (Bargh et al., 2020) for a few more examples.  

 

 

The relations between cells, attributes and attribute values are inherently dependent on the domain 

of the data. It is important to confer with domain experts to identify these relations.  
 

5.2.2 Choose disclosure risk measure 

The next step in the process of tabular data anonymization is to choose an appro-

priate disclosure risk measure. Disclosure risk measures give an indication of 

whether the data is safe or not. The accuracy of most of these disclosure risk meas-

ures depends on how well the table structure has been identified in the previous 

activity.  

 

For the disclosure risk measures, we look at syntactic privacy approaches. In Sec-

tion 4.1.1, we chose this approach to base the initial SDC guidelines for microdata 

on, because it is truthful and easily linked to legal privacy concepts (Li et al., 2007). 

Similarly, we base the initial SDC guidelines for tabular data on the syntactic 

approach. In future editions of the guidelines noise-based approaches may also be 

included.  
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In this section, we suggests using the three most common disclosure risk measures 

for tabular data. Two of them are the frequency rule for frequency tables and the 

p%-rule for magnitude tables, which indicate whether table cells are safe or not. 

The third measure indicates the risk of skewed distributions and zero cells, which is 

a data-dependent risk. The frequency rule, the p%-rule and zero cells rule are 

described in the following. 

 

Note that risk measures should not only be applied to existing cells in the table, but 

also to the derived cells that can be constructed by exploring the relations in the 

table or with other tables (i.e., through differencing or table linking as described in 

Section 5.2.1). Further, if the existing cells are already protected by, for example, 

rounding or suppression, it is still possible to reconstruct the original cell values by 

exploring the relations in the table or with other tables (see the example in Section 

4.2.2. in Bargh et al., 2020). Therefore, a disclosure risk measure (for example, 

having a minimum number of individuals in the cell) should also be applied to the 

cell values that are derived from solving these relations. It is not sufficient to simply 

assume that the already rounded or suppressed cell values are safe. 

 

Guideline for choosing disclosure risk measures 

Start with syntactic approaches and use the frequency rule, the p%-rule and the 

zero cells rule as measures of disclosure risks. Note that the disclosure risk 

measure is dependent on the table structure. This means that while all separate 

cells in the table could be considered as safe according to the disclosure risk 

measure, , it is possible to find derived cell values that might not be safe, if there 

are relations in the table or with other tables (like, overlapping sub-populations). 

The data anonymizer has to find the derived values and subsequently check them 

with the disclosure risk measure.  

 

 

It is for future editions of the guidelines to consider the noise-based approach (e.g., differential 

privacy).  
 

Frequency rule  

A straightforward method for measuring the disclosure risk of a cell (and protecting 

it accordingly) is the frequency rule. The frequency rule requires that every cell 

contains at least n records. This prevents cells from describing too few individuals 

(e.g., only one individual). Such cells have the highest disclosure risk, as individuals 

in those cells become vulnerable to re-identification and attribution threats as dis-

cussed in Section 3.2.3. For example, via re-identification, an intruder recognizes 

exactly the person belonging to a cell and probably also learns more about the 

person from the other information that the cell and the table provide.  

 

The frequency rule detects the cells that are at risk by using the threshold value n 

(i.e., cells with values smaller than n are at risk). An often considered minimum 

value for n is 3 (i.e., n=3) as it sufficiently prevents intruders from identifying any 

individual in a cell. An n of 2 is considered unsafe because both individuals in the 

cell could theoretically identify each other (i.e., acting as intruders).  
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Guideline for the frequency rule 

The frequency rule requires that every cell contains at least n records (i.e., at least 

a value of n) in order to be considered as safe.  

 

An n of 3 is considered to be the minimum threshold. Generally a larger value, 

such as 10, is chosen for n (Hundepool et al. 2012). There are various factors that 

might necessitate an even larger n such as: 

 Protection group sizes: in certain cases, the objective is not to protect an 

individual, but small groups such as families. In those cases, it is important to 

have an n that encompasses most, if not all, sizes of those groups in the data.  

 Collusions: it is possible that a (small) group of intruders in a cell work 

together to reveal the information about another contributor. If collusions are 

expected to be common, then the n should be increased by the number of 

expected colluding contributors. 

 Intruder resources: intruders sometimes possess various resources. For 

example, an intruder could be a business organization that is interested in a 

table containing the information of its employees. This organization can have 

also other data files about its employees, increasing the chance of disclosure 

risks for the table.  

 Other uncertainties: sometimes one knows that there are similar data available 

to intruders, but it is not exactly clear how these data relate to the table to be 

shared. For instance, one knows that a data set has been released with slightly 

different methodologies for record counting, or slightly different attributes or 

attribute values. It might be too unclear or time-costly to determine the values 

that an intruder can derive by using the background knowledge and relations 

such as Equation (1). In such cases, instead, it is possible to increase the n. 

 Number of attributes: if the factors above are not an issue, then a small n of 3 

could be considered safe. However, this rule was made with smaller tables in 

mind, consisting of at most three or four grouping attributes (dimensions). 

When the number of grouping attributes increases significantly, the table 

becomes close to the original microdata. In such situations, a data anonymizer 

should also consider pre-tabular protection methods as the required value of n 

becomes comparable to the value of k used for microdata protection via k-

anonymity.  

 Sampling rate: when a table is about the whole population, the disclosure risk 

is higher than that for a table that is about a small sample of the population. 

For a sampled data set, an n of 3 could be considered safe. If the data set is 

about the whole population, a larger n is recommended. 

 
 

 
Consult with, for example, security or statistical experts, to determine the optimal size of n.  

 

P%-rule  

In magnitude tables, the largest contribution to a cell is subject to disclosure risks. 

Even if there are many contributors to a cell, the largest contribution can be so 

dominant that it is possible to accurately estimate it regardless of the contributions 

of the other contributors. Remember that magnitude tables do not count the records 

but aggregate some quantitative attribute and, as such, the values of contributions 

can vary widely. This risk is more relevant for tables with large outliers, for exam-

ple, tables about economic activities or incomes. Consider, for example, Table 5 

where an intruder could accurately estimate the net worth of arrestee 4 from the 
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published cell. Background knowledge, such as the approximate number of 

arrestees (from a separate frequency table) or the average net worth of arrestees in 

general, makes it possible for an intruder to make a more accurate estimation. 

 

Table 5 Net worth of arrestees, where the last row is published 

Arrestees Net worth value 

Arrestee 1 500 

Arrestee 2 1.000 

Arrestee 3 50 

Arrestee 4 (CEO) 1.000.000.000 

Sum of net worth values of arrestees (published) 1.000.001.550 

 

The risk of a cell in a magnitude table can be estimated with the p%-rule. The p%-

rule assumes that the second-largest contributor knows that (s)he is not the largest 

contributor, and that (s)he wants to estimate the value of the largest contributor. A 

simple estimation that the contributor with the second-largest contribution can 

make is by subtracting her/his own value from the cell and assigning the remaining 

value to the largest contributor. When this estimation is within the p% of the actual 

value of the largest contribution, for a chosen p, then the cell is considered unsafe.  

Let 𝑥1 denote the estimation made by the second largest contributor to a cell about 
the largest contribution 𝑥1 to the cell. Then, estimation 𝑥1 =  𝑥total −  𝑥2, where 𝑥total 
is the actual value of the cell. The cell is considered as unsafe according to the p%-rule 
when: 
 |�̂�𝟏 − 𝒙𝟏|

𝒙𝟏
∗ 𝟏𝟎𝟎 < 𝒑 

(2) 

Cells can be unsafe, even if they are protected according to the p%-rule. The p%-

rule does not account for the total number of contributors (for an n larger than 

three). Therefore, it is a common practice to use a combination of the p%-rule and 

the frequency rule for magnitude tables.  

 

Guideline for the p%-rule 

The p%-rule detects whether intruders can accurately estimate the value of the 

largest contributor to a cell in a magnitude table. This rule is useful in specific 

contexts, such as when publishing tables about economic facts and figures. 

Applying this rule is necessary when there are large outliers and the second-largest 

contributor knows that (s)he is the second largest. In the justice domain, the rule 

is less useful because most of the quantitative attributes, such as age, number of 

offenses and number of days in detention, do not fit these conditions.  

 

The larger the value of p, the stricter the protection. A small p means that the 

estimation has to be very accurate to be considered as unsafe. For an insightful 

example about the meaning of p, see Section 3.1.1 in (Bargh et al., 2020). The 

data anonymizer has to choose a suitable p. Some guidelines for choosing p are:  

 as a general guideline, choose a value between 5 and 15 (Hundepool et al., 

2006); this value should not be published along with the table, 

 the p%-rule does not replace the frequency rule; both should be applied when 

applicable. 

 

Note that there are variants of the p%-rule that fit to specific situations, for 

example: 

 if the smaller contributors can also be estimated, then a q parameter can be 

used to indicate how closely those smaller values can be estimated; this would 
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give a more precise estimation of the largest contributor (Hundepool et al., 

2006). 

 if sampling is not completely random, for example, if certain sampling methods 

ensure that the largest contributors are present in the data, then another 

variant of the p%-rule is necessary (Hundepool et al., 2006). 

These variants of the p%-rule are not covered in the initial guidelines. 

 

 

It is for future editions of the guidelines to provide a more exhaustive overview of the variants of 

the p%-rule and other models to protect magnitude tables.  
 

Zero cells and skewed distributions rules 

Often cells with zero contributors are exempted from the rules mentioned so far. 

This is because the risk of disclosure for a cell with no contributor is different. Zero 

cells cause negative attribution, whereby an intruder learns that no contributor 

possesses a specific attribute value.  

 

When a group has many subgroups, negative attribution is usually not a problem,  

as this does not yield valuable information. Negative attribution becomes an issue 

when there are only a few subgroups. Gender is an example of a group with two 

subgroups, having a negative attribution (i.e., a zero value) for one of those sub-

groups is the same as learning the value of the other subgroup. The impact of 

negative attribution is context-dependent. As the number of zeroes (i.e., the 

number of subgroups that can be eliminated) increases, the disclosure risk also 

increases. If there is only one subgroup remaining in the data, then negative 

attribution is the same as attribution.  

 

Another closely related problem is caused by skewed distributions. With skewed 

distributions, most data subjects belong to a single subgroup. This makes approxi-

mate or (highly) certain disclosures likelier. In such a case, an intruder knows with 

high certainty that a data subject belongs to the largest subgroup. Conversely, if an 

intruder knows that an individual possesses a rare value, then the intruder learns 

how unique the individual is. To prevent an approximate disclosure that is close to 

exact attribution, a good rule of thumb is: if for a certain group, one of the sub-

groups contains 90% of the contributors, then the group should not be considered 

as safe. In such cases, group attribution can occur with a high likelihood.  

 

Guideline for zero cells and skewed distributions 

Zero cells are a special type of cells that are not considered by the frequency rule. 

In many cases, cells with zero contributors do not have a high disclosure risk. 

Nevertheless:  

 Check whether the zero cells cause a high disclosure risk. This is context-

dependent. The disclosure risk of learning that someone or a group of people 

does not have a certain attribute value depends on the meaning of the value.  

As the number of zeroes in a table increases, the effect of negative attributions 

becomes more similar to that of attribution.  

 Check whether distributions are not too skewed. A general rule is that a cell, 

which describes a subgroup, is unsafe if 90% of contributors from a group 

belong to the subgroup. 
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5.2.3 Choose protection method 

Whenever the disclosure risk measure(s) and the accompanying rules show that 

there is a disclosure risk, a protection method should be chosen and applied to the 

table. Choosing a protection method depends on the expected usage of the data. 

The expected usage specifies the properties of the data. It is not possible to 

determine the required protection method(s) without knowing the relevant 

properties of the data. Therefore, this section starts with an overview of the key 

data properties to consider, from which one or more properties should be selected. 

Subsequently, we explain how appropriate protection methods should be chosen in 

order to satisfy those selected properties.  

 

Guideline for choosing protection methods 

If the disclosure risk measures are not satisfied in the first stage of the anonymi-

zation process, it becomes necessary to choose and apply protection methods.  

To this end, the properties that are important to the data usage need to be con-

sidered. Example data properties are range of correctness, interpretability and 

additivity, which are described in the following. With these data properties in mind, 

a workflow can be devised to specify the protection method(s).  

 

 

The workflow proposed in the following is generic and should be adjusted to the situation, as there 

is no one size fits all workflow. It is for future editions of the guidelines to guide potential users via 

creating worked examples for specific cases. 
 

Select data properties 

Several properties are important for the data in order to be useful and interpretable 

for data processors. Some properties might be important from the perspective of 

the data subject or the data anonymizer. The most common data properties are: 

 Range of correctness: protection methods typically transform the values of cells. 

If a user knows how a value has been transformed, for example by rounding, 

then the user knows the range of the possible values of the original value (i.e., 

truthfulness). This knowledge provides the user with an accurate measure of their 

uncertainty.  

- The larger the range of correctness, the less certainty the user has about the 

values in the original table.  

- Generally, the more attributes (cells) to be released, the larger the range of 

correctness has to be in order to protect all those cells.  

 Interpretability: often it is required that non-expert data processors (i.e., data 

consumers) should be able to understand the data protection used. This is 

especially the case for official statistics published by public organizations. This 

property is related to the range of correctness, because an unclear method of 

protection makes it difficult for a data processor to compute the range of 

correctness.  

 Projecting confidentiality: for most data subjects the published data must seem to 

be protected. This matters especially when we want to maintain the rate of 

voluntary participation high.  

- If a data subject could recognize himself, or thinks that he can, then this might 

adversely affect his participation in future studies.  

- Certain protection methods, for example the methods that apply noise, 

maintain and allow cells with small values (like one). Data subjects might 

misinterpret these cells as unsafe. It is advisable to apply additional rounding 

or post-processing in cases where projecting confidentiality is important.  
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 Additivity: an aspect that may influence the data anonymizer’s choice is the 

additivity of the table. This represents the degree to which the rows and columns 

sum to their marginals.  

- Additivity projects accuracy of the table to data processors, as they perceive 

the table cells consistent with each other.  

- Keeping additivity comes at the cost of an increase in disclosure risk.  

- This property seems to be less valued nowadays than it used to be. This could 

be because the increased risk for keeping additivity is not worth it.27  

 Consistent totals: another issue with protecting data is the inconsistency of the 

totals across tables. This is a common issue when additivity must be upheld. As a 

result, the internal cells could be protected differently in two tables, resulting in 

different marginals.  

- When the totals in these tables are not consistent, the risk of disclosure 

becomes larger. This is because the original totals, and their related cells, can 

be approximated from these inconsistencies and dependencies in the tables.  

- This is a difficult issue for interactive environments where users can query the 

data multiple times. For a single release, this is less of a concern. 

 

As part of the process for protecting tabular data, protection methods are evaluated 

based on the trade-off between data disclosure risk (i.e., data privacy) and data 

utility. In this section, we have discussed some nuanced properties such as 

additivity and confidentiality that affect data utility and data privacy. Disregarding 

these properties may result in publishing more privacy sensitive data than needed 

due to choosing a less restrained protection method. Another privacy utility trade-

off to consider is between a table with few cells of high quality (i.e., with a small 

range of correctness) and a table of many cells of low quality.  

 

The properties that matter depends on the data usage, the domain, the relevant 

regulations, and other data environment factors.  

 

Guideline for selecting data properties 

Identify the data properties that matter for the data release. Identifying the 

relevant data properties is important to ensure that the protection methods used 

retain these properties. These data properties vary between releases and are 

determined by data processors, data subjects, regulators, etc.  

 

Often the protection method should be very interpretable for data processors. If 

more complex methods are used, then data processors might not understand them 

well to draw correct conclusions from the data. If the expected data processors are 

also experts in SDC technology, then the protection method can be more complex. 

 

For data subjects it is important that they feel that their data are protected well 

enough. Data subjects may lose their trust when the protection methods used 

seem to leave their data unsafe at first glance. This is an issue especially for the 

data that are primarily obtained from voluntary participation. 

 

The most common data properties are mentioned above. One should not only 

determine the properties that apply to their data, but also the other properties that 

might be relevant to their specific data and the corresponding data environment.  
 

                                                
27  Feedback from interviews (for a summary see Section C.3 in Appendix C), saying that many releases from 

Eurostat and CBS are without the additivity property nowadays.  
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The selection of data properties is a combined effort among the multidisciplinary experts, while 

also the interests of the data subjects should be taken into account.  

Specify protection methods 

To protect against disclosure risks, the data are transformed by choosing and 

applying one or more protection methods. Together with the transformed data, 

some information about the applied methods should be published so that data 

processors know (how) the data are modified. In this initial set of SDC guidelines, 

we provide a workflow for choosing the protection methods that satisfy the selected 

data properties. 

 

There are many methods that can be used to protect tables, for an overview see 

(Bargh et al., 2020, Section 4.2) and (Duncan & Elliot, 2011). In this section, we 

use the most common methods to illustrate the workflow as these methods are 

commonly used by NSIs and governmental organizations, like the Eurostat and the 

Dutch Ministry of Justice and Security. We expect that most readers are already 

familiar with the basic methods of rounding and suppression. The readers can refer 

to (Bargh et al. 2020) and the references therein (especially Hundepool et al., 2012) 

to learn about the other complex and very specific protection methods for tabular 

dataset. Furthermore, note that most data anonymizers do not need to implement 

these methods as the most common methods are (expected to be) available in 

various (open source) software tools. Examples of such tools are τ-ARGUS28 and 

SDCTable29 that are implemented by Statistics Netherlands and the European Centre 

of Excellence on Statistical Disclosure Control. It is beyond the scope of this report 

to investigate such tools and provide advice about them. 

 

The workflow provided in this section is generic, whereby the selected data proper-

ties are used to determine the protection methods. In this initial set of SDC guide-

lines, we limit this workflow to four protection methods, namely: rounding, suppres-

sion, small cell adjustment and table redesign. These methods can cover all of the 

properties above, including interpretability. The advantage of using only four 

methods is that we can examine the workflow extensively. The disadvantage is that 

we cannot account for every situation and context. Therefore, this workflow can be 

used as a basic workflow for protecting tables based on the data properties men-

tioned above. If other data properties are desired that are specific to a situation, the 

workflow can be extended in future edition of the guidelines accordingly.  

 

Four steps can be distinguished for the proposed workflow, as listed below. 

1 Consider the range of correctness as the starting point. This is because all other 

properties can be considered in later stages of the workflow. Note that, however, 

if the range of correctness is too broad, it becomes difficult to adjust this in the 

later stages.  

2 When a method is chosen with an appropriate range of correctness, the next  

step becomes adjusting that method to ensure that the other properties, such  

as additivity, projection of confidentiality and consistent totals, are covered (if 

necessary).  

                                                
28  See https://github.com/sdcTools/tauargus.  

29  See https://github.com/sdcTools/sdcTable.  

https://github.com/sdcTools/tauargus
https://github.com/sdcTools/sdcTable
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3 Adjusting the method to account for these properties can increase the disclosure 

risk. Therefore, the third step becomes selecting an additional method, or adjust- 

ing the method applied in step one, to ensure that the tables are safe enough.  

4 The fourth step, which is discussed in the next section, is to analyze the disclo-

sure risk and utility of the table. If the result of the analysis is unsatisfactory, 

then it would be necessary to adjust the method or to redesign the table and start 

the data anonymization process from the beginning again.  

 

As the first step, the data property of the range of correctness should be considered. 

This is because all other data properties can be considered in later stages of the 

workflow. Since tables are generally the final product and not the starting point  

of advanced analyses, the cell values presented in the table are generally more 

important than the result of any possible analysis based on the table. The most 

important aspect is that data processors know the approximate cell values and how 

they approximately relate to the original values. The choice of the protection 

method is determined by how close the protected cell values should be to their 

original values. To this end, the following two situations can be distinguished. 

1 The values in the tables should be exact. This situation occurs rarely, especially 

when the data are opened to the public. However, if the data must be exact, then 

the only acceptable method is suppression. This results in showing either the 

original value or a specific character.  

2 The values in the tables should not be exact, which is a more common situation. 

If it is necessary to keep the cell values within the order of magnitude of singles 

or tens, then rounding is the best protection method. The call values can be 

rounded to the nearest multiple (i.e., the rounding base). A global standard for 

frequency tables is to round to the nearest multiple of 5 or 10, where the latter is 

used when additional protection is needed. The exact choice of the rounding base 

depends on the data. If the data contain mostly counts of 100’s or larger, then a 

larger rounding base is acceptable. The relations between cells values are also 

important. If, for example, hierarchies consist of many levels, then the probability 

of reverting the rounding becomes more likely (Willenborg & de Waal, 2001). For 

these cases, the rounding base can be increased. 

 

In the second step, additional data properties should be considered for the method 

chosen in the first step (i.e., suppression and rounding for the situations 1 and 2, 

respectively). For suppression, the method can, on its own, be tuned to project 

confidentiality and have consistent totals. Additivity is not possible by definition with 

suppression but if it is clear that cell values have been suppressed, there is less 

need to preserve accuracy.  

 

For rounding, there are two options. One is conventional rounding that rounds the 

cell value to the nearest multiple of the rounding base. This method keeps the totals 

of the table consistent but the table loses additivity and has a high disclosure risk  

by reverting the rounding (as illustrated in Table 34 in Bargh et al., 2020). Conse-

quently, the table often requires additional protection.  

 

The other method for rounding is controlled rounding, which does not always round 

the cell value to the nearest base but does preserve additivity (Salazar, 2006). 

Furthermore, this method provides more protection than conventional rounding 

because it is harder to decode how the cell values are rounded. However, in 

controlled rounding the table loses the property of having consistent totals, the 

table is slightly less interpretable, and the published values have larger ranges of 

correctness compared to conventional rounding. A choice between these rounding 
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schemes should be made based on whether additivity and interpretability are 

important or consistent totals. In case that all three (i.e., additivity, interpretability 

and consistent totals) are important, it is possible to do conventional rounding of the 

internal cells and, instead of rounding the marginal of the original table, round the 

sums of the internal cells of the rounded table. This will come at the cost of inaccu-

rate marginals and is generally not recommended, as the resulting rounding error 

on the marginals can become quite large.  

 

In the third step, after applying the protection method (for the first time), the 

disclosure risk of the modified table is analyzed. If the results of this analysis are 

not satisfactory, the method needs to be adjusted. It is possible that rounding does 

not provide sufficient protection, see the example of Table 34 in Bargh et al., 2020. 

These cases, which can be automatically identified via finding dependencies in the 

table, need additional protection (Willenborg & de Waal, 2001). 

 

A possible additional method to adjust unsafe cells (that have a small number of 

contributors) is Small Cell Adjustment (SCA). SCA can be applied by rounding or 

suppressing only the cells with small values. One simple way to apply SCA is by 

increasing the rounding base for smaller cell values. If a table has a rounding base 

of 5 for all cells, we can additionally constrain all cells with fewer than 20 contribu-

tors to have a rounding base of 10 or 20. This decreases the risk of disclosure 

(through differencing, or otherwise), but does keep the utility of all cells with more 

than 20 contributors the same. One issue that stems from applying SCA is that the 

table loses the additivity property. Another issue is that it makes analysis more 

difficult as some parts of the table are rounded differently than the other parts.  

 

SCA can also be done with suppression. This removes more information than 

rounding, but has the advantage that fewer cells should be adjusted (for example 

only cells with fewer than 5 or 10 contributors, instead of 20). In terms of data 

utility, the data anonymizer should make a trade-off between quantity, by rounding 

more cells and keeping all cells, and quality, by suppressing some cells and not 

adjusting any others. An issue with suppression is that the suppressed values can 

be determined from the relations between the attributes, such as those shown in 

Table 4. Therefore, sometimes it might still be necessary to suppress a larger cell 

value in order to provide adequate protection. Cell suppression algorithms will do 

this automatically.  

 

An additional consideration to make when suppressing is whether to suppress values 

to NULL or to zero. Suppressing to NULL makes it clear that the value is suppressed 

and that it potentially could be a non-zero value. Whereas suppressing to zero 

makes it similar to actual zeroes or rounded zeroes. This option makes it harder to 

use the data, but protects the real zero values better.  

 

The third step is part of the analysis of the disclosure risk, which will be explained in 

Section 5.3. If the risk is too high, as the forth step, the protection method can be 

adjusted, for instance, by increasing the number of suppressions or choosing a 

higher rounding base. However, if these adjustments do not suffice, then a table 

redesign is needed. There are several ways to adjust the information in the table to 

ensure that the quality of the cells increases and the risk of disclosure decreases. 

This might entail taking smaller samples, adjusting attribute ranges, or removing 

unnecessary attributes.  
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Guideline for specifying protection methods 

An explicit workflow for protecting the data helps choosing the required method(s). 

There is no one-size fits all workflow but as a general workflow we propose: 

1 Determine an appropriate range of correctness. The range of correctness 

provides an early grip on the utility. The range determines, for example, how 

much the cell values can be rounded or suppressed. Any transformation 

satisfying the range of correction is acceptable to proceed to the next step. 

2 Consider secondary data properties. Specific data properties cannot be retained 

with every protection method. The transformation that provides an acceptable 

range of correctness should be filtered by the data properties that are required 

for the specific release. 

3 Analyze the disclosure risk, which will be explained in Section 5.3. If the result 

of the analysis is not satisfactory, then the data anonymizer has to apply 

additional protection methods, for example SCA. 

4 Redesign the table if the risk is still too high. This can be done by, among other 

options, taking larger ranges for attribute values (for example, instead of city 

districts just reporting on cities). 

 
 

 
Applying the protection methods and analyzing the risk can be done using an SDC tools. 

 

5.2.4 Configure parameters 

The disclosure risk measures and protection methods can be tuned to various 

contexts by configuring their parameters. There are two main types of parameters 

to consider, namely: those for the disclosure risk measures and those for the 

protection methods.  

 

The disclosure risk measure parameters, consisting of the n for the frequency rule 

and the p for the p%-rule, are recommended to be kept as secret (Hundepool et al., 

2006). This does come at the cost of transparency. On the other hand, with the 

knowledge of the privacy model parameters, intruders can possibly learn more 

information about individuals. These parameters should be determined based on the 

data environment. This includes not only estimating the impact and sensitivity of the 

attributes in the table, but also considering the regulations regarding such 

attributes. The more sensitive the table information is, the stricter the disclosure 

risk measure should be. Additionally, these parameters can be affected by the 

amount of background knowledge the intruders have (for example, intruders know 

many individuals in the table).  

 

The protection method parameters, on the other hand, should be made public. 

These parameters consist of the rounding base and the size of small cells that are 

adjusted with the SCA and suppression. If these parameters are not made public, 

data processors could misinterpret the tables. The exact parameter choice is an 

iterative process. First, an initial set of parameters should be chosen, which can be 

based on a best guess. Then, these parameters should further be tuned depending 

on the disclosure risk (i.e., to what extent the disclosure risk measures are satis-

fied). This analysis is dependent on the disclosure risk measure parameters, as 

those indicate whether a disclosure risk is present or not.  
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Guideline for parameter configuration 

There are two types of parameters: the disclosure risk measure parameters and 

protection method parameters.  

 Disclosure risk measure parameters are the p and n of the p%-rule and 

frequency rule respectively. These parameters are based on data environment 

factors, including the regulations about how sensitive data can be released, and 

the sensitivity of the data.  

 The protection method parameters are used to fine-tune the transformation of 

the data. These parameters are determined from applying the protection 

methods and analyzing the result. An initial set of parameters must be tried 

(randomly chosen or based on educated guesses) to do a first analysis and the 

parameters must be tuned further iteratively. Finding the correct parameters is 

context dependent and might take a few iterations. 

5.3 Analyze data 

The results of the data analysis tell whether the applied transformation must be 

readjusted or the data protection is satisfactory. This is achieved by analyzing data 

utility and data disclosure risks as described in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, respec-

tively. The analysis should indicate whether the disclosure risks in the transformed 

data set are minimized enough while still providing a high level of utility.  

5.3.1 Analyze data utility  

There are several options for determining data utility. The best data utility measure 

depends on the objective of the data sharing. Therefore, it is difficult to set a 

generic measure that is accurate for every data sharing case. However, since tables 

provide more generic information than microdata do and their usage is more limited 

than microdata usage, the utility of tables can be estimated with straightforward 

measures.  

 

There are general utility measures that indicate how the transformed data differ 

from the original data. When only a single method of protection is used, the utility 

measure can be a simple parameter such as those described in the following. 

 For rounding this is the rounding base. The larger the rounding base, the lower 

the utility. We can extend this parameter to take into account the values in the 

data, so instead of looking at the rounding base we can look at the relative 

change for all values. In this case, for example, a small value rounded to 5 would 

have a larger relative change than a larger value rounded to 105.  

 For suppression, this is the number of the cells or the number of contributors in 

the cells that are suppressed. Both these numbers could be taken as a relative 

number of the cells in the table. 

 

It is more difficult to compare rounding and suppression methods, as both have 

their advantages and disadvantages. Yet we would like or desire to know which 

method to choose over the other. The measures described above cannot directly be 

compared as these numbers have different meanings. To compare both protection 

methods, the associations in the data, such as the correlation between certain 

groups, can be used as a utility measure. How well these correlations fit the needs 

of potential data processors indicates the utility of the table.  
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The effect of the transformation due to applying protection methods is quantifiable 

in several ways. The effect of the table’s redesign is, however, more difficult to 

measure. Sometimes, it is necessary to remove an attribute or change the level of 

detail (e.g., go from neighborhood to municipality) because otherwise too many 

cells in the table should be adjusted. The data anonymizer has to make a choice 

between a high level of detail with many adjustments, and a low level of detail with 

fewer adjustments. The choice is dependent on what data processors want.  

 

Guideline for analyzing data utility 

The data utility gives an indication of the information lost for the expected data 

usage. Some examples of data utility measures are: 

 the total relative change in cell values in the table, and 

 the rounding base or the number of cells suppressed.  

 

The utility measure can be used to determine whether there is enough information 

in the data for the processors. For example, data processors can determine that a 

certain level of rounding makes the data no longer useful. Quantifying data utility 

is difficult, especially if data usage is unknown. Conferring with data processors, 

whenever possible, can help quantifying data utility. For governmental data, which 

are often used in public debates or reported in the media, it is good to consider the 

level of accuracy that is required.  

 

The level of data utility should be balanced against the disclosure risk (see the next 

section). A data anonymizer should balance the need to information (or right to 

information for releases to the public) with the right to a reasonable degree of 

privacy.  

 

5.3.2 Analyze data disclosure risks 

Disclosure risks are specified by the likelihood and the impact of disclosures in the 

protected table. To this end, first the protected table should be audited to find 

places where the protection can be reversed or subverted.  

 

The impact of a cell value disclosure is difficult to determine. Although certain 

organizations, such as some NSI’s, keep an updated list of the impact per attribute, 

the impact is not something that can be easily determined generically. Certain 

attributes, such as the gender of an individual or the group of individuals, may be 

high sensitive in one context and low sensitive in another. Some common sense 

metrics should be determined that assign a higher impact value to learning a high 

sensitive attribute (e.g., someone’s medical conditions) than that assigned to 

learning a low sensitive attributes (e.g., one’s age). Zero cells also need to be 

considered when determining the impact. Nevertheless, the impact of zero cells  

is generally far lower than that of others, as discussed in Section 5.2.2 . Skewed 

distributions in cells could be considered just as impactful as other disclosures if the 

group percentage rule from Section 5.2.2I s used and cells fail it. 

 

When the impact has been determined for the attributes and their values in a table, 

measuring the disclosure risk becomes simpler as only the cells with impact need to 

be considered. As defined in Section 5.2.2, certain disclosure risk measures can be 

used for indicating the likelihood of disclosure risks for the cells in the tables. The 

disclosure risk for a table can be defined by the number of the cells that violate the 

chosen data disclosure measure. The disclosure risk for a table can further be 
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specified by including the impact of disclosure for every individual cell at risk (i.e., 

for those cells with impact).. If certain cell disclosures are acceptable, then the 

objective is to contain the disclosure risks of the table to those acceptable cell 

disclosures. If no disclosures are allowed for a table, then the total disclosure risk of 

the table should be zero before the table can be released.  

 

Guideline for analyzing the data disclosure risk 

The effect of the disclosure risk should be measured by the likelihood of the 

disclosure and the impact of the disclosed information.  

 

The disclosure risk is measured on the transformed data. Before actually meas-

uring the disclosure risk, the data anonymizer should use the relations in the table 

or with other tables as defined in Section 5.2.10 and try to subvert the protection 

(as a test). A simple script would work for both rounding and suppression, as 

subversion of these methods is well-known (Kelly et al., 1992; Willenborg & de 

Waal, 2001). A new table, the audited table, should be defined in which the pro-

tection is subverted, including new attributes due to overlapping sub-populations. 

The audited table represents how close the intruder derive the original values and 

should be used to check for the disclosure risk.  

 

The disclosure risk can be computed by the number of cells that are considered to 

be at risk of disclosure, which can further be specified by the impact of the dis-

closure of those cells. The cells that are at risk of disclosure are those that do not 

satisfy the disclosure risk measure. 

 

The audited table contains mostly ranges for every cell value, while sometimes the 

exact value can be retrieved. For cells with ranges, the frequency rule can still be 

assessed if the upper bound of the cell is smaller than n. However, for the p%-rule 

this becomes more difficult. For the p%-rule it is important to check if the change 

in range is significant. For example, if a rounding base of 5 is used for a value with 

a magnitude of 1000 or larger, then the estimation will barely suffer. If the table is 

rounded, then zeroes can also represent a rounded number. With this, the chance 

of negative attribution decreases because an intruder will not know for sure if 

values are true zeroes or rounded zeroes. However, the audited table should still 

be checked for skewed distributions.  

 
 

 

A trade-off between data utility and personal disclosure risk has to be made. Confer with 

multidisciplinary experts for making this trade-off. . 

 

The actual calculation of the risk in the data can be done automatically. There are tools30 that 

already contain some risk measures for this purpose. Note that the tools that we examined are 

only able to audit transformed tables by using the identified relations between cells, where the 

tables are protected with suppression. For rounding and other protection methods, there are no 

tools readily available. 

5.4 Summary 

In this chapter, we presented the specific SDC guidelines that are applicable to 

protecting tabular data sets. The tabular data related guidelines, presented in 

                                                
30  Like τ-ARGUS and SDCTable. 
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Chapter 3 and this chapter, can be executed in succession as shown in the process 

diagrams in Figure 4 and Figure 8. If needed, the anonymization process can be 

iterated to achieve a satisfactory anonymized data set.  

 

In summary, the tabular data specific guidelines presented in this chapter are: 

 Design table by determining the desired table type (i.e., frequency table or 

magnitude table), the grouping attributes and their values, and the structure of 

the table in terms of the existing relations within table and with other tables in 

the data environment. 

 Choose the disclosure risk measure to identify the cells that are at risk. This can 

be done based on (a limited number of) sensitivity rules. For the initial set of 

guidelines, the suggested rules are the frequency rule, the p%-rule, and the zero 

cells and skewed distributions. 

 Choose protection method(s) to mitigate the threats of the cells at risk in the 

table. To this end, a generic workflow is proposed to apply protection methods 

based on the desired properties of the protected table. 

 Configure parameters by fine-tuning the parameters of the chosen disclosure risk 

measures and the chosen protection methods. 

 Analyze data by assessing data utility based on the measures described, 

assessing data disclosure risks based on the measures described, and making 

privacy utility trade-offs via considering the data utility and data risk measures 

that are calculated for the transformed table. 

 

For more information about the process of applying SDC techniques to tabular data, 

the interested reader is referred to other technical reports like (Duncan & Elliot, 

2011; Hundepool et al., 2012; Meindl, 2018).   
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6 Conclusion 

SDC is a key enabling technology for minimizing the amount of personal data in a 

data set, while maintaining the utility of the data for the legitimate purpose in mind. 

Applying SDC technology in practice is not straightforward, as it requires a high 

level of expertise that spans various domains, including technological, legal, ethical, 

public and business administration domains. This technology is currently available in 

the scientific community mostly. In order to bring it closer to the daily practice of 

organizations, this report provided an initial set of guidelines for using the SDC 

technology for protecting two types of data, namely: microdata and tabular data. 

These guidelines were presented in the previous chapters of this report in detail.  

 

In this chapter, we summarize our results presented in this report in Section 6.1. 

Subsequently, we finalize this report with presenting several directions for future 

research in Section 6.2 . 

6.1 Summary of the results 

After elaborating on the main driving forces behind personal data minimization and 

the use of SDC technology, we explained the reservations concerning the application 

of SDC technology in practice. We concluded that applying SDC technology is 

necessary but should not be perceived as a silver bullet solution. 

 

SDC technology is a cutting-edge expertise area that is actively researched and 

continuously developed. The use of SDC technology requires adopting a holistic 

approach by considering technological, legal, ethical, public and business admini-

stration aspects. Therefore, embedding SDC technology within the daily practice of 

organizations is not trivial due to its complexity, its context dependency and its 

cross-disciplinary character. To point out a solution direction, we presented a 

framework that we have envisioned for embedding SDC technology within an 

organizational setting. The envisioned framework includes a structural model to 

distribute SDC responsibilities within an organization and an iterative organizational 

learning process to develop a relevant SDC knowledge base across the organization, 

based on the rising needs of the organization. The envisioned structural model 

benefits from the advantages of SDC knowledge distribution and centralization. The 

iterative learning process aims at gradual fine-tuning of the guidelines to the (rising) 

needs of organizations without aiming at a too complex or one size fits all solution. 

 

To contribute to the SDC knowledge base within organizations, it is worthwhile to 

mention that we have created two types of reports about SDC technology. These 

report types are (a) two tutorial reports on protecting microdata and tabular data, 

see (Bargh et al., 2018 and 2020), and (b) the current guideline report on how to 

apply SDC technology into practice for protecting microdata and tabular data. These 

reports contribute to creation of principle knowledge (i.e., by the tutorial reports) 

and how-to knowledge (i.e., this guideline report), both of which are important for 

mobilizing the potential adopters of innovative technologies within organizations 

(Kyratsis et al., 2012).  

 

The main focus of the initial guidelines presented in this report is to specify the 

process of using SDC technology and provide some recommendations for, among 
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others, the protection models and methods as well as their parameter configura-

tions. In Chapter 3, we presented the general concepts and the generic process of 

applying SDC to protect both microdata and tabular data sets. The generic process 

consists of various activities like selecting the data to share, specifying the objec-

tive(s) of data sharing, specifying the data environment, transforming data, and 

sharing data, which includes the documentation of the data anonymization process 

for both internal and external usages. Chapter 4 presented the follow-up guidelines 

that are applicable for protecting microdata sets. The microdata specific activities 

include determining the privacy approach, mapping attributes, choosing privacy 

models, configuring privacy methods, applying the chosen methods and their 

configurations using some SDC tools, and analyzing the data transformation result. 

Chapter 5 presented the follow-up guidelines that are applicable for protecting 

tabular data sets. The tabular data specific activities are similar to those of micro-

data protection. Specifically, the tabular data specific SDC activities include design-

ing the table, choosing disclosure risk measures, choosing protection methods, 

configuring parameters, and analyzing data.  

 

The SDC guidelines presented in this report can be used for education purposes as 

well as for conducting routine data anonymization tasks in practice. We envision 

expanding this initial set of guidelines via learning from practice, as explained in 

Chapter 2 with an organizational learning model. We note also that the process of 

applying SDC technology into practice involves multidisciplinary stakeholders, where 

SDC experts are required to consult with non SDC experts (like legal, ethical and 

domain experts) to gain insight in, to assess and/or to make informed decisions 

about, among others, the impact of potential personal data disclosures, the relevant 

factors of data environment, and the complimentary data protection measures 

needed to mitigate residual risks. 

6.2 Future research directions 

A number of issues became apparent during the design and development of the 

initial SDC guidelines as well as their partial assessment as described in Appendix C. 

Addressing these issues was beyond the scope of the current study. Further, there 

are certain subjects matters that have emerged recently (therefore, they have not 

been researched adequately yet) or there is little information on how to apply the 

existing research results in practical settings. This section will describe some future 

research directions that have been identified during this study.  

 

We start with describing a few research directions related to the generic issues of 

the guidelines in Section 6.2.1. Subsequently in Sections 6.2.2, 6.2.3 and 6.2.4 we 

will discuss the future research directions related to generic, microdata specific and 

tabular data specific guidelines presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, respectively.  

6.2.1 Related to generic issues 

Our assessments within this study, as described Appendix C, were carried out 

mainly to investigate partial and specific aspects of the design of the initial guide-

lines. This partiality, to some degree, is inherent to the adopted SDC deployment 

framework for incremental embedding the guidelines in an organization. As the 

guidelines become increasingly more embedded and used, their assessment can be 

performed more thoroughly.  
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There were a limited number of case studies and experiments carried out with real 

world data sets. In the future, it is desirable to conduct more case studies in real 

world settings (i.e., in a close collaboration with practitioners). Furthermore, these 

case studies and experiments were carried out by our SDC experts (thus, not by the 

target user group, i.e., data stewards) and with minimal consultations with domain 

experts and non-SDC experts. In fact, SDC methods were applied with less 

interaction with the local parties, who are often (close to) domain experts. The 

assessment of the guidelines can be improved further by including the interaction 

between the SDC and non-SDC experts (e.g., domain experts) in the future. 

 

The usability of the SDC guidelines and the state-of-the-art reports was not 

evaluated with the target user group(s), i.e., the entry-level users (or data 

stewards) of SDC technology. To this end, it is necessary to: 

 Train data stewards on SDC technology, using our state-of-the-art and guideline 

reports and organizing training workshops, and 

 Develop a high-fidelity prototype for microdata protection to enable the target 

user group to gain hands-on experiences. Such a prototype can be based on the 

user interface designed in (Rawat, 2020), which should further be coupled to 

anSDC tool (like ARX). 

 

The guidelines defined the data anonymization process without going into context 

dependent details. Although this approach was inevitable at this stage to contain the 

level of complexity and to avoid overfitting to the cases considered, we may need to 

specify some of these activities in more detail in the future iterations of the design, 

implement and improve process. Providing more details is a gradual process, which 

requires time for practitioners to get familiarized with the relevant concepts and 

provide feedback for SDC experts to develop the guidelines according to the practi-

tioners’ needs. We are going to present a number of these knowledge acquisition 

endeavors as future research directions in the following sections. 

6.2.2 Related to the generic guidelines 

The generic guidelines are mostly focused on identifying the issue relevant to data 

anonymization before actually anonymizing the data. We find two interesting 

research topics here, as described in the following.  

 

The first research topic is the relation between SDC technologies – and by extension 

these guidelines – and the legal aspects of personal data protection. For example, it 

is interesting to investigate the relation between the data anonymization process as 

presented and the Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) process. Addressing 

this research question requires specifying how data anonymization should be coor-

dinated with other data protection measures in order to collaboratively mitigate 

disclosure risks. Another example is to determine the amount of resources (time, 

money, employees, etc.) that should be put into the process of data anonymization. 

Applying the due diligence principle is a key legal requirement. However, how much 

is needed to satisfy this requirement is difficult to assess. Unlimited effort may be 

needed to mitigate all disclosure risks. Nevertheless, an upper limit can be put on 

the amount of the risks that can be tolerated when releasing data. The GDPR uses 

the phrase ‘reasonably unlikely’ to mark this maximum tolerable risk. This upper 

limit, in general, has a relationship with the amount of the efforts put into protecting 

data (via data anonymization). As such, it is important that the concept of ‘reason-

ably unlikely’, as used in legal texts, is well defined for evaluating the disclosure 

risks.   
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Another important research topic is how to model the data environment adequately, 

considering many existing uncertainties. Data stewards have limited time for model-

ling the relevant data environment factors (e.g., background info, agencies/actors 

etc.). This also has to do with what should be understood under the due diligence 

principle as mentioned above. Modelling what intruders may know is a difficult 

statistical task requiring further research on, for example, how to estimate how 

unique certain attribute values are, what kind of resources an intruder may possess, 

and which attack scenario (e.g., the prosecutor, journalist and marketer ones) are 

relevant.  

6.2.3 Related to microdata anonymization guidelines 

Regarding the microdata specific guidelines presented in Chapter 4, we identify 

some research directions as follows.  

 

Attribute mapping (i.e., selecting the QIDs, SATs and NATs), which affects both 

microdata and tabular data protection, is concerned with modelling the background 

knowledge available to intruders. Knowing those identifying attributes that are 

common in a data set being protected and in other databases, one determines 

which attributes may act as, for example, QIDs. An attribute may be a QID in 

certain settings and an NAT or SAT in others, depending on various environment 

factors. In practice, we suspect this background knowledge is estimated to the best 

of one’s knowledge at the time of data anonymization. One should note that this is 

not a future proof estimation (i.e., future data releases by anyone may turn some 

currently non-QID attributes into QIDs). For the problem of attribute mapping, we 

presented a simple heuristic in Chapter 4. Nevertheless, there is a need for devel-

oping a systematic approach for attribute mapping as well as for dealing with 

uncertainty in estimating the background knowledge available to intruders. For  

the latter, there is a link with the future research direction on the principle of due 

diligence (i.e., when we can say that one has put enough efforts to estimate the 

background knowledge) as mentioned in Section 6.2.2. The problem of attribute 

mapping may become more complex if an attribute can be considered as partially 

QID and partially SAT. Dealing with this duality requires further research before 

being included in guidelines.  

 

In estimating risks associated with data linkage, it is important to determine how/ 

whether the records in a data set are samples of a population data set. There are 

various ways to establish the sample-population relationship and, consequently, the 

sampling rate. In census data sets, statistical bureaus randomly subsample the 

records of a source data set (i.e., the population data) to obtain a sample data set. 

In such cases, it is straightforward to determine the sampling rate per every record 

in the sample data set. Often, for a given data set being protected, there is no 

explicit data set as the population data set. There are statistical methods, for the 

examples of such methods see (Dankar et al., 2012), to estimate the sampling rate 

based on the frequencies of attribute value patterns of the sample data set (i.e., in 

the data set to be protected). It is for future research to investigate which attributes 

(and attribute value patterns) should be considered when applying the sampling 

rate estimation methods to a data set being protected. Further, it is interesting to 

investigate whether web crawling techniques can be used to obtain an improved 

estimation of sampling rates. In web crawling, one searches the number of occur- 

rences of specific attribute value patterns in publically available sources like social 

media and Internet webpages. 
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In addition to the sampling rate, estimating disclosure risks requires specifying 

appropriate data disclosure attack scenarios. The scenarios capture the basic and 

typical modus operandi of intruders, to which we can associate a quantitative value 

as an estimation of disclosure likelihood. For anonymizing microdata sets, the 

current guidelines advise three scenarios, namely: Prosecutor attacker, journalist 

attacker and marketer attacker. It is for future research to investigate which other 

attack scenarios are relevant and measurable (i.e., for which one can derive a 

quantitative measure of disclosure). 

 

The risk of disclosure in microdata sets is currently assessed based on re-identifica-

tion. This leaves out attribution, especially group attribution that can occur without 

identification. Further research is required to account for attribution in conjunction 

with the risk of identification. In addition, there is a need for a systematic way to 

define the taxonomy trees (i.e. how the attributes are generalized) such that the 

generalization levels do no result in information leakage. Furthermore, the simula-

tion study for making trade-offs among data risk and utility measures can be 

expanded upon in future research. In addition, the study in (Amighi et al., 2020) is 

a rather small-scale study on general-purpose data risk and utility measures for a 

publicly available microdata set. The study should be repeated for real microdata 

sets from the justice domain.  

 

Lastly, note that producing a compendium of worked examples from practical cases 

can serve as a relevant research direction to produce a body of case/example based 

knowledge for addressing some of the abovementioned issues for protecting 

microdata. 

6.2.4 Related to tabular data anonymization guidelines 

Tabular data publishing is a well-defined field, being applied into practice within 

(census) institutions that have decades of experience in the field. In tabular data 

publishing, relatively to microdata publishing, it is easier to protect privacy due to 

its inherent aggregation, which has generally a lower level of disclosure risks. 

Nonetheless, as more tables are being released and more data can potentially be 

gathered by intruders, additional research becomes necessary to appropriately 

protect tabular data.  

 

Tables inherently have many relations among their cells. As more tables are being 

released, it becomes likelier to (partially) undo applied protection methods by using 

these relations. Undoing the protection methods requires having knowledge about 

the protection method and the relations between cells. In certain cases, such as 

when tables are protected by rounding, there are algorithms to revert the table 

values to their original values. Using the tools that implement these algorithms, 

data anonymizers can quickly check if the table is sufficiently protected against such 

attacks. For other protection methods, there is still a need for research, and more 

importantly automated tools, to indicate whether the protection could potentially be 

undone using the relations in the table. On a related note, in theory it is possible to 

compute the disclosure risk given that the intruder knows a small part of the popu-

lation (Smith & Elliot 2008). This method of computation could take into account the 

relations in the table (e.g., how knowing all individuals in one cell affects the protec- 

tion of other cells). We have not seen any practical application of this method yet, 

nevertheless, we think that it is a promising future research direction. 
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The measures for data utility and data risks are difficult to apply in practical set-

tings. Firstly, this stems partially from academic research that is mainly geared 

towards generic measures that require no knowledge of data usage. Secondly, data 

risk and data utility are inherently perceived from different domains, which makes it 

difficult to deterministically make trade-offs among them. Therefore, proposing 

deterministic guidelines appears to be an impossible task. However, it is possible to 

produce also here a compendium of worked examples from practical settings, which 

show how the data risks and data utility are measured and how a trade-off is made 

between them. Such an example-based approach could be used as a basis for 

knowledge sharing towards data stewards in similar domains. Further, research into 

decision-making methods based on contending values (like design thinking) can be 

an interesting direction for future research.  
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Samenvatting 

Bescherming van persoonsgegevens in het justitiële domein: 

Richtlijnen voor Statistical Disclosure Control 

Project Privacy Utility Tools 2.0 

Achtergrond, toepassingsgebied en bijdragen 

Overheden proberen hun transparantie, verantwoording en efficiëntie te verbeteren 

door hun met overheidsgeld gefinancierde datasets proactief open te stellen voor 

het publiek. Op die manier willen zij participatief bestuur door burgers ondersteu-

nen, innovaties en economische groei voor publieke en/of particuliere ondernemin-

gen bevorderen en het voor burgers en organisaties gemakkelijker maken om 

onderbouwde beslissingen te nemen. Overheidsinstanties delen ook gegevens met 

anderen om verschillende redenen, bijvoorbeeld om hun operationele activiteiten te 

faciliteren, statistische inzichten in de status van hun operationele activiteiten en 

strategische doelstellingen te verkrijgen, en wetenschappelijk onderzoek uit te 

voeren dat relevant is voor hun missie, bijvoorbeeld naar de impact van hun beleid. 

Bescherming van persoonsgegevens is voor overheidsinstanties een belangrijke 

voorwaarde om hun gegevens op verantwoorde wijze openbaar te kunnen maken  

en te kunnen delen. Een van de belangrijkste beginselen van de bescherming van 

persoonsgegevens is het beperken van de hoeveelheid persoonsgegevens die 

gedeeld worden tot het niveau dat nodig is voor het beoogde gebruik van de 

gegevens. Als het gaat om open data, waarbij de opengestelde gegevens voor 

iedereen toegankelijk zijn, ook voor potentiële kwaadwillenden, komt de bescher-

ming van persoonsgegevens voornamelijk neer op gegevensminimalisering. 

 

Er bestaan verschillende technologieën om persoonsgegevens in een dataset te 

beschermen. SDC-technologieën (Statistical Disclosure Control) zijn daar een 

onderdeel van. Deze technologieën zijn ontwikkeld om de hoeveelheid persoons-

gegevens in een dataset te beperken en tegelijk de bruikbaarheid van de gegevens 

te behouden. SDC-technologieën kunnen worden toegepast op zowel microdatasets 

als geaggregeerde datasets. Microdatasets, die (zeer) omvangrijk kunnen zijn, 

bestaan uit gestructureerde tabellen met een aantal rijen, die staan voor personen, 

en een aantal kolommen, die staan voor de kenmerken (attributen) van die perso-

nen (zoals hun leeftijd, geslacht en beroep). Geaggregeerde datasets zijn opge-

bouwd uit microdata. Een geaggregeerde dataset bevat een of meer tabellen met 

een aantal rijen en kolommen, die corresponderen met een aantal groepskenmer-

ken, die weer een subset zijn van de kenmerken in de betreffende microdata. 

Eerder bestudeerden we SDC-technieken voor de bescherming van microdatasets 

(Bargh et al., 2018) en voor geaggregeerde datasets (Bargh et al., 2020).  

 

Het hoofddoel van ons onderzoeksproject is het vergroten van de kennis binnen  

de Nederlandse overheid, en meer in het bijzonder het ministerie van Justitie en 

Veiligheid, over SDC-technologie, en de mogelijkheden, de beperkingen en het 

gebruik daarvan. In navolging van eerdere publicaties (Bargh et al., 2018, 2020) 

zetten we in dit rapport een volgende stap naar de ingebruikname van SDC-tech-

nologie binnen overheidsinstanties door enkele initiële richtlijnen te ontwikkelen 
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voor het gebruik van SDC-technologie in de praktijk. We verwachten dat SDC-

technologie op die manier toegankelijker wordt voor data stewards die verantwoor-

delijk zijn voor het op verantwoorde wijze delen of openstellen van datasets.  

 

De toepassing van SDC-technologie is een multidisciplinaire taak waarvoor onder 

meer juridische en technische expertise nodig is. De initiële richtlijnen in dit rapport 

zijn bedoeld om de technische SDC-kennis en de gebruiksvaardigheden van data 

stewards die nog niet eerder SDC-technologie hebben gebruikt te verbeteren. De 

belangrijkste bijdrage van dit rapport is het bieden van een eerste reeks richtlijnen 

voor: 

 het werkproces voor het gebruik van SDC-technologie voor de bescherming van 

microdata en geaggregeerde data;  

 de belangrijkste activiteiten in elke stap van het proces; en  

 de configuratie van specifieke stappen in de praktijk. 

 

De toepassing van SDC-technologie in de praktijk (d.w.z. de ingebruikname ervan 

binnen organisaties) is vanwege de complexiteit, het multidisciplinaire karakter en 

de afhankelijkheid van de context geen eenmalige onderneming. Daarom bieden we 

ook een raamwerk waarmee SDC-technologie stapsgewijs en geleidelijk in een 

organisatie kan worden ingevoerd en geïntegreerd. De initiële SDC-richtlijnen uit dit 

rapport dienen als een van de eerste stappen van dit raamwerk.  

 

NB: in dit rapport duiden we met de term ‘anonimisering van gegevens’ op het 

proces waarbij directe en indirecte identificerende gegevens uit een dataset worden 

verwijderd en SDC-technieken worden toegepast om de dataset te kunnen delen of 

openstellen.  

Methodologie 

We hebben verschillende methoden gebruikt om de SDC-richtlijnen en het raam-

werk te ontwikkelen, zoals literatuuronderzoek, casusstudies, interviews met 

deskundigen, experimenten, prototypes en simulaties.  

 

Ons literatuuronderzoek heeft geleid tot twee technische rapporten (Bargh et al., 

2018, 2020), die dienen als aanvullende leesstof waarin de theoretische onder-

bouwing van de initiële richtlijnen wordt toegelicht en enkele voorbeelden worden 

gegeven. We hebben vier casestudies uitgevoerd om meer te weten te komen over 

de manier waarop gegevens op dit moment in het justitiële domein in de praktijk 

geanonimiseerd worden. Daarnaast hebben we vier interviews met deskundigen 

gehouden om enkele keuzes die we voor de initiële richtlijnen hebben gemaakt te 

toetsen en onderbouwen. We hebben de eerste versie van de initiële richtlijnen 

toegepast op vier datasets uit het justitiële domein om de toepasbaarheid van de 

richtlijnen in de praktijk te evalueren. Sommige gebruikersinterface-aspecten van 

de initiële richtlijnen zijn geïmplementeerd in een mock-up-prototype van een SDC-

softwaretool. Tot slot hebben we een aantal simulaties uitgevoerd met een open-

source-SDC-softwaretool om enkele van onze ontwerpbeslissingen voor de richt-

lijnen te onderbouwen.  

 

Al deze methoden hebben ons in staat gesteld ontwerpkeuzes te maken voor de 

initiële richtlijnen en de reikwijdte daarvan tot een hanteerbaar niveau te brengen. 

Bovendien hebben ze ons geholpen de beperkingen van het werk in kaart te 

brengen en een aantal richtingen voor toekomstig onderzoek te bepalen. 
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Belangrijkste resultaten 

Hieronder beschrijven we kort de belangrijkste resultaten van het onderzoek. 

Over (het belang van) anonimisering van gegevens 

We hebben aangetoond dat er een aantal drijvende krachten is achter de noodzaak 

van dataminimalisatie. De noodzaak om de verwerking van persoonsgegevens te 

beperken in lijn met het beoogde doel wordt benadrukt in allerlei (recente) 

privacywet- en -regelgeving, zoals de AVG. 

 

Het minimaliseren van persoonsgegevens begint vaak met het verwijderen van 

informatie uit een dataset die tot directe identificatie kan leiden (zoals namen en 

burgerservicenummers). Wanneer ook de informatie die tot indirecte identificatie 

kan leiden, moet worden beperkt, wordt het proces van gegevensbescherming 

ingewikkelder. In dergelijke gevallen wordt vaak SDC-technologie gebruikt om de 

hoeveelheid indirect identificeerbare informatie over personen in een dataset aan te 

passen naar een gewenst, vereist of toegestaan niveau, afhankelijk van het doel 

waarvoor de gegevens worden gebruikt. SDC-technologie kan aan dit proces 

bijdragen door inzicht te geven in en mechanismen te creëren voor:  

a het transformeren van ruwe gegevens; 

b het beoordelen van de bruikbaarheid van de oorspronkelijke en de 

getransformeerde gegevens; 

c het inschatten van de onthullingsrisico’s van de oorspronkelijke en de 

getransformeerde gegevens; en  

d het maken van afwegingen tussen het nut van gegevens en de onthullingsrisico’s.  

 

Zoals elke andere (gegevensbeschermings)technologie moeten de mogelijkheden 

van SDC-technologie met enige terughoudendheid worden bekeken. Eén voor-

behoud is dat het minimaliseren van persoonsgegevens door middel van SDC-

technologie geen gegarandeerde anonimiteit oplevert in de zin van de definitie uit 

de AVG. Daarom mag SDC-technologie niet worden beschouwd als een wonder-

middel, want zij biedt geen volledige, kant-en-klare oplossing voor gegevens-

bescherming. Toch is het gebruik van op SDC gebaseerde inzichten en SDC-tech-

nologie noodzakelijk om te voldoen aan de regelgeving die geldt voor het delen of 

openstellen van persoonsgegevens. Vaak moet SDC-technologie dan worden 

gecombineerd met aanvullende technische maatregelen en/of niet-technische 

mechanismen voor gegevensbeheer (zoals contracten, beleid en organisatorische 

procedures) om de restrisico’s te beperken.  

Over het beoogde raamwerk voor integratie in organisaties 

SDC-technologie is een geavanceerd expertisegebied waarin actief onderzoek wordt 

gedaan en dat voortdurend verder ontwikkelt. Het gebruik van SDC-technologie 

vereist een holistische benadering waarbij rekening wordt gehouden met technolo-

gische, juridische, ethische, publieke en organisatorische aspecten. Bovendien is de 

toepassing van SDC in de praktijk afhankelijk van vele omgevingsfactoren, zoals de 

beschikbaarheid van achtergrondkennis voor indringers en de gevoeligheid van de 

te delen gegevens. Daarom presenteren wij een raamwerk om SDC-technologie in 

te bedden in een organisatie.  

 

Het beoogde raamwerk omvat een model om SDC-verantwoordelijkheden binnen 

een organisatie te verdelen, en een iteratief leerproces om relevante SDC-kennis 

binnen de organisatie te ontwikkelen op basis van de (toenemende) behoeften van 

de organisatie.  
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 Het beoogde model beoogt een optimale verdeling van SDC-kennis en -

vaardigheden binnen een organisatie: enerzijds bij de afzonderlijke partijen of 

afdelingen die privacygevoelige datasets beheren en anderzijds bij een centrale 

partij die over expertise op het gebied van SDC-technologie beschikt. Een 

mogelijke vorm is dat routine SDC-taken aan individuele partijen worden 

gedelegeerd en complexe en geavanceerde taken aan de centrale partij.  

 Het iteratieve leerproces binnen ons raamwerk is erop gericht de SDC-taken 

geleidelijk zoveel mogelijk te distribueren en te delegeren aan de individuele 

partijen. Op die manier proberen we op termijn SDC-expertise te creëren bij alle 

individuele partijen, zonder hen onmiddellijk te belasten met en de 

verantwoordelijkheid te geven voor het leren en toepassen van complexe SDC-

taken. Volgens dit leerproces wordt de initiële reeks SDC-richtlijnen geleidelijk 

uitgebreid (en/of gewijzigd) doordat men leert van de praktijk. 

Over de algemene richtlijnen 

De initiële SDC-richtlijnen uit dit rapport zijn bedoeld om enerzijds het proces van 

het gebruik van SDC-technologie te beschrijven en anderzijds enkele aanbevelingen 

te doen voor de te gebruiken beschermingsmodellen en -methoden en de para-

meterconfiguraties. We beginnen met een reeks basisrichtlijnen, die zorgvuldig zijn 

ontwikkeld op basis van onze onderzoeksmethoden. Deze initiële SDC-richtlijnen 

kunnen worden gebruikt voor onderwijsdoeleinden en bij het uitvoeren van routine-

matige gegevensanonimiseringstaken. Volgens het beoogde ontwikkelingsproces 

zouden de initiële SDC-richtlijnen geleidelijk uitgebreid (en/of gewijzigd) moeten 

worden door van de praktijk te leren.  

 

De initiële SDC-richtlijnen zijn onderverdeeld in algemene en specifieke richtlijnen. 

De specifieke richtlijnen zijn bedoeld voor de bescherming van microdata of 

geaggregeerde data en worden in de volgende paragraaf beschreven. In de 

algemene richtlijnen worden de taken van het SDC-proces beschreven die van 

toepassing zijn op de bescherming van beide soorten data. Deze algemene taken 

hebben betrekking op:  

 het selecteren van de te delen gegevens;  

 het specificeren van de doelstelling(en) van het delen van gegevens; 

 het specificeren van de dataomgeving; en  

 het transformeren, analyseren en delen van gegevens.  

 

De te delen of publiceren dataset wordt doorgaans geselecteerd op basis van de 

relevante strategische doelstellingen, beleidslijnen en overwegingen. Dit kan reactief 

gebeuren, als reactie op een concreet dataverzoek, of proactief, om transparantie te 

creëren (bv. in het geval van Open Data).  

 

Deze specificatie van het doel waarmee gegevens worden gedeeld, wat gewoonlijk 

buiten het anonimiseringsproces gebeurt, kan vervolgens in het SDC-proces 

gebruikt worden om bepaalde aspecten van de dataomgeving te specificeren, 

passende maatregelen te kiezen om de bruikbaarheid van gegevens en de 

onthullingsrisico’s te beoordelen, en afwegingen te maken tussen risico’s en 

bruikbaarheid.  

 

Het specificeren van de dataomgeving heeft betrekking op het modelleren van de 

context waarbinnen de gegevens worden gedeeld en gebruikt. Een dergelijk 

contextmodel is belangrijk om de onthullingsrisico’s te kunnen bepalen. Bij het 

modelleren van de context spelen onder meer de volgende factoren een rol:  

 de betrokken actoren (bv. de soorten indringers);  
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 de aanvullende gegevensbronnen die potentiele indringers kunnen gebruiken als 

achtergrondkennis om persoonsgegevens uit een gedeelde dataset openbaar te 

maken;  

 de mechanismen voor gegevensbeheer die worden gebruikt om restrisico’s te 

beperken; en  

 de technische middelen die zijn gebruikt om de gedeelde dataset te beschermen 

of die gebruikt kunnen worden om persoonsgegevens uit de gedeelde dataset af 

te leiden.  

 

De richtlijnen over het transformeren en analyseren van gegevens zijn afhankelijk 

van het gegevenstype (d.w.z. microdata of geaggregeerde data) en worden daarom 

hieronder beschreven. Ten slotte is bij het delen van gegevens een van de belang-

rijkste taken het documenteren van het anonimiseringsproces voor zowel intern als 

extern gebruik.  

Over de gegevensspecifieke richtlijnen  

De gegevenstransformatie- en -analysetaken uit de algemene richtlijnen zijn 

vergelijkbaar, maar verschillen technisch per gegevenstype. Daarom worden ze  

in het rapport afzonderlijk besproken.  

 

De SDC-taken die specifiek zijn voor microdata, draaien om het transformeren en 

analyseren van gegevens. Voor het transformeren van gegevens definiëren we 

vervolgens een aantal taken, namelijk: het bepalen van de privacybenadering, het 

beoordelen van de gevoeligheid van de attributen, het kiezen van privacymodellen 

en -methoden, het configureren van parameters, het toepassen van de gekozen 

modellen en methoden en de configuraties daarvan.  

 Er worden twee privacybenaderingen onderscheiden voor de bescherming van 

gegevens, namelijk een syntactische en een op ruis gebaseerde benadering. We 

hebben die eerste gekozen als basis voor de initiële SDC-richtlijnen, omdat deze 

waarheidsgetrouw is en gemakkelijk kan worden gekoppeld aan juridische 

privacyconcepten. In toekomstige edities van de richtlijnen kan ook worden 

overwogen op ruis gebaseerde benaderingen op te nemen.  

 Voor de syntactische benadering worden de attributen in de te delen microdataset 

onderverdeeld in vier typen, namelijk expliciet identificerende attributen, quasi-

identificerdende attributen, gevoelige attributen en niet-gevoelige attributen. De 

expliciet identificerende attributen (zoals namen en persoonsnummers) worden 

over het algemeen verwijderd. De quasi-identificerende attributen kunnen door 

indringers potentieel gebruikt gebruiken om personen in de dataset te identifi-

ceren.  

 In de initiële richtlijnen stellen wij voor twee privacymodellen te gebruiken om 

quasi-identificerende en gevoelige attributen te beschermen: k-anonimity en l-

diversity. Daarvoor moet men zich echter wel bewust zijn van de mogelijkheden 

en beperkingen van deze modellen.  

 Vervolgens moeten de parameters van het gekozen privacymodel of de gekozen 

privacymodellen en methoden worden geconfigureerd. Daarbij kunnen verschil-

lende factoren in aanmerking worden genomen, zoals de gevoeligheid van de 

gedeelde attributen, de gevoeligheid van de waarden van de gedeelde attributen, 

het doel van de gegevensdeling, het al dan niet bestaan van aanvullende mecha-

nismen voor gegevensbescherming, het verwachte soort aanvallers, de reputatie 

van de gegevensverwerkers, de frequentie en het type van de gegevensselectie 

(ten opzichte van de volledige dataset), om er maar een paar te noemen.  
 Met behulp van een softwaretool kunnen de gekozen privacymodellen, -methoden 

en -parameters op de dataset worden toegepast.   
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Bij de analyse van gegevens, worden de bruikbaarheid van de gegevens en de 

onthullingsrisico’s van de getransformeerde dataset geanalyseerd. Vervolgens wordt 

besloten of de afweging tussen de bruikbaarheid en de privacy van de gegevens 

(d.w.z. de onthullingsrisico’s) bevredigend is.  

 

Geaggregeerde data zijn een aggregatie van microdata. De SDC-taken voor de 

bescherming van geaggregeerde datasets zijn functioneel vergelijkbaar met die voor 

de bescherming van microdatasets. Vergeleken met microdata hebben geaggre-

geerd data minder dimensies (d.w.z. minder attributen), maar ze kunnen wel veel 

meer afhankelijkheden hebben. Deze afhankelijkheden, die bijvoorbeeld ontstaan 

wanneer meerdere verschillende tabellen uit dezelfde microdataset worden samen-

gesteld, kunnen mogelijk worden gebruikt om privacygevoelige informatie te ont-

hullen. Daarom is de bescherming van geaggregeerde data meer gericht op het 

identificeren en verhelpen van deze afhankelijkheden. Door deze andere focus 

verschilt het proces voor de bescherming van geaggregeerde data enigszins van  

het proces bij microdata.  

 

De SDC-taken specifiek voor geaggregeerde data met betrekking tot gegevenstrans-

formatie en -analyse, zijn: het ontwerpen van de tabel, het kiezen van maatregelen 

om het onthullingsrisico te verkleinen, het kiezen van beschermingsmethoden, het 

configureren van parameters en het analyseren van gegevens. 

 Tijdens het tabelontwerp wordt het gewenste type tabel bepaald (d.w.z. fre-

quentietabel of kwantitatieve tabel), worden de groeperingsattributen en hun 

waarden geselecteerd en wordt de structuur van de tabel gespecificeerd in 

termen van de bestaande relaties binnen de tabel en met de andere tabellen die 

in de dataomgeving aanwezig (zullen) zijn. 

 Bij het kiezen van de maten voor het bepalen van het onthullingsrisico wordt 

bepaald welke cellen mogelijk risico lopen op onthulling op basis van (een beperkt 

aantal) gevoeligheidsregels. Voor de initiële reeks richtlijnen zijn de voorgestelde 

regels de frequentieregel, de p%-regel, en nulcellen en scheve verdelingen. 

 Door het kiezen van beschermingsmethode(n) wordt geprobeerd de bedreigingen 

te verminderen voor de cellen die risico lopen. Daartoe stellen wij een algemene 

volgorde van stappen voor het kiezen en toepassen van beschermingsmethoden 

voor, op basis van de gewenste eigenschappen van de beschermde tabel. 

 Door parameters te configureren kunnen de parameters van de gekozen 

maatregelen voor het verminderen van het onthullingsrisico en de gekozen 

beschermingsmethoden nauwkeurig worden afgesteld. 

 Tot slot worden, door gegevens te analyseren, de bruikbaarheid en de privacy 

van gegevens (d.w.z. de onthullingsrisico’s) beoordeeld op basis van een aantal 

maten (d.w.z. gevoeligheidsregels). Vervolgens wordt beslist of de afweging 

tussen het nut en de privacy van de gegevens bevredigend is.  

 

Deze specifieke SDC-richtlijnen voor de gegevenstransformatie- en -analysetaken 

worden voor zowel de microdata als de geaggregeerde data herhaald totdat een 

bevredigende balans is gevonden tussen de bruikbaarheid en de privacy van de 

gegevens. 
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Discussie en vervolgonderzoek 

Zoals gezegd is de toepassing van SDC-technologie in de praktijk vanwege de 

complexiteit, het multidisciplinaire karakter en de afhankelijkheid van de context 

geen eenmalige onderneming. Daarom kan SDC-technologie aan de hand van ons 

beoogde raamwerk stapsgewijs en geleidelijk in een organisatie worden ingevoerd 

en geïntegreerd. Hiervoor moet een iteratief leerproces worden gecreëerd om 

relevante SDC-kennis in de hele organisatie te ontwikkelen, op basis van de 

toenemende behoeften van de organisatie. 

 

Tijdens het ontwerp en de ontwikkeling van de initiële SDC-richtlijnen hebben we 

een aantal problemen vastgesteld. Aangezien deze buiten het bestek van dit 

onderzoek vielen, laten wij deze kwesties voor toekomstig onderzoek. Een aantal 

algemene kwesties benoemen we hieronder.  

 

De bruikbaarheid van de SDC-richtlijnen en de daarbij horende eerdere onderzoeks-

rapporten (Bargh et al., 2018, 2020) is niet geëvalueerd met de doelgroep(en), 

oftewel beginnende gebruikers van SDC-technologie zoals data stewards. Daarvoor 

is het noodzakelijk: 

 data stewards op te leiden op het gebied van SDC-technologie, onder andere met 

behulp van onze rapporten en door workshops te organiseren over SDC-tools; en 

 een waarheidsgetrouw prototype te ontwikkelen om de doelgroep in staat te 

stellen praktische ervaring op te doen met SDC-technologie. Een dergelijk 

prototype voor de bescherming van microdata kan bijvoorbeeld worden 

gebaseerd op de gebruikersinterface die is ontworpen door Rawat (2020). Let op: 

de ontworpen gebruikersinterface moet nog steeds worden gekoppeld aan een 

bestaande SDC-tool. 

 

Bovendien raken data stewards op deze manier vertrouwd met de relevante SDC-

concepten, zodat zij de SDC-deskundigen nuttige feedback kunnen geven om de 

richtlijnen in de toekomst verder te ontwikkelen overeenkomstig hun behoeften. 

 

Het lijkt een onmogelijke opdracht om gedetailleerde en allesomvattende richtlijnen 

voor te stellen. Het is echter wel mogelijk een compendium van praktijkvoorbeelden 

op te stellen, die tot in detail laten zien hoe een dataset in een specifiek geval kan 

worden geanonimiseerd (bv. hoe de SDC-modellen en -methoden worden gekozen 

en toegepast, hoe het risico en de bruikbaarheid worden gemeten en hoe de afwe-

gingen worden gemaakt). Een dergelijke op voorbeelden gebaseerde aanpak met 

een aantal uitgewerkte praktijkvoorbeelden kan in de toekomst als basis worden 

gebruikt voor het delen van praktische kennis ten behoeve van data stewards. 

 

Er is een beperkt aantal casusstudies en experimenten uitgevoerd met echte, 

bestaande datasets. In de toekomst is het wenselijk meer concrete casusstudies uit 

te voeren op echte datasets en in nauwe samenwerking met de data stewards. Deze 

casusstudies kunnen als praktijkvoorbeelden worden gepresenteerd en/of worden 

gebruikt om de initiële SDC-richtlijnen bij te stellen.  

 

Een onderwerp voor toekomstig onderzoek is het verband tussen de initiële richt-

lijnen en de juridische aspecten van de bescherming van persoonsgegevens. Er 

moet bijvoorbeeld worden bepaald hoeveel middelen (tijd, geld, werknemers enz.) 

in een bepaalde situatie nodig zijn voor het proces van gegevensanonimisering. 

Daarvoor is de toepassing van het zorgvuldigheidsbeginsel een belangrijke 

wettelijke vereiste. Een ander belangrijk onderzoeksthema betreft de manieren 
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waarop de dataomgeving waarin een dataset wordt gedeeld, adequaat kan worden 

gemodelleerd, rekening houdend met de vele onzekerheden die er zijn. 

 

Tot slot is een nieuwe onderzoeksrichting de uitbreiding van het beschikbare werk 

naar het domein van de bescherming van ongestructureerde gegevens, specifiek 

voor de bescherming van tekstgegevens die in natuurlijke taal zijn geschreven. 
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Appendix A On data anonymization types  

Data anonymization technologies aim at eliminating the association between indiv-

iduals and data items in a data set. Various definitions are given for data anonymi-

zation in literature like: ensuring that the risk of somebody being identified in the 

data is negligible (Elliot et al., 2016) or hiding the identity and/or the sensitive data 

of data subjects, while retaining sensitive data for the purpose of data analysis 

(Fung et al., 2010). Elliot et al. (2016) distinguish four anonymization types, 

namely: 

 guaranteed anonymization, which aims at delivering zero disclosure risk, 

regardless of any conditions that we can assume; 

 conventional anonymization,31 which refers to eliminating or transforming direct 

identifiers in the released data set in order to protect the data set against data 

intrinsic personal data threats; 

 statistical anonymization, which relies on SDC methods to reduce the risk (or, 

more precisely, the likelihood) of disclosures to an acceptable level, while 

preserving the utility of the data at an acceptable level; and 

 functional anonymization, which aim at addressing also the contextual factors 

that affect the disclosure risks of a data set. 

 

Guaranteed anonymization can be achieved when the anonymized data provide little 

or no utility (Elliot et al., 2016). Therefore, guaranteed anonymization is not con-

sidered in this study. Conventional anonymization is done by replacing direct iden-

tifiers with pseudo identifiers (i.e., pseudonymization in the technological domain), 

suppressing (also called masking) all direct identifiers with a certain value (like with 

three specific characters), or removing direct identifiers. Applying these three 

methods alone are not enough for data protection and they should usually be used 

in conjunction with other anonymization methods (Elliot et al., 2016). Statistical 

anonymization aims at transforming the data set mainly based on the statistical 

properties of the data set itself. Functional anonymization pushes the frontiers of 

statistical anonymization further by adding contextual considerations.  

 

The SDC guidelines presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 of this report cover conven-

tional, statistical and functional anonymization. 

  

                                                
31  In (Elliot et al., 2016) this anonymization type is called ‘formal anonymization’. We use the term ‘conventional 

anonymization’ instead in order not to confuse it with the term ‘formal SDC approaches’ used in Chapters 2  

and 4.  
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Appendix B Open questions of the semi-structured 
interviews 

The open questions for non-technical experts (i.e., those interviewees who are not 

SDC experts) are:  

 How do you see the role of SDC techniques in the future? 

 From a legal/ethical perspective, what do you think about the two main schools of 

thought: 

- applying syntactic models (such as k-anonymity and l-diversity) vs.  

- applying noise-based models (like ɛ-differential privacy)? 

 How do regulators view the uncertainties existing due to protecting personal data 

with SDC techniques? 

 How do you think about data anonymity when a protected data set can potentially 

be re-identified within the data controller environment? 

 How do you view the trade-off between data privacy (i.e., to protect the privacy 

rights of citizens) and data utility (i.e., to transfer knowledge to the general-

public)?  

 

The open questions for technical experts (i.e., those who are SDC experts) are: 

 How do you see the role of SDC techniques in the future? 

 From a technical perspective, what do you think about the two main schools of 

thought: 

- applying syntactic models (such as k-anonymity and l-diversity) vs.  

- applying noise-based models (like ɛ-differential privacy)?  

 Are there limits or uncertainties when protecting the data with SDC guidelines 

techniques (especially any syntactical method for that matter)? How is it possible 

to deal with these uncertainties? 

 Are there publicly available guidelines for using SDC techniques in the practice of 

your/any organization? 

 There are many ways to protect personal data when applying SDC techniques 

(e.g., rounding, recoding, suppression etc.). How do you choose which one to 

use? 

 What is the approach of your organization for applying SDC techniques? Is the 

approach domain specific? 

 

Each interview started with collecting some demographical information to capture 

the expertise level: 

 education level, 

 experience with SDC methods: Doing (actively) R&D about (the legal aspects of) 

them, or just using them. 

 a reminder of the privacy aspects in that  

- the interview is conducted for a scientific research and, as such, the inter-

viewee's views do not reflect those of his/her organization, 

- the reportage will completely be anonymized (no personal information, no 

employer information),32 

- the draft report will be given to them for their control, and  

- aAsking permission for recording.  

                                                
32 Note that this condition is relaxed in the final version of the report as we mention the names of the interviewees 

based on their consent.  
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Appendix C On justifying some design options  

The main focus of the initial guidelines is to specify the process of using SDC tech-

nology and provide some recommendations for, among others, the protection 

models and methods. These initial guidelines are described in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 

for microdata and tabular data anonymization. In addition, applying SDC technology 

into practice requires involving multidisciplinary stakeholders, i.e., requiring consul-

tation with nontechnical experts like legal, ethical and domain experts, and asks  

for an evolutionary adaptation of the guidelines based on practical needs and expe-

riences within an organization. These aspects are articulated upon in Chapter 2, 

where we envision a framework for deploying SDC technology within organizations. 

 

In developing these initial guidelines and envisioning the deployment framework,  

we used the experiences we gained and the lessons we learned from literature and 

practice. In order to nurture these experiences and harvest these lessons, we used 

a number of methods, from expert interviews to case studies and prototyping, to 

shape the deployment framework and the initial guidelines. We used the results of 

applying these methods also for elucidating some future research directions. In this 

appendix, we describe these methods and present/discuss their main outcomes, 

noting that future research directions are presented in Chapter 6.  

C.1 Expert interviews 

A number of expert interviews were conducted to determine (and help us to eval-

uate) some of our design decisions for the initial guidelines. The interviews were 

based on the expertise of the interviewees in the areas of SDC techniques and/or 

the relevant legal domain (i.e., personal data protection regulations). For this 

investigation, we interviewed two SDC experts who actively use this technology in 

their daily practice, one legal expert who is knowledgeable about data minimization 

principles, and an expert on managing data-driven research.  

 

In addition to validating the design choices, the interviews helped us to identify 

some issues, concerns and open questions about applying SDC techniques to the 

practice of privacy-preserving data management within data-intensive organiza-

tions. By no means were the interviews meant to conduct a user study about the 

guidelines in general as the number of interviewees and the scope of the interviews 

were not suited for that purpose.  

 

The objectives of the expert interviews were to learn about  

 the necessity of applying SDC techniques in practice, especially when considering 

the GDPR requirements,  

 the use and usefulness of syntactical SDC models (such as k-anonymity and l-

diversity), considering the rise of noise-based formal models (like ɛ-differential 

privacy), 

 the (legal) issues concerning the application of SDC techniques in practice, and 

 the sanity of (some aspects of) our approach for incrementally introducing SDC 

tools into practice.  

 

We started each interview by collecting minor demographical information to capture 

the interviewee’s expertise (level) such as information about their expertise and 
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education, their experience with SDC technology or privacy regulations, and 

(actively) being involved in R&D or just using them in practice. The expert inter-

views were semi-structured, comprising a number of open questions. The typical 

questions for more technical and non-technical experts (i.e., those interviewees  

who are SDC experts and not) are presented in Appendix B. In the following, we 

summarize the results of our expert interviews along a number of dimensions 

discussed during our interviews.  

On the importance of SDC technology in the future  

All interviewers agreed that data minimization and, thus, SDC technology are 

important in the future. The SDC technology is an important enabler of the data 

minimization principle to make trade-off between data utility and data privacy. 

Making data available to others (like the public) is an important task but this should 

not come at an unjustifiable risk of privacy.  

 

Two SDC experts indicated that the increase in data availability increases the risk 

when releasing data. As such, not only SDC technology is needed, but also further 

research is needed to investigate how to enable data sharing in such data-rich 

environments. From the perspective of data controllers, data cannot be acquired 

due to privacy concerns. Having a way to deliver data that can respect their con-

cerns and still be useful for analysis is very much needed. The development of 

analytical products can be divided into two phases: the design phase and the 

operation phase. Sometimes a project is not started with the design phase, even 

with anonymized data, due to the expectation of not receiving the (privacy-sen-

sitive) data for the operation phase.  

On practicing SDC approaches 

Both SDC approaches have their own benefits. However, the general consensus was 

that syntactical models are currently preferred in practice. The main concern is the 

loss of information (i.e., truthfulness) when using noise-based models.  

 

SDC experts indicated that information loss is too high to be useable for certain 

official statistical purposes. Furthermore, naively applying noise-based methods 

could lead to invalid points in the data. Lastly, there is an issue of the privacy 

budget in noise-based approaches like ɛ-differential privacy, which may impact 

users depending on the information made available previously (for example, later 

data processors could be punished by the actions of earlier data processors). To 

some degree, this dependency on the privacy budget makes also these noise- 

based schemes context dependent. More specifically, although ɛ-differential based 

schemes do not depend on other data sets as syntactical schemes do, they (i.e., ɛ-

differential based schemes) do depend on how many times they are applied to the 

same data set.  

 

There is also an advantage of using syntactical methods because they are better 

understood by the average data processor (like managers and citizens). The expec-

tation is to use the noise-based and syntactical methods side-by-side in the future 

and the choice depends partially on the data processor. Researchers (i.e., data 

analysts and experts), for instance, will understand the noise-based protection 

schemes (like ɛ-differential privacy) better than the average data processors as they 

are more thoroughly aware of the processing of the resulting data. Furthermore, 

having a formal guarantee, as offered by noise-based schemes, is very beneficial in 

data-rich environments. Adding noise to data is fine when the aim of data analysis is 

to search for general patterns in the data. However, such a noisy data set is not 
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always useable when, for example, the aim of the data analysis is to investigate 

specific or individual cases as adding noise can lead to incorrect conclusions. From a 

legal perspective, data generalization is preferred and is better understood.  

On dealing with uncertainties 

Applying SDC technology comes with inherent uncertainty. This uncertainty stems 

from the fact that data anonymizers have to predict and deal with unknown attack 

vectors, future data releases and other new technological developments.  

 

According to SDC experts, this is a policy question. As SDC experts, they can only 

model the risks, benefits and future expectations and leave it to policymakers 

whether the risks are acceptable. Sometimes the sensitivity of certain attributes 

changes over time and would have to be protected differently in the future. An 

example of this is a person’s migration background. It is important to model the 

existing and expected risks, but it is impossible to predict future risks (in this sense, 

the SDC has similarities with antivirus). It is, therefore, important to have domain 

experts present onboard, who might be more aware of the expected changes in the 

near future.  

 

From a legal perspective, in certain situations where only trusted users have access 

to the data, disclosure agreements and codes of conduct can be used to mitigate the 

risks associated with SDC uncertainty. There are some tools that model the risks 

involved in data anonymization, which can be used by data anonymizers to make 

the best decision given the known facts at the time. One of the interviewees advises 

caution if the risks are high. In many high-risk cases the privacy of the individual 

may outweigh the (public) benefit of publishing the data. The level of data anony-

mity applied and the level of the remaining risk accepted, differ per domain. Despite 

the existing uncertainties and domain dependency, SDC technology should be 

applied as much as needed and possible according to the interviewee with the legal 

background.  

On making trade-offs  

Here the trade-offs are between data privacy (or the risks that are associated with 

personal data disclosures) and data utility (the benefits obtained from sharing data 

with other parties or the general-public). One difficult part of applying SDC tech-

nology is making the trade-off between data privacy and data utility. There is a 

sentiment shared among SDC experts saying that if you favor privacy too strongly, 

then you are not able to publish even aggregated information. The consensus 

among the interviewees is that making the trade-off depends on the case and 

domain. The impact and benefits differ greatly per situation and therefore, there  

is no generic trade-off choice to define beforehand.  

 

One raised point in the interviews is that it is not always about the data shared with 

others. Sometimes, the data protection can be about how to make the data avail-

able. For example, via remote access, contracts and background checks, data 

anonymizers can allow data processors to use the data without applying stringent 

SDC-based data transformations.  

On deploying SDC technology 

Deploying SDC technologies does not always go smoothly. The interviewees 

mentioned several suggestions that are necessary to the SDC deployment, namely: 

 Having domain experts onboard. As mentioned before, domain experts can not 

only indicate the risk factors that might rise in the future, but also have a better 
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understanding of the data (for example, which parts have high privacy impacts 

and which parts are necessary to release). 

 Having a sort of SDC centralization. Applying SDC requires expertise, which is a 

scarce resource nowadays. Therefore, a centralized SDC unit can ensure having 

enough SDC experts with knowledge of the most recent developments. This 

central SDC unit can assist and support multiple groups, for example multiple 

departments of a single organization, on SDC fundamentals as well as on new 

and/or borderline cases.  

 Developing guidelines. Having guidelines can help data stewards to identify the 

aspects that should be considered before releasing the data. Furthermore, 

guidelines can help to streamline protection measures, thus preventing data 

anonymizers to apply different protection standards on similar data publishing 

situations.  

C.2 Case studies 

For developing the initial guidelines, we conducted four case studies to learn about 

the current practices for data anonymization. Particularly, hereby we sought 

 to learn about the (new) SDC techniques used by practitioners, 

 to develop our guidelines based on hands-on-experience, and 

 to discover the existing SDC techniques that might be adopted in the current 

practice. 

 

Four case studies were conducted. These cases were based on four real-world data 

sets from the domain of the Dutch Ministry of Justice and Security, which have 

already been opened to the public or shared with the scientific community. As such, 

the cases were concerned with protected data sets. The cases were chosen based on 

their relevancy to the guidelines, the relevancy and actuality of the contexts within 

which the cases are opened/shared, and the requests of the corresponding data 

stewards to obtain the results and insights of the in-progress guidelines directly 

(i.e., for re-examining their current practices by us). We investigated the scenarios 

that could lead to disclosures in these data releases. Investigating these cases 

allowed us making design choices for the initial guidelines, narrowing down their 

scope to a manageable level.  

 

Two of the case studies are concerned with opening and sharing microdata sets. We 

noted that the SDC techniques applied to these microdata sets are geared towards 

the heuristic approaches (like k-anonymity and l-diversity) that aim at protecting 

against data linkage disclosures. Such approaches are characterized as syntactic 

approaches, as explained in Section 4.1.1 and (Clifton & Tassa, 2013), and as nor-

mative approaches in (Nissim et al., 2018). These observations about the current 

practice supported our choice of the privacy approach for the initial set of our 

guidelines. 

 

In addition to being inspired by the current practices, we investigated which lessons 

learnt from literature about such approaches can be used to improve the current 

practice. Based on the gained insight and learnt lessons, for example, we noticed 

that modelling background knowledge is an important task (e.g., which attributes 

can act as QIDs) that can be improved upon in the current practice. Further, 

identifying the relevant threats (or attack scenarios) is another important task in 

deciding on the required data protection methods. 
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The way that the studied microdata sets are currently opened/shared, may result in 

limited risks as they are concerned with rather low sensitive personal information 

(i.e., related to home burglary and attempted home burglary) or as they are only 

shared with the scientific community. Nevertheless, for developing the future data 

protection guidelines, we sensed the need for considering various attack scenarios 

and weighing their relevancy given, among others, the sensitivity of the data and 

the purpose of data sharing. Subsequently, we concluded that the guidelines should 

aim at identifying QIDs realistically, generalizing and suppressing all these QIDs in 

order to prevent sample uniqueness (as far as QID attributes values are concerned), 

and applying l-diversity to sensitive attributes in order to prevent attribute value 

uniqueness.  

 

Two of the case studies were concerned with opening tabular data sets. Based on 

our investigation of the data environments in these cases, we discovered that in 

both cases multiple independent organizations have made different data releases 

from the same source data. There were differences in the published attributes 

among these releases, which can potentially weaken the existing protection on each 

released data set. Linking multiple releases may increase the amount of disclosures 

due to learning more attributes about individuals. For example, when rounding the 

counts is done differently among these releases, an intruder could use the 

differences in rounding to undo the rounding completely in some cases.  

 

Disclosure risks do not originate only from differences between different releases of 

the same source data in the data environment. Within one data release, it is also 

possible to infer privacy sensitive information. We realized that identifying the 

relations in tables is a difficult task during the case study and our discussions with 

the data controllers. Furthermore, identifying how tables are related after a layer of 

protection has been applied to them is not straightforward. We used these insights 

in order to improve the guidelines and to enhance the awareness on how disclosure 

risks may occur. In other words, we learned that a systematic approach is needed 

for identifying relations in the data and specifying how they could lead to risks. This 

step has been added to the guidelines. 

 

It is vital that the protection measures are the same for all publications that use the 

same source data. We expect that standardizing the protection measures – such as 

rounding and, to an extent, the choice in attributes – among organizations can 

generally reduce disclosure risks without a great loss in data utility. However,  

this generic approach is not always possible, as continuously more information is 

regarded as sensitive. In such cases, the analysis has to be done on a case-basis  

to evaluate which additional protection measures suit the context the best. Deter-

mining the SDC standard for a source data and evaluating whether additional 

protection will be required, were found to be a key part of the data anonymization 

guidelines for tabular data sets.  

 

Noting that the current data protection approaches and the initial SDC guidelines 

considered in this report are geared towards syntactic/normative approaches, we 

should also extend the guidelines in the future with noise-based/formal data 

protection methods (like ɛ-differential privacy and information leakage prevention 

methods) for both microdata and tabular data types.  
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C.3 Experiments  

In order to evaluate the applicability of an early version of the initial guidelines in 

practice, we examined them on four real-world data sets (two microdata sets and 

two tabular data sets) from our justice domain. With exception of one data set, we 

have used the same data sets as those used for our case studies (see Section C.2). 

While the case studies in Section C.2 were done on the protected data, the experi-

ments were done on the corresponding unprotected data. The scheme of conducting 

these analyses was chosen such that two different researchers carried out the case 

study and the experiment corresponding to a data set. In this way, we tried to 

reduce subjectivity bias (or self-fulfilling prophecy) as much as possible. Note that 

the researchers involved in the experiments were aware of the results of the corres-

ponding case studies. Further, note that this examination should not be seen as 

validation or evaluation with the target user group (i.e., data stewards). 

 

The aim of these examinations was to discover the (main) shortcomings of the first 

version of the initial guidelines and to improve the guidelines accordingly. This prac-

tice became one iteration of the design, test and improve cycle for the process of 

developing the guidelines. As illustrated in Figure 3, we envision that the process of 

developing data anonymization guidelines includes multiple iterations of the design, 

test and improve cycle. According to this vision, the guidelines would be improved 

and extended via applying them to real cases in the future. 

 

In addition to indicating the shortcomings of the first version of the initial guidelines, 

our experiments helped us to gain insight in the boundary between the guidelines 

that can explicitly be specified for a problem class and the practical nuances that 

cannot (because they are case specific and context dependent). One important 

feedback we received from the experiments was to identify those instructions that 

were too abstract (thus, not provide data stewards with enough practical clues). 

Such abstract instructions were improved and some examples are adopted from 

(Bargh et al., 2018; 2020), are produced from the case studies (see Section C.2), 

and are constructed based on the experiments (see this section). These explanatory 

examples are of two types: generic ones and case-specific ones. The generic ones 

are included in this report to help data stewards about how to interpret guidelines 

generally. The case specific examples, which include the experiments in the future 

case studies, are out of the scope of this report. These case specific examples, or 

so-called worked example, can help data stewards to learn how to tailor these 

guidelines to specific data sharing scenarios. As generic guidelines cannot capture 

the nuances existing in the practice, both types of examples should supplement the 

guidelines for data stewards in the future.  

 

One limitation encountered in the experiments is that the existing tools have their 

limits. It is hard to put the disclosure risk measures into practice, as they are not 

intuitive and specific to attack scenarios (thus, they are hard to adapt to specific 

settings). Further, for tabular data the tooling is missing for auditing the data, i.e., 

checking whether the relations in the data can subvert the protection placed on 

them. Although in many cases such an audit is not a complex problem, it depends 

on how the tables are defined and read by programs. This context dependency 

makes it difficult to have a single auditing tool for all tables. This is because the 

relation between cells in the table has no standard notation or file type.  

 

The experiments provided feedback for many small adjustments of the guidelines. 

These adjustments resulted in the guidelines presented in this work. Certain 
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limitations were found from experiments and other evaluation methods that would 

require significant research in the future, which we summarize in Section 6.2. 

C.4 User studies 

During the writing of the guidelines, we collaborated with a master student from 

Delft University of Technology, who carried out her master thesis project on 

designing an intuitive user interface for an ARX-based SDC tool. She provided a 

demo for a user interface, for the target user group of entry-level users who want to 

learn more about applying SDC technology into practice. The demo of the interface 

was evaluated based on a user study. The user study indicated that a simplified 

version of the current SDC tool is preferred. This was another confirming result that 

simplification was preferred.  

 

ARX’s native interface and the demo were compared on several factors. Rawat 

(2020) concludes that the developed user interface is more desirable than that of 

the ARX tool but it does not solve all the complexity issues associated with using 

SDC technology. In order to apply SDC technology into real world cases, the end 

users should also learn about and understand how SDC technology works. To this 

end, our state-of-the-art reports can serve as tutorials for such entry-level users, 

while the simple user interface (like the one designed by Rawat) can lower the 

barrier for gaining a hands-on experience by this target group.  

C.5 Simulations  

Applying SDC technology always faces the challenge of balancing between data 

utility and personal data disclosure risk. We have investigated empirically a number 

of attribute mapping options when protecting microdata via k-anonymity for open 

data purposes. For the empirical comparison, we considered five common scenarios, 

which target (or can be used for) assessing two types of data environments (i.e. 

those with and those without the original microdata sets) and two privacy protection 

approaches (i.e., syntactic and noise-based/formal approaches).  

 

The detailed description of the study and results can be found in (Amighi et al., 

2020). Such empirical studies provide insight for data stewards to fine-tune the 

parameter settings of the guidelines and determining the utility-privacy trade-off in 

open data settings. We do note that the data set used in the study is limited and 

there is a need for future research with more data sets, especially those of justice 

domain, to substantiate the parameter settings of the guidelines based on more 

evidence. 

 

The five scenarios considered in (Amighi et al., 2020) were defined by stepwise 

increasing the amount of the background knowledge available to intruders from very 

little to very much. Scenario I was the raw microdata set and served as baseline. In 

Scenarios II-IV, the data were protected based on the normative heuristics (i.e., 

eliminating EIDs and applying k-anonymity to QIDs), where the number of QIDs 

was increased from none, to some, and to all of the attributes, respectively. In 

Scenario V, we applied the noise-based/formal approach of ɛ–differential privacy the 

way that is implemented in ARX (i.e., via record pre-sampling as well as applying k-

anonymity to all attributes). Using ARX, we ran a series of experiments to observe 

the values of various data utility and data disclosure measures for all scenarios. At 
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the end, we discussed the consequences of choosing each of the options for opening 

privacy-sensitive microdata sets by policymakers. 

 

In open data settings, the purpose of data usage is not predetermined. The data 

processors (i.e., the public) should be able to apply any (legitimate) analysis that 

they are interested in. This implies that the objective is to transform microdata such 

that the risk of disclosures becomes negligible (i.e., practically eliminated), while the 

data utility remains as much high as possible. From scenario I to scenario V, the 

privacy risk decreases due to more attributes being considered as QIDs and, thus, 

being protected via applying k-anonymity. For these scenarios, we simulated the 

impact of applying SDC on the utility of data.  

 

In these simulations, we firstly analyzed the consequences of two meta-scenarios in 

open data settings, namely: having and not having access to original microdata 

sets. When a data stewards opts for the cases where the opened data set is 

potentially re-identifiable for parties with the original microdata sets (like the data 

controller himself), data transformation can yield a higher data utility. This is 

because not all of the attributes are assumed to be QIDs. On the other hand, when 

a data steward opts for Scenario IV where the opened data set is protected against 

also the parties with the original data set, the data utility degrades substantially as 

all attributes should be considered as QIDs and be modified.  

 

For open data purposes, Scenario V (i.e., when applying the formal ɛ–differential as 

implemented in ARX) operates better than the other scenarios from the perspective 

of protecting privacy. This performance of Scenario V comes with the cost of having 

lower data utility values, relatively to those of the other scenarios. Note that the 

formal definition of privacy behind Scenario V is not adopted widely within privacy 

regimes and data protection regulations. Further, this approach applies record pre-

sampling aggressively, which makes it inappropriate for microdata sets with a 

limited number of records. Therefore, as another supporting argument, we did not 

opt for the formal ɛ–differential approach (as implemented in ARX) within our initial 

set of guidelines.  
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Appendix D List of the persons involved in the study 

Members of the project advisory committee (in alphabetical order): 

prof. mr. dr. Bart Custers  Universiteit Leiden 

prof. dr. ir. Marijn Janssen (chairman) Delft University of Technology 

dr. ir. Maurice van Keulen University of Twente  

mr. dr. Bas van der Leij  BVDL Consultancy  

drs. Fanny Wallebroek Ministry of Justice and Security 

Research advisors (in alphabetical order): 

Tim Charlott-Green Ministry of Justice and Security 

drs. Walter Schirm Police 

Expert interviewees (in alphabetical order): 

ir. Remco Boersma Ministry of Justice and Security 

mr. Suzanne Hartholt Ministry of Justice and Security 

drs. Eric Schulte Nordholt Statistics Netherlands 

dr. ir. Peter-Paul de Wolf Statistics Netherlands  
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